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Dear Mr. Gelinas :

Please accept for filing the response of Portland General Electric Company ("Portland
General") to the May 8, 2002 Request for Admissions and Production of Documents issued by
the Commission in Docket No. PA02-2-000 to Sellers of Wholesale Electricity and/or Ancillary
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the Enron memoranda, of which Portland General had no previous knowledge, e.g ., the Enron
memoranda, website publications, news reports and similar material .
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

Fact-finding Investigation ofPotential )
Manipulation ofElectric ) Docket No. PA02-2-000
and Natural Gas Prices )

RESPONSE OF PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY TO THE
COMMISSION'S MAY 8, 2002 DATA REQUEST

AND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS

Portland General Electric Company ("Portland General" or "Portland") submits

this response pursuant to the Commission's May 8, 2002 order to sellers ofwholesale

electricity and/or ancillary services to the California Independent System Operator and/or

the California Power Exchange (the "May 8a' Order").

SUMMARY OF PORTLAND GENERAL'S INVESTIGATION PROCESS

Portland General became aware ofthe Commission's May 8s ' Order the day after

it was issued. That Order directs each seller to conduct a thorough investigation into its

trading activities and to respond, after conducting that investigation, to certain data

requests and requests for admission by May 22, 2002 .

Immediately upon learning of the Commission's Order, Portland's General

Counsel began assembling a team ofsenior personnel to formulate and execute the most

thorough investigation reasonably possible within the time frame dictated by the Order.

While Portland General had no reason to believe that it engaged in any unlawful trading

practices - and indeed stands firm in that belieftoday - given that the company is a

subsidiary ofEnron Corp, Portland General believed that it was particularly important to



respond to the Commission's Order with the most thorough investigation possible .'

Ultimately, Portland General's investigation - conducted with assistance of outside

counsel - included the following significant components :

" Creation ofan "Investigative Team" (or "Team") - the lawyers on the Team

and the staffmembers assisting them invested over 2,700 hours; conducting

the inquiry called for by the Commission's Order;

" Circulation ofmemoranda from Portland General's CEO and from its General

Counsel directing employees to fully cooperate with the investigation and

specifically requiring that employees search their records and files for any

potentially responsive documents;

" Conduct of 74 extensive interviews ofindividuals who have worked for

Portland General, either currently or formerly;

" Execution of an extensive search of hundreds ofthousands of electronically

stored documents (including e-mails) using approximately 8,500 different

computer aided searches for the specific terms used to describe the trading

strategies discussed in the Commission's Order - and review of all documents

appearing as "hits" for those terms; and

" Engagement in comprehensive follow-up on potentially responsive

information - including subsequent interviews ofvarious individuals, as well

' As discussed in greater detail in another section ofthis submission, while Portland General is
ownedby Enron, it should be noted that Portland General's trading division at all times maintained its own
policies and procedures, and that Portland General received legal advice in its own right, wholly separate
and apart from Enron.

A more detailed description of the investigation is included as Addendum A to this submission.

This figure is a conservative estimate based on time records entered as ofthe time ofthis
submission.
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as review and transcription ofvoice recordings of particular trading days and

transactions .

RESPONSE OF PORTLAND GENERAL

Preliminary Statement

Portland General is an integrated electric utility located in Portland, Oregon,

serving approximately 736,000 customers at retail in the state of Oregon. As stated

above, the Company is a wholly owned subsidiary ofEnron Corp, but it is

organizationally decentralized from the parent and managed through its Portland-based

management team. Portland General engages in wholesale trading activities, the primary

purpose ofwhich is to manage risk, meet its load and reduce costs for its retail customers .

Portland General has insufficient generating resources to meet its native load and must

purchase significant amounts of power in the wholesale market each year. Consequently,

Portland General's trading operations serve the critical function ofacquiring resources

for native load, balancing those resources with load requirements, and maximizing the

value of owned generation and purchase contracts to the extent that available supply is

excess to the needs of Portland's firm customers . This trading operation is completely

separated from that of Enron Corp. It has at all times operated on a separate, secured

trading floor, has its own policies and procedures, and is subject to the Commission's

affiliate rules and Part 37 ofthe Commission's Rules & Regulations. These rules limit

the communication that is permitted to take place between Portland General and other

Enron companies, and set strict parameters for any inter-affiliate trading.
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As part of its routine utility business and in order to take advantage of seasonal

diversity between the Pacific Northwest and California, Portland General has both

imported power to and exported power from California for over 30 years over the Pacific

Northwest Intertie. In fact, this large capacity Intertie system was constructed to

facilitate these seasonal exchanges between utilities and to create cost and resource

efficiencies in the wholesale power markets of the Western region. The majority of

Portland General's sales take place in Oregon, or at the Oregon border.

Portland General is a net buyer ofpower in these Western power markets, often

purchasing in excess of35% of its retail customers' requirements in the wholesale

markets every year. As a net buyer, Portland General's interest and the interest of its

customers is advanced when market prices and price volatility in the Pacific Northwest

are low.

The Commission's May 8, 2002 order in this docket requests answers to specific

Requests for Admissions and Production of Documents. Following are Portland

General's responses:
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I. Responses to Requests for Admissions

I. A. 1 . Admit or Deny: The company engaged in activity referred
to in the Enron memoranda as "Export of California Power" during the period
2000-2001, in which the company buys energy at the Cal PX to export outside of
California in order to take advantage ofthe price spread between California
markets (which were capped) and uncapped markets outside of California.

Portland General can neither admit nor deny this question without qualification.

As noted above, Portland has purchased power from and exported power out of

California for over 30 years to serve its retail load, and frequently resells any power

excess to its needs in the wholesale market . This practice existed before the formation

and start-up ofthe Cal PX and the Cal ISO and continues today.

Most ofthe power purchased by Portland General from the Cal PX during the

period 2000-2001 was purchased to serve retail requirements, and, as market volatility

increased and security of supply was threatened, to serve as an "insurance policy" that

would protect this source of supply for its firm customers . Particularly during the peak

demand months oflate 2000 and early 2001, Portland General tried to secure additional

length in the day-ahead market, rather than rely on the real-time market, because the real-

time market was experiencing dramatic price spikes, and the availability ofsupply could

not be guaranteed . These Cal PX purchases were made as part of standard winter buying

practice and not as a specific strategy to deprive the state of California ofneeded power.

Nor were they made as part ofany specific strategy to circumvent price caps in the

California market. As a retail service provider and as a netpurchaser ofpower,

increasing power costs and price volatility would not have been in the best interest of

Portland General.
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Further, when Portland General purchases power, it is then combined into a

larger, blended portfolio of supply that is available for serving its retail load or for resale

to numerous potential purchasers in the wholesale market . Ifultimate prices were higher

in the real-time market than the prices at which Portland had purchased in the day-ahead

market (and assuming that it had excess to sell in any particular hour), then, obviously,

resales from the portfolio would have been made at a profit. In that profit motivation did

exist, resales most likely would have been made to the highest bidder, regardless of

whether the bidder was located in the Pacific Northwest or California. Conversely, the

company was at a risk of loss if real-time prices decreased below the price paid to

Portland General's suppliers, including the Cal PX, in the day-ahead market or forward

market. Portland General also was taking a risk ofhighly volatile real-time pricing if it

had not purchased sufficient supply in the day-ahead market and had to purchase

additional supply in real-time . Finally, it is important to note that tracing the resale of

any particular megawatt in a blended portfolio ofsupply back to its source is theoretically

impossible, notwithstanding bookout accounting practices or, for example, the periodic

occurrence of "sleeve" transactions .

Given that it had neither the incentive nor the intent to participate in a strategy to

deprive California ofpower or to increase prices in its own retail marketing area,

Portland General does not believe that it has engaged in the strategy contemplated in the

Enron memoranda or by the Commission's request for admission I.A .1 . However, some

transactions conducted by Portland General during 2000-2001 may have resulted in the

company purchasing power from the Cal PX and reselling power from its portfolio of

supplies at prices higher then those paid to the Cal PX.
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I . A. 2. Ifyou so admit, provide complete details as to all
transactions your company engaged in as part ofthis activity, including the dates
of all purchases and sales of energy and/or ancillary services, counter-parties to
the transactions, prices and volumes, delivery points, and corresponding Cal ISO
schedules . Also, provide all documents that refer or relate to the activity
described immediately above.

Portland General submits that it is not possible to trace purchases into and sales

out of a blended portfolio ofsupply, as seemingly contemplated by this question .

However, for transaction data potentially relevant to this question, Portland General

refers the Commission to information filed by Portland General in this Docket No. PA02-

2-000 pursuant to a request from the Commission in an order dated March 5, 2002 .

Also see Attachment I.A.2 .
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I . B. 1 . Admit or Deny : The company engaged in activity
described in the Enron memoranda as "Non-Firm Export" during the period
2000-2001, in which the company gets a counterflow (scheduling energy in the
opposite direction of a constraint) congestion payment from the Cal ISO by
scheduling non-firm energy from a point in California to a control area outside of
California, and cutting the non-firm energy after it receives such payment.

Denied.

I . B. 2. Ifyou so admit, provide complete details as to all
transactions your company engaged in as part ofthis activity, including the dates
of all transactions, congestion payments received, corresponding Cal ISO
schedules, counter parties and delivery points. Also, provide all documents that
refer or relate to the activity described immediately above.

Not applicable.
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I . C. 1 . Admit or Deny: The Company engaged in activity
described in the Enron memoranda as "Death Star" during the period 2000-2001,
in which the company schedules energy in the opposite direction of congestion
(counterflow), but no energy is actually put onto the grid or taken offofthe grid .
This allows the company to receive congestion payments from the Cal ISO.

Denied. It is possible that, unknown to Portland General, it could have been used

by a third party in partial execution ofthis strategy . See Responses to Questions I.K . 1

and III.B .

I . C . 2 . Ifyou so admit, provide complete details as to all
transactions that your company engaged in as part ofthis activity, including the
dates of all transactions, all transmission and energy schedules, the counter
parties, all congestion payments received . Also, provide all documents that refer
or relate to the activity described immediately above .

Not applicable .
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I. D. 1 . Admit or Deny : thecompany engaged in activity described
in the Enron memoranda as "Load Shift" during the period 2000-2001 . This
variant of"relieving congestion" involves submitting artificial schedules in order
to receive inter-zonal congestion payments. The appearance ofcongestion is
created by deliberately over-scheduling load in one zone (e.g., NP-15), and under-
scheduling load in another, connecting zone (e.g., SP-15) ; and shifting load from
a congested zone to the less congested zone, thereby earning congestion payments
for reducing congestion .

Denied.

I. D. 2. If you so admit, provide complete details as to all
transactions that your company engaged in as part of this activity, including the
dates of all transactions, all schedules of load by zone, and all congestion
payments received. Also, provide all documents that refer or relate to the activity
described immediately above.

Not applicable.
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I. E. 1 . Admit or Deny: The Company engaged in activity
described in the Enron memoranda as "Get Shorty" during the period 2000-2001,
also known as "paper trading" ofancillary services in which it : (i) sells ancillary
services in the Day-ahead market ; and (ii) the next day, in the real-time market,
the company "zeros out" the ancillary services by canceling the commitment to
sell and buying ancillary services in the real-time market to cover its position.
The phrase "paper trading" is used because the seller does not actually have the
ancillary services to sell .

Denied.

I . E. 2. Ifyou so admit, provide complete details as to all
transactions that your company engaged in as part ofthis trading strategy,
including the dates ofall transactions; prices and volumes for sales of ancillary
services in the Day-ahead market ; the cancellation of such sales, prices and
volumes for the purchase of ancillary services in the real-time market to cover the
company's position; and corresponding schedules . Also, provide all documents
that refer or relate to the activity described immediately above.

Not applicable.
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1. F . 1 . Admit or Deny: The Company engaged in activity
described in the Enron memoranda as "Wheel Out" during the period 2000-2001 .
Knowing that an intertie is completely constrained (i.e ., its capacity is set at zero),
or that a line is out of service, the company schedules a transmission flow over the
facility . The company also knows that the schedule will be cut and it will receive
a congestion payment without actually having to send energy over the facility .

Denied.

I . F . 2. If you so admit, provide complete details as to all
transactions that your company engaged in as part of this activity, including the
dates ofall transactions, corresponding schedules; counter parties, and congestion
payments received . Also, provide all documents that refer or relate to the activity
described immediately above .

Not applicable .
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I . G. 1 . Admit or Deny: The company engaged in activity
described in the Enron memoranda as "Fat Boy" during the period 2000-2001 in
which the company artificially increases load on the schedule it submits to the Cal
ISO with a corresponding amount of generation. The company then dispatches
the generation it schedules, which is in excess ofits actual load . This results in
the Cal ISO paying the company for the excess generation. Scheduling
coordinators that serve load in California may be able to use this activity to
include the generation of other sellers .

Denied.

I . G. 2. Ifyou so admit, provide complete details as to all
transactions that your company engaged in as part ofthis activity, including the
dates of all transactions, corresponding schedules, and payments from the Cal ISO
for excess generation (including both price and volumes) . Also, provide all
documents that refer or relate to the activity described immediately above.

Not applicable .
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I . H. 1 . Admit or Deny : The company engaged in activity
described in the Enron memoranda as "Ricochet," also know as "megawatt
laundering," during the period 2000-2001, in which the company : (i) buys energy
from the Cal PX and exports to another entity, which charges a small fee ; and (ii)
the first company resells the energy back to the Cal ISO in the real-time market.

Denied. See, however, Response to Question I.K .1 . Portland General may have

been used as an intermediary by another party engaging in a similar activity .

I . H. 2. If you so admit, provide complete details as to all
transactions that your company engaged in as part of this activity, including the
dates for all transactions, names ofcounter parties and whether they were
affiliates, the fees charged, prices and volumes for energy that was bought and
then resold . Also, provide all documents that refer or relate to the activity
described immediately above .

Not applicable .
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1. 1. 1 . Admit or Deny: The company engaged in activity
described in the Enron memoranda as "Selling Non-firm Energy as Firm
Energy" during the period 2000-2001, in which the company sells or resells what
is actually non-firm energy to the Cal PX, but claims that it is "firm" energy . This
allows the company to receive payment from the Cal ISO for ancillary services
that it claims to be providing, but does not in fact provide .

Denied.

I . I . 2 . If you so admit, provide complete details as to all
transactions that your company engaged in as part ofthis activity, including the
dates for all transactions, prices and volumes, and corresponding schedules . Also,
provide all documents that refer or relate to the activity described immediately
above .

Not applicable.
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I . J . 1 . Admit or Deny : The company engaged in activity
described in the Enron memoranda as "Scheduling Energy to collect Congestion
Charge II" during the period 2000-2001, in which the company: (i) schedules a
counterflow even though it does not have any available generation; (ii) in real
time, the Cal ISO charges the company for each MW that it was short; and (iii)
the company collects a congestion payment associated with the counterflow
scheduled . This activity is profitable whenever the congestion payment is greater
than the charge associated with the energy that was not delivered .

Denied.

I . J . 2 . Ifyou so admit, provide complete details as to all
transactions that your company engaged in as part of this activity, including the
dates for all transactions, corresponding schedules, prices and volumes, and
congestion payments received . Also, provide all documents that refer or relate to
the activity described immediately above.

Not applicable.
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I . K. 1 Admit or Deny : The company engaged in any activity
during the period 2000-2001 that is a variant ofany of the above-described
activities or that is a variant of, or uses the activities known as, "inc-ing load" or
"relieving congestion," as described above .

This request is so vague and far-reaching that it cannot be answered without

Portland General speculating as to what it covers . Many trading products and services

legitimately involve activities such as relieving congestion (e.g., "circulation"

transactions, requested of Portland General by the Cal ISO), providing control area

services to marketers that they cannot provide themselves (e.g., "parking and lending"),

or bidding practices (e.g., "incremental" and "decremental" bidding) that are necessitated

by the California market design. However, ifthe intent ofthe Commission is to inquire

into trading activities that involve knowingly submitting false load or delivery schedules,

misrepresenting non-firm commitments as firm, causing artificial congestion, or

receiving congestion payments without actually relieving congestion, then Portland

General denies that it engaged in any such activity.

Although Portland General denies engaging in the strategies described in the

Enron memoranda, or variants thereof, as a result of its investigation (and after reviewing

and reaching what it believes is a basic understanding of the general nature of the

strategies described in the memoranda), the company discovered that services it provided

may have been used by third parties, such as an Enron Corp subsidiary ("Enron"), as a

step toward execution ofsome of those strategies . For example, Portland General

speculates that it couldhave been used by Enron to provide one ofthe steps leading into

the I.C . 1 . strategy, although it had no knowledge of such possibility until the

investigation . See Response to Question III.B . Further, after gaining an understanding of
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the strategies set forth in the memoranda, it is conceivable that other services provided by

Portland General, such as its "Park and Lend" service, may have resulted in Portland

General being used as an intermediary in partial execution of one or more ofthe

strategies. Information describing "Park and Lend" is provided in Attachment LK.1 .

I. K. 2. If you so admit, provide a narrative description of each
specific time in which the company engaged in such activity andprovide
complete details ofthose transactions, including the dates of the transactions,
counter parties, prices and volumes bought or sold, corresponding schedules, and
any congestion payments received. Also, provide all documents that refer to or
relate to such activities .

Notapplicable.
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II . Requests for Production of Documents

A. Provide copies ofall communications or correspondence, including e-mail
messages, instant messages, or telephone logs, between your company and
any other company (including your affiliates or subsidiaries) with respect
to all ofthe trading strategies discussed in the Enron memoranda (both the
ten "representative trading strategies" as well as "inc-ing load" and
"relieving congestion"). This request encompasses all transactions
conducted as part ofsuch trading strategies engaged in by your company
and the other company in the U.S. portion of the WSCC during the period
2000-2001 .

Portland General Response:

To the best of Portland General's knowledge and belief after thorough

investigation (see Addendum A), it is providing all material that it has identified as

responsive to the request in Attachment II.A . Also see the material attached in response

to Question III.B .
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B. Provide copies ofall material, including, but not limited to, opinion letters,
memoranda, communications (including e-mails and telephone logs), or
reports, that address or discuss your company's knowledge of, awareness
of, understanding of, or employment or use of any ofthe trading strategies
discussed in the Enron memoranda, or similar trading strategies, in the
U.S. portion ofthe WSCC during the period 2000-2001 . The scope ofthis
request encompasses all material that address or discuss your company's
knowledge or awareness ofother companies' use of the trading strategies
discussed in the Enron memoranda, or similar trading strategies, including,
but not limited to : (i) offers by such other companies to join in
transactions related to such trading strategies, regardless of whether such
offers were declined or accepted ; and (ii) possible responses by your
companies to other companies' use of such trading strategies . To the
extent that you wish to make a claim of privilege with respect to any
responsive material, please provide an index ofeach ofthose materials,
which includes the date ofeach individual document, its title, its
recipient(s) and its sender(s), a summary ofthe contents of the document,
and the basis ofthe claim ofprivilege .

Portland General Response:

To the best of Portland General's knowledge and beliefafter thorough

investigation (see Addendum A), it is providing all material it has identified as responsive

to the request in Attachment II.B . Also see the material attached in response to Question

III.B .

Based on its investigation Portland General believes that various individuals in its

organization had some level of awareness of certain of the trading strategies (or variants

thereof) discussed in the Enron memoranda. The level of awareness is generic, possibly

gained at an industry seminar. or through a consultant's event report that may have been

circulated on the internet or even through the ISO's public discussions of known

interpretations or uses of its tariffs. In some instances (e.g., "ricochet"), the term had
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general industry connotations . "Ricochet"has been used generically in the industry as a

description for certain transmission paths and also in reference to the development of a

potential NYMEX product . The generic knowledge ofthese terms by Portland General

employees did not rise to the level ofspecificity that enabled them to define the strategies

in detail or identify particular companies engaging in these strategies, other than as

specifically reported herein. In its internal investigation, Portland General did not

uncover instances or recollections where the company, itself, had engaged in or

knowingly aided these strategies, except, again, as specifically reported herein .
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III. Requests for Other Information

A. On page 2 ofthe December 8, 2000, Enron memoranda, the authors allege
that traders have learned to build in under-scheduling ofenergy into their
models and forecasts . State whether your company built under-scheduling
into any ofits models or forecasts during the period 2000-2001, and
provide a narrative description of such activity . Provide copies of all such
models or forecasts prepared by or relied on by your company during the
period 2000-2001 that hadunder-scheduling built into them.

Portland General Response:

Portland General didnot formally model what appears to have been a deliberate

underscheduling of load by some or all ofthe California investor owned utilities. Expert

traders did, however, take into consideration this well-known underscheduling in

determining their daily bids.
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B. Refer to the discussion ofthe trading strategy described as "Ricochet" in
the Enron memoranda. State whether your company purchased energy
from, or sold energy to, any Enron company, including Portland General
Electric Company, as part ofa "Ricochet" (or megawatt laundering)
transaction during the period 2000-2001 . Provide complete details as to
such transactions, including the dates ofthe transactions ; the names, titles
and telephone numbers ofthe traders at your company who engaged in
such transactions ; the prices at which your company bought and sold such
energy (on a per transaction basis) ; the volumes bought and sold (on a per
transaction basis); delivery points; and all corresponding schedules .

Portland General Response:

Portland General has discovered 17 days during the April-June 2000 timeframe in

which it was used as an intermediary in transactions that commenced with an Enron

purchase from a California entity . Although these transactions do not fit the precise

definition of a ricochet transaction, they appear similar. The exact counter party from

which Enron took receipt in these transactions is unknown in most instances . The power

was then sold by Enron to an independent third party, who resold the power to Portland

General. Portland General then further resold the power to Enron . Enron took the energy

south . Attachment III.B . provides a summary of the details of these transactions,

prepared by Portland General on May 21, 2001 . Attachment III.B . also includes the

accounting logs for these transactions. Information discovered by Portland General since

May 8, 2002, followed up with a review oftrading floor telephone tapes for the

transactions in question (see transcriptions ofthese conversations in Attachment III.B.),

indicate that the service provided by Portland General during these days may have been

used by Enron as one step of the strategy described in I.C . 1 .
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ADDENDUM A

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PORTLAND GENERAL INVESTIGATION

The Investigative Team

Portland General's Investigative Team, headed by its General Counsel, included

nine in-house attorneys for the Company . In addition, the Company's former Deputy

General Counsel was appointed as Special Counsel to aid in formulating and executing

the investigation. Furthermore, five outside counsel headed by a former FERC

Commissioner oversaw the formulation and implementation ofthe investigation, and

participated in its performance .

Identifying Individuals with Potentially Responsive Information or Materials

Within approximately one day ofreceiving notice ofthe Commission's May 8a'

Order, Portland General's Team determined that in order to ensure full compliance, it

would be necessary to interview every employee considered potentially to possess

responsive information, documents or records. To identify such individuals, the Team

consulted with the Vice President of Power Supply/Power Operations and obtained a list

of all employees who worked as part ofthe trading team (including managers), either

currently or at any time during the period from 2000 through 2001 . With the exception

of fewer than a handful of current or former employees whom the Company believed to

lack any knowledge or information regarding the issues in question, all of those

individuals were included on the list for interview. Furthermore, throughout the course

During the period from issuance of the Commission's Mayg'° Order through the date ofthis
submission, Portland General has committed virtually 100% of the time ofthe majority ofthe Company's
Legal Department to conducting the investigation.
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of Portland General's investigation, the Team continued to add individuals to the list if it

appeared they might possess responsive information or documents.

On May 13, 2002, two memoranda were circulated to all Portland General

employees the Company intended to interview. The first memorandum, from Portland

General's CEO, advised employees ofthe Commission's Orderandrequested full

cooperation in preparation ofaresponse. The second, from the Company's General

Counsel, directed recipients to review their records and provide the Company with copies

ofany potentially responsive materials. (Copies ofthose memorandaare attached to this

Addendum). Individuals added to the list received copies of the same memoranda as the

other individuals to be interviewed.

The Interview Process

Teams oftwo lawyers (one in-house and one outside counsel) conducted

individual interviews ofthose employees believed most likely to have responsive

information.s Before the beginningof every interview, the lawyers stressed the

seriousness with which the Company approached the task ofcomplying with the

Commission's Order, and further advised the interviewee ofthe importance of being

honest and forthright in responding to the questions posed.

Certain individuals considered highly unlikely to possess relevant information including, for
instance, employees whojoined Portland General after it had ceased any activity in the California ISOor
PX markets, were interviewed by a single lawyer instead of ateam oftwo lawyers.
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Search For and Review of Potentially Responsive Documents

" The May 13, 2002 Compliance Memofrom Portland's General Counsel

In his May 13, 2002 memorandum, Portland's General Counsel explained that

each employee was "required to gather all correspondence, e-mails, other forms of

communications, telephone logs, opinion letters, memorandum, reports, files at your desk

(including materials you may have taken home) that may be relevant to each ofthe ten

,representative strategies' that employ `inc-ing load' and `relieving congestion' as

described in Items I .A through IX of FERC's May 8, 2002 order," a copy ofwhich was

attached to the memo (along with the Enron "trading strategy" memoranda posted by the

Commission on its website) .

The General Counsel's compliance memorandum was circulated to the same

individuals identified for interviews, both by "red flag" (or priority) e-mail, and also by

hand delivery.6

On May 14, 2002, Portland General's General Counsel sent a similar

memorandum to certain former employees (by hand courier or overnight delivery),

requesting that they search files or records they might have for any potentially responsive

materials.

To ensure that employees followed through on the directive of the General

Counsel's memorandum, the lawyers who conducted the interview of a given individual

were assigned responsibility of ensuring that all materials an interviewee indicated he or

To the extent that any intended recipient wasnot available to accept hand-delivery ofthe

memorandum, actual receipt was confirmed by follow-up telephone calls.

Receipt ofthe memoranda by former employees was likewise confumed by follow-up telephone

calls.
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she would provide had indeed been provided, andthat any statement to the effect that an

individual had searched his or her records but found no responsive materials was

considered to be credible .

Every record or document supplied to the Company as a part ofthis aspect ofthe

investigation was reviewed by at least one lawyer from the Investigative Team to

determine whether it was responsive to the Commission's Order. Any materials

considered to be responsive are being provided to the Commission as part ofthis

submission.

Review ofComputer andE-mail Databases

In addition to directing current and former employees to search their own files

and records for any materials potentially responsive to the Commission's May 8s' Order,

the Investigative Team consulted with management personnel in Portland General's

Information Technology ("IT") Department regarding the viability of undertaking an

extensive - but targeted - review of the Company's electronic document and email

databases for the 2000- 2001 time period. The IT Department reported that a review of

the nature described by Investigative Team would be extremely time and labor-intensive,

but that assuming appropriate parameters, such areview could be accomplished within

the required time frame.

As the IT Department explained, Portland General's servers are "backed-up" on

tape every week. The "back-up" tapes are stored at an outside facility . Before

December 1, 2000, however, these back-up tapes were recycled on arolling basis.

It was not possible (nor would it be reasonable) for Portland General to review all

ofthe back-up tapes in its archive. Rather, the Investigative Team directed theIT
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Department to search the back-up tapes for a number ofdates during the period in

question . Such a review, ofcourse, would include vastly more documents and emails

thanjust those created or edited on a particular date because every time a server is

"backed-up," the tape captures all data on the server, except any data that was deleted.

Thus, a back-up tape will include documents dating back as long as the server has been in

use .

At the instruction ofthe Investigative Team, the IT Department searched the

computer and email files ofthe approximately 27 current and former employees deemed

most likely to include potentially responsive information . Within the individual Word,

Excel and email files for such individuals -- as well as in various "Group Directories"

the IT staff ran searches for the terms used by the Commission to describe the trading

strategies in its Order: "inc-ing load," "congestion," "export of California power," "non-

firm export," "death star," "load shift," "get shorty," "paper trading," "wheel out," "fat

boy," "ricochet," "megawatt laundering," and "non-firm energy as firm energy."

The same searches were run on the Group Directory for Portland's Legal

Department.

In all, the IT Department estimates that it executed over 8,500 individual searches

of hundreds of thousands ofelectronically stored documents or emails. The IT

Department estimates that including trouble shooting and re-running searches for quality

control (a standardized component ofthe procedure followed in executing this project)

the number ofsearches executed in all is far in excess in that number. This exhaustive

undertaking was finally completed after approximately 1,200 hours of work by Portland's

IT Department . While executing the project, the IT Department had teams of between
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eight and fourteen employees working in shifts "around-the-clock" to advance the project

to completion and meet the Commission's May 22"° deadline .
7

Any document that indicated a "hit" for one or more search terms was "burned"

'onto a compact disk for review by one or more ofthe lawyers on the Team. Every disk

has been reviewed and any document considered responsive to the Commission's Order

is being produced as part ofthis submission.

Follow-up on Potentially Responsive Information

Throughout its investigation, Portland General's Investigative Team faithfully

endeavored to engage in follow-up inquiries with respect to any information it believed

might potentially lead to responsive information or documents. For instance, such

follow-up inquiries and investigation included (but was not limited to) :

" Subsequent interviews of certain employees ;

Review of specific email files based on information garnered during

interviews ;

Review ofvoice recordings for certain specific trading days based on

information garnered during interviews . The transcripts ofthose transactions

Portland General believes are responsive to the Commission's Order are being

provided as part ofthis submission.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: All Employees A.ssocided with Inquiry into California Trading .

FROM: Peggy .Y. Fowler A . %Atj-e~
SUBJECT: Interviews and Production ofDocuments Related to

PGB Inquiry Related to Federal and State Investigations
sand Potential Litigation

DATIC: May 12, 2002

I know you are all snare ofthe various investigations into wholesale electricity and gas trading
involving California. You may also be aware of FERC's most recent order issued last Thursday
requiring all sellers ofwholesale electricity or ancillary services to the California ISO or PX to
respond under oath by May 22 about their knowledge ofthe trading strategies contained in
certain Enroamemoranda released publicly early last week. I have asked PGE's General
Counsel, Dong Nichols, to conduct the inquiry required by FERC and I know Ican depend on
you to cooperate fully.

PGE's continued credibility and the trust it enjoys with its customers and regulatory authorities
depends on our continued cooperation is supplying tmthihl and timely mfrmation. Because of
its importance and the short time frame we have to respond, I'm asking that you adjust your
schodules as necessary to accommodate any interviews or data requests thatmay be asked of
you. .

I know many ofus have been asked for a lot firom FERC lately, and this is another demand that
will require a real team effort. Keep that positive winning attitude and we'll get through this tool



PGE PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM

TO: All Persons Associated with California Trading

FROM: Doug Nichols, General Counsel

SUBJECT: Interviews and Production of Documents Related to
PGE Inquiry Related to Federal and State Investigations
and Potential Litigation

DATE: May 13, 2002

As you know, various Federal and State investigations have been initiated relating to
allegations of price manipulation for electricity and natural gas in the Western States,
some ofwhich could result in litigation involving PGE. In this connection, onMay 8,
2002, FERC ordered sellers ofwholesale electricity and/or ancillary services to the
California ISO or PX during 2000 - 2001 to conduct a fact-finding investigation of
certain trading practices . As a result of all of this, PGE is conducting its own fact-finding
inquiry, and I know we can depend on you to give your full attention to cooperating with
this effort .

Attached is a copy ofa memorandum to each of us from Peggy Fowler emphasizing the
need to give this priority so we can meet FERC's May 22 deadline .

In view ofthis, you are required to gather all correspondence, e-mails, other forms of
communications, telephone logs, opinion letters, memoranda, reports, files at your desk
(including any materials you may have taken home) that may be relevant to each of the
ten "representative trading strategies" that employ "inc-ing load" and "relieving
congestion" as described in Items I.A through I.K. of FERC's May 8, 2002 order, a copy
ofwhich is attached . Ifpossible, provide copies (with a notation ofwhere the original is
kept) of all of these materials to Karen Lewis (at 1-WTC-17) by Wednesday, May 15. If
that is not possible, provide what you have by that date and complete providing this
material not later than noon Friday, May 17. Karen or other members of the document
material team will be contacting you later this week about this . To aid you in defining
the scope of this request, I am also attaching a copy ofthe Stoel Rives (December 8,
2000) and Brobeck (undated) memos referred to in the FERC order .



Please review the attached documents carefully. It is imperative that we have all
materials requested by FERC.

Beginning today, Monday May 13, we will start conducting interviews of all recipients of
this memorandum. Please bring the originals ofthese materials with you to the extent
you can.

It should go without saying, but just for emphasis, there should be no disposal or
destruction of anymaterials that could be remotely relevant to this inquiry.

If youhave questions, please call me at 464-8402, JayDudley at 464-8860, or Karen
Lewis at 464-8796.

Attachments
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Former Employees Associated with California Trading
On PGE's Behalf

FROM: Doug Nichols, General Counsel

SUBJECT: Interviews and Production of Documents Related to
PGE Inquiry Related to Government Investigations

DATE: May 14, 2002

As you know, various Government investigations have been initiated relating to
allegations ofprice manipulation for electricity and natural gas in the Western States . In
this connection, on May 8, 2002, FERC ordered seller, ofwholesale electricity and/or
ancillary services to the California ISO or PX during 2000 - 2001 to conduct a fact-
finding investigation of certain trading practices and respond to FERCbyMay 22, 2002.
As a result of all ofthis, PGE is conducting its own fact-finding inquiry. We are
soliciting your support and cooperation with this effort.

In view of this, we are asking that you gather any correspondence, e-mails, other forms of
communications, memoranda, reports, or other files in your possession that may be
relevant to each ofthe ten "representative trading strategies" that employ "Inc-ing
load" and "relieving congestion" as described in Items LA through I.K . of FERC's May
8, 2002 order, a copy ofwhich is attached. Ifpossible, provide these materials to Karen
Lewis (at 1-WTC-17) by Friday, May 17 . If that is not possible, please provide what you
have by Monday, May 20. Should you wish to refer to them, I am also attaching a copy
ofthe Stoel Rives (December 8, 2000) and Brobeck (undated) memos referred to in the
FERC order.

It is important that we have all materials requested by FERC. Ofcourse, none ofthe
materials that may be relevant to FERC's investigation should be destroyed or otherwise
disposed of.

Ifyou have any information about these trading strategies that you can share with us
orally, or if you have any questions, please call me at 464-8402 or Karen Lewis at 464-
8796 .

Attachments
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

Fact-Finding Investigation of Potential )
Manipulation of Electric ) Docket No. PA02-2-000
and Natural Gas Prices )

AFFIDAVIT OF DOUGLAS R NICHOLS

I, Douglas R. Nichols, being duly sworn, depose and say :

1 . I am General Counsel for Portland General Electric Company ("Portland

General' .

2. I have reviewed the Response of Portland General to the Commission's May 8,

2002 Data Request and Request for Admissions, and certify that the statements

contained in the Response (including Addendum A) are true and correct to the

best of my knowledge, information and belief.

3 . 1 make this certification after having directly supervised and controlled a diligent

and thorough investigation, as described in Addendum A of the Response, into the

trading activities of the employees and agents ofPortland General and its

subsidiaries in the U.S. portion ofthe Western Systems Coordinating Council

("WSCC") during the years 2000 and 2001 . Portland General's investigation did

not include the trading activities of other Enron affiliates, including but not

limited to, Enron Power Marketing, Inc . or Enron Corp.

4. I further certify that the documents produced in response to the Commission's

Request are those documents identified through this investigation, that existed

prior to the May 8, 2002 Order, and that I believe are responsive to the
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Commission's Order. However, Portland General has not produced documents

filed with the Commission or documents that have been made public since the

release of the Enron Memoranda.

Executed this 21 8 day of May, 2002 .

1 !
J

li~:, as R Nichols

STATE OF OREGON )
ss .

County of Multnomah )

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this o?f day of May, 2002.

NOTARY PUBIC in and forth St. e of Oregon
My Commission Expires : J 3P

Oil
71

N. OLIERT I
NOTARYPUBLo-OREGON
CONMISSIONNO .341511 QI

AH COMAASSION t S OEC_2&2004
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Fact-Finding Investigation of FERC Docket No. PA02-2-000
Potential Manipulation of Electric
and Natural Gas Prices
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Portland General Electric Co.

CALIFORNIA WINTER SUPPLY STRATEGIES

1. Purchase Standard Energy Products at COBINOB (S4N)

-Broker Market
-Direct from California Publics
-Daily/hourly Cal PX

Pros: Meets base load energy requirements

Cons : No Help for peak load hours/days
Costs highly volatile based on market conditions.

2. Power Purchases within California (NP-15, SP-15)

-Broker Market
-In Area Generators (Williams, NorAm, Dynergy)
-California Publics

Pros : Meets base load energy requirements .
PGE's ability to take "FLAT' product may benefit price negotiation!

Cons : Limited flexibility for peak load hours/days by selling in-area with interruption rights .
Subject to Congestion pricing and Export Fees .

3 . Purchase Power "OPTIONS"

-COBINOB (S-)N)
-NP-15
-California Publics

Pros : Potential to meet peak load hours/days .
Limits price risk to unforeseen events .

Cons : Premium price can be expensive insurance .

4. Negotiate Power Exchanges (Winter/Summer)

-California Publics
-Other Scheduling Coordinators (SC)

Pros : Provides some flexibility to meet peak loads depending on contract/scheduling terms.
Historically, very useful from an operations perspective and economically efficient .

Cons : May be difficult to establish value and negotiate terms in today's business environment.

5 . Import Power Products from Desert SW (APS, PNM, PV)

Pros : Winter prices can be favorable .
Cons : Subject to transmission constraints and costs .

I.A.2-002



CALIFORNIA POWER EXCHANGE - OVERVIEW

AVAILABLE PRODUCTS AND PRODUCT SUMMARY

" Day Ahead Sale to the California Power Exchange
This is an opportunity for PGE to participate in the regulated California market on a
preschedule basis. As a consequence of California law mandating restructuring,
opportunities to deal with regulated entities in California have been in many cases
restricted to transactions arranged through a competitive bidding process . The
disadvantage to this process is that proposed transactions are not firmed up until well
after the normal hours of preschedule trading . Often the risk associated with
participating in the California Power Exchange (Ca1PX) Day-Ahead market is
justified by the relative difference in price between California and the Northwest.
Unlike the normal preschedule transaction, which consists of on-peak or off-peak
blocks, each hour is dealt with independently when structuring a bid to the CaIPX.
The ability to shape quantity and vary price hour-by-hour adds necessary flexibility in
compiling the preschedule .

" Day Ahead Sale ofReplacement Reserves to the California Power Exchange
Not currently pursued.

" Hour Ahead Sale to the California Power Exchange
The CaIPX Hour-Ahead market, through a combination of energy and adjustment
bids is an opportunity for real-time participation in (regulated) California . Although it
is common for returns on sales to California to exceed that ofthe Northwest, the
Hour-Ahead market provides the greatest advantage in timing . Bids are generally
awarded before most northwest entities are willing to commit and a full hour in
advance of the California ISO. This jump on the market allows time to arrange the
purchase of energy and/or transmission to cover sales . Effective utilization of the
CaIPX Hour-Ahead market may provide our greatest opportunity to increase profits
through arbitrage .

" HourAhead Purchase from the California Power Exchange
Due to the service charges imposed on entities requesting to purchase energy from the
(regulated) California market few purely north to south transactions occur . The reason
is that California prices can't compete with Northwest pricing when the additional
costs are considered. But services charges are only imposed on the net flowing out of
the regulated California market. So if purchasing from the CaIPX results in netting a
preschedule (Day-Ahead) sale to a lessor amount, no additional costs are incurred.
Again, bids are generally awarded before most northwest entities are willing to
commit and a full hour in advance ofthe California ISO, providing necessary time to
utilize the transaction.

" HourAhead Sale of Replacement Reserves to the California Power Exchange
Not currently pursued.
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" Supplemental Energy Bid to Buy from the California ISO
PGE is billed per megawatt for each awarded transaction . This is in addition to any
other fees or charges . So when selling to the California ISO it makes sense not to
utilize the CaIPX system, but when submitting a bid to buy from the ISO with a
corresponding CaIPX preschedule or Hour-Ahead sale to net out

AVAILABLE PATHS

PGEIML - Portland General Electric Import @ Malin (sale to the CaIPX)

PGEINB - Portland General Electric Import @ NOB (sale to the Ca1PX)

I.A.2-004
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Parking and Lending

Typically when trades are entered into in either the Term (at least month ahead) or Cash
(day ahead) they are scheduled from the generator to the load the day before it is
delivered. Prescheduling is the task of taking all trades and lining up the paths that spell
out who is generating, marketers involved, the transmission necessary to wheel the
energy from the generator to the load, and the load. Prescheduling requires all
participants in a transaction to be knowledgeable about the whole path . NERC tags are
the means ofcommunicating everything from generator to load. By mid-afternoon every
business day at least the next day has been set up or scheduled showing trades from
generator to load.

Since marketers generally don't have generation or load, their preschedules must be
balanced (buys= sells) . Therefore, marketers are typically unable to take a position into
the next hour or real-time market like a control area or generator. Parking and Lending
(P&L) allows the marketer to take an unbalanced position into the real time market A
marketer would be interested in doing this if they felt the prices in the real time market
was going to vary from the preschedule market by an amount which exceeds the fee
charged by the control area.
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Parking & Lending

The product commonly referred to in industry standard practice as "Parking" is
contractually referred to as "Short-term Storage" . The product commonly referred to as
"Lending" is contractually referred to as "Short Sales Transactions" .

The product is commonly offered in the market as a day-ahead product, subject to mutual
agreement at that time . This may be referred to as "pay as you go" parking and lending
in the sense that neither party is obligated to enter into parking and lending transactions.
Parties also offer a "reserved" parking and lending, allowing the buyer to pay a
reservation fee up-front that obligates the seller ofparking and lending to offer one or
both products when the buyer of"reserved" parking requests it in pre-schedule.

Currently, there are the following regular market participants :
Buying Parking and Lending
" Aquila is a regular buyer of "pay as you go" parking and/or lending from "others

around the country"
" El Paso is a buyer of "reserved" parking and lending at Mid-C
" Enron has historically purchased "pay as you go" parking and/or lending at Mid-C
" Williams has purchased "pay as you go" parking and/or lending from NRG and other

counterparties
" Morgan Stanley bought pay as you go at Mid-C
" Duke
" TransCanada
" Illinova

Selling Parking_and Lending
" PacifiCorp (at Mid-C)
" El Paso (at Palo Verde)
" Pinnacle West (in the Desert SW)
" PNM (in the Desert SW)
" Avista (at Mid-C)
" Chelan PTJD (at Mid-C)
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Parking
DAY 1 DAY 2

Customer
Customer

- Looks for a counterparty to sell power to
- Calls PGE to sell and Pre-schedule power in the real-time market .
for Delivery the next day.

- Provides the quantity, hours & price .

- Completes NERC Tag.

PGE

Counterparly Found?
- Sets up pre-schedule for delivery on
next day.

Yes
No

(Upon mutual agreement)

l

Customer PGE .'

- No later than 1/2 hour - Takes power into PGE
prior to the delivery hour system or finds a
calls PGE with counterparty counterparty for the sale .
for the sink .

- Priced at index minus.
- Completes NERC Tag.

- Could be done each
hour.

Example: (El Paso)

Day 1 (PreSchedule) Day2 (Real Time)
_Chain _Chain
PACW (Generator) PGE (New Generator) '
EPEM EPEM
PGE (Sink) PSE (New Sink)
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LENDING
DAY 1 DAY 2

Customer
Customer

- Looks for a counterparty to purchase
- Calls PGE to purchase and Pre-schedule power from in the real-tune market.
power for Delivery the next day.

- Provides the quantity, hours & price .

- Completes NERC Tag.

PGE

Counterparty Found?- Sets up pre-schedule for delivery on
next day.

yes No
(upon mutual agremneng

Customer PGE

- No later than 12 hour - PGE provides power
prior to the delivery hour from system or finds a
calls PGE with counterparty counterparty for the
for the source. source.

- Completes NERC Tag. - Priced at index plus .

- Could be done each
hour.

Example : (El Paso)

Day 7 (PreSchedule) Day2 (Real Tune)
_Chain Chain
PGE (Generator) MAEM_ (New Generator)
EPEM EPEM
AVST (Sink) PGE (New Sink)
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Facsimile Cover Sheet
Company: Portland General Electric

Company
To:

Phone:
Fax: 503-464-2200

From : Enron Power Marketing, Inc.

Date: 5115/2002
Pages including this

cover page:

rw. iS ~o . . OVte,e!

Comments :

IIPORTANT.' THIS MESSAGE
M ADDRESSED.

CONSTIMEBWGRKPI3-j!I~~~~~_~JF".I'i

IF THEREADER OF THIS MESSAGEIS NOTTHEINTENDED RECIPIENTORTHEEMPTAYEE OR AGSM'RESPONSIBLE

FOR DEIIVFEE4G THE MESSAGE TO THE INTENDED RECIPIEM', YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFMD THAT ANY USE,

DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION, OR COPYING OF THIS COMMUNICATION 3 STRICTLY PROHINnm. IF YOU

HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY US IMMEDIATELY BY TELEPHONE AND

RETURNTHEORIGINAL MESSAGETOUSAT THEABOVEADDRESSVIATHEU.S. POSTAL SERVICE.
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May 15, 2002

Portland General Electric Company
121 SW Salmon Street
Portland, OR 97204
Atta: General Counsel
Fax: (503) 464-2200

Re: Disclosure

Gentlemen:

I am writing to you as a courtesy to inform you that Enron Power Marketing, Inc.
("EPMr) is producing certain documents that make reference to your organization in
response to requests for production that Emon has received from the FERC, the CFTC.
the California Attorney General and other governmental bodies.

More specifically, and as has been widely reported in the media, in response to the
production by Boron last week of certain memoranda relating to energy trading in the
California market, the FERC, the CFTC, and the California Attorney General have
required that Enron immediately produce any additional documents that, among other
things, relate to the trading strategies covered in the foregoing memoranda or the
California ISO sanctions discussed therein. We are in the process of doing so, and are
writing to inform you that some of these documents may contain information relating to
your organization. Attached is a copy ofthe documents that reference your organization
that we have been required to produce (to the extent that a document refers to other
companies, redactions may have been made). MMI has formally requested that the
governmental recipients ofthe information beingdisclosed maintain the confidentiality of
this information, butflume is no assurance that such recipients will do so .

If you believe that the governmental agencies to whom these documents are being
produced must maintain them as confidential, you should take whatever steps youbelieve
are necessary and appropriate in that regard. In addition, we are also informing you that
the documents are also likely to be the subject of inquiries from additional governmental
agencies and Congressional committees. Finally, you should understand that in
providing you with this notice Enron does not mean to suggest that youhave anyright to

Endless mossiblllties:" II.A.-003



restrict the public disclosure of the information in question, and Baron does not waive
any rights it may have under any applicable contract or otherwise.

sincerely,

Robert IL Walls, Jr.

.Attachment

z
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® THEISO EVENT REPORT
ISO Filings at FERC Regarding the

Final Order in Docket Nos. EL00-95-000, et al
January 18'", 2000

This report summarizes two ISO filings regarding the December 15s' FERC order
("Order'] on ISO/PX restructuring, in Docket Nos. ELOO-95-00 et al. The filings, posted
last night on the ISO Web site, were as follows:

D Reguest for rehearingw " :za~overnance issues,
specifically the requirement that the ISO Board surrender its oversight authority
to ISO Management on January 29'h .

://www.caiso.comlflocsl2001/Olll8l2~ ll)07E.'i1728197072,~y with
accompanyingAffidavit of IItlliam J. Regan, Jr. at
httl7f .. . . . " . ~ ,. ,Ray.ItUl~!!TtIt17~7fF.'fi~i.~liYI73~IT~!%~j~

D Reiem 3i~i riz- u rir~~rlrY~l.~tion for clarification ofthe following
issues :
" Application ofthe "soft cap" bid/payment structure to most Ancillary

Services (A/S) capacity costs and negatively-priced Imbalance Energy
(I/E) bids;

" Application of under-scheduling penalties to load, but not to generation;

" Potential elimination of the balanced schedule (loads and generation)
requirement;

" Application of the seller reporting requirements to Out-of-Market (OOM)
transactions (including those with out-of-state entities), in addition to
market bids ; and

" Scheduling of the FERC-ordered technical conference that will address
longer-term issues .

(httn:llwww.caiso.comldocsl2001/01/18/200101181708014077., j~

The ISO position in each ofthese areas is summarized below.

I
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Board relinquishment of oversight authority

Relevant arovisions of the Order
" Directed selection ofa new, independent, non-stakeholder ISO Board by April

27e ', and specified qualifications for the new Board members and the manner in
which they'd be chosen;

" Recognized that the Order conflicts with state requirements (i. e., the new Board
composition/selectionprocedures are inconsistent with those in California State
legislation AB1890, which created the ISO), and expressed willingness to consult
with state authorities to resolve any differences (though the FERC procedures
wouldtake effect as scheduled ifno agreement was reached) ; and

" Ordered the existing ISO Board transfer its decision-making power and operating
control functions to ISO Management as of January 29"', 2001, and assume an
advisory-only role until the sooner of seating ofa new Board or April 27'h.

ISO arnuments
The ISO:

" "Has no quarrel" with changing the Board composition and member selection
process; and

" Supports federal-state consultation, believing (with "a high degree of
confidence") that agreement can be reached by April 27"'.

However, the ISO states that a January 27w relinquishment of Board authority would
create "severe problems," .namely:

D It will violate state law; and
D The federal-state conflict will create uncertainty that would adversely affect ISO

financial activities between January 27" and April 27"'.

The argument about potential financial difficulties is based on the assumption that, during
this interim period, lenders and other parties will be:

D Reluctant to . . . - - . ._ .M . _ . "F VY*7ZMenditures : These
would include :
" "Numerous material transactions, including substantial capital

expenditures" of up to $80 million; and

" Up to $110 million in new debt, of which :
- $10 million would fund a new EMS system ;
- $20 million would fund initial Congestion Management reform phases ;
- $30 million would prefund FY2002 expenditures; and
- $50 million would finance the proposed new ISO facility in Folsom .

2
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D Possild, y' 'r ~iir" c t ~iit a![eae=~nZher cost: In view of
the uncertainty, holders of the $300 million of current ISO debt might ask to be
re-paid, as they are entitled to do, forcing the ISO to use more expensive bank
back-up financing; and

D Reluctant to enter into su . . xuo~~tw7we-rnements: Without
the certainty ofBoard approval, there may be difficulties in "consummating
agreements" for the Summer 2001 Demand ReliefProgram, out-of-market or
forward-purchased energy, Summer 2001 Peaking Generation, and routine
consulting and other business arrangements.

Relief requested: Expedited rehearing on the authority transfer requirement, or a stay
on the requirement until April 270 .

Application of "soft cap" bid/payment structure to most A/S
capacity costs and negatively-priced Imbalance Energy bids

Relevant provisions of the Order
" The "single price auction" rule (where all sellers arepaid, andall buyerspay, the

price ofthe last (most expensive) bidthat clears the market) will only apply up to
a market-clearing price (MCP) of $150/MW;

" Bids accepted above that level will be paid the price bid, with the cost averaged
with the uniform below-$150 MCP bids for purposes of charging loads .

" Reporting requirements are established for the ISO and the sellers for above-$150
bids, with the sellers required to provide cost justification for their pricing .

ISO arguments
Application of the "soft cap" bid/payment structure is not "appropriate" for the following
services :

D AncillaryServices (A/S) capacity costs, apart from the Regulation market (i.e.,
for Spinning Reserve, Non-Spinning Reserve, and Replacement Reserve); and

D Negatively-priced Imbalance Energy bids.

(Consultant note: Negative Imbalance Energy prices can occur, for example, during
conditions of over-generation, e.g., during heavy spring hydro conditions, when demand is
low. Effectively, the ISO pays some generators to generate below theirschedule to make up
for others generating above theirschedule.)

Ancillary Services capacity costs,LSRart from Reaulationl

No bids above $150/MW can be justified based on cost: If
dispatched, the seller will receive its energy bid price, which under the soft cap
structure the seller can set at a level that fully covers all reasonable costs. Ifnot
dispatched, the seller will still receive Market-Clearing Price (MCP) for the

3
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capacity . Basically, the ISO is arguing that, ifthe capacity is not dispatched, no
(or few) costs are actually incurred, and therefore high-priced bids couldn't be
justified.

(This rationale doesn't apply to Regulation service, because seller; only submit
capacity bids. They receive the MCP for the energy, and that might not cover
all their production costs, so they need the ability to recover their energy costs
through their capacity bids, ifnecessary .)

D This lems with
interw4M"g-a- 'Wlementation") with other ISO market
mechanisms: The "Rational Buyer" protocol and the A/S "buyback"
mechanism are specifically mentioned.

(Consultant notes:
" The Rational Buyer (RB) Protocol is the ISO software that substitutes lower-priced

AIS for higher-pricedAA where reliability requirements allow it For example,
Spinning Reserve (1t?-minute availability, unit must be spinning) can substitute for
Non-Spinning Reserve (10-minute availability, unitneed not be spinning), and if
Spinning Reserve capacity bids are priced lower, the RB protocol will buy more of
thatservice and less Non-Spinning Reserve.

" The AIS buyback mechanism refers to the situation where a seller's Day-Ahead
AIS bid is accepted by the ISO, but the seller later withdraws the bid The ISO then
has to buy replacement capacity in the Hour Ahead (HA) market and charges the
non-performing seller for the cost (previously, the HA Market Clearing Price).

" In my own opinion, while these mechanisms would certainly be complicated by
the soft cap, and some changes might need to be made, the ambiguities aren't
insurmountable. However, it would be difficult without software modifications,
and that would take time.)

Negatively-priced Supplemental Energy bids
> The gate/unclear in

the Order: The ISO believes that the Order would require bids below -$150
to be costjustified, as are prices above +$150. However, the Order contains no
guidance on the appropriate justification for such prices or how/ifFERC could
review them.

(Consultant note: Since the Order literally required costjustification only for bids
over+$150,1 don't agree that justification is required for negatively-priced VE
bids. It shouldn't necessarily be assumed that the rationale for requiring
justification ofhigh positive bids really also applies to low negative bids.
However, l also wouldn't assume that FERC specifically considered this situation,
so clarification may be warranted.)

4
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D This We rovision causes Target Pricing mechanism ditticulties : Since
the Target Price mechanism addresses overlaps between incremental and
decremental S/E bids, the soft cap would cause "significant problems" if
incremental bids are priced below -$150. (Trust me, ifyou don't need to know
about the Target Pricingmechanism, you're better offnot worrying about it.)

Relief requested
" Anciiln~

-
z~~' ~x~~ ~ K=+~ ??Y ?tReaulattott : Allow

the ISOto impose a "hard cap" (i.e., an absolute price limit for bids it will
accept).

" MeagUvely-priced 3upDiemental Age= bids. Allowthe ISOto
impose a "hard cap" "tracking the level ofthebreakpoint on positive bids."
(Consultant note: 1 assume that this means it wouldbe thesame as the breakpoint
($150 now).)

Application of under-scheduling penalties to loads, but not
to generation

Relevant arovisions of the Order
" Apenalty charge will apply to load (consumption) deviations from forward

schedules above the greater of5% of an entity's hourly requirements or 10 MW,
with penalty revenues (above costs) dispersed to loads that scheduled accurately .

" The charge for deviations above that amount will be the lesser oftwice the ISO's
real-time Imbalance Energy cost or the imbalance cost plus $100/Mwh.

" The ISO is ordered to "consider othermarket design changes that would address
under-scheduling" and "is free to proposea modification to [the] penalty
procedures."

ISO arguments

D A loads-only venalty:
Is an inadequate remedy Penalizing only loads addressed only part
ofthe problem.

Will bias loacbtta°A¬ice-_tiaw-totiations : Loads will have to take
potential penalties into account if an agreement isn't reached and the load
is unscheduled, while generators won't have to worry about the penalties
if an agreement isn't reached and the generation is unscheduled (whether
it's actually produced or not) .

D The 180 should be able to consider all otvtions to address
under-scheduling problems: Despite FERC's choice not to impose a

5
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generation under-scheduling penalty in the Order, the ISO "is currently
examining such options and hopes to develop a proposal in the near future;."

Relief requested
" Clarify that the Order authorizes the ISO. to submit a proposal for generation

under-scheduling penalties ; or, if it does not,

" Modify the Order to permit the ISO to develop and implement such a proposal .

Potential elimination of the balanced schedule requirement
Relevant provisions of the Order
". . .Some of the under-scheduling problems may be a result o£ . .many individual
Scheduling Coordinators that are required to submit balanced schedules to the ISO. We
therefore direct the ISO andPX to pursue establishing an integrated Day Ahead market
in which all demand and supply bids are addressed in one venue."

ISO arguments
D Eliminating the balanced schedule requirement would require "sweeping

changes" in ISO markets and operations .

D Nothing in either the November 1" draft order or the Order itselfsupports such
a directive (i.e ., there is no evidence or findings to form the basis for this
change).

Relief requested
" Confirm that the Order does not mandate elimination ofthe balanced schedule

requirement, only examination ofthe issues "related" to it ; or, ifthe Order does
so mandate,

" Grant rehearing on this issue.

LApplication of seller reporting requirements to OOM
transactions, including those with out-of-state entities

Relevant mrovisions of the Order
Confidential weekly reports on ISO/PX "spot" market "transactions" are required for
transactions with prices that exceed $150. (The Order includes a list of specific
information to be included in the reports, geared to determine seller costs and other
determinants of reasonableness .)

ISO arguments
D Imposition ofreporting requirements on market bids, but not OOM transactions,

would give sellers an incentive to withhold bids from the regular market and
wait for ISO OOM calls .

6
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D Imposition of reporting requirements on in-state sellers but not out-of-state
sellers would give in-state sellers an incentive for in-state sellers to export the
energy to other states and re-import it in a "ricochet" transaction.

Relief requested
Clarify that the reporting requirements apply to all transactions in the ISO's markets,
including OOM transactions with entities both inside and outside California

Scheduling of FERC-ordered technical conference to address

longer-term issues
Relevant provisions of the Order
FERC staffis to convene a technical conference as a forum to resolve longer-term issues,
including:

Ensuring sufficient long-term supply and reserves;
Alternative auction mechanisms, including use of simultaneous rather than

sequential auctions ;
e Balanced schedules (see above); and

Demand-side response programs.

ISO arguments
D The ISO is busy preparing for:

The mandated January 31" Congestion Management reform filing; and
The January 23'° FERC conference on post-May I" market monitoring
and mitigation measures .

D The May 1" implementation ofthe new market monitoring/mitigation measures
will require finther effort and resources .

D Thus, for the next 1-2 months at lease, the ISO will be unable to devote
sufficient resources "to properly develop our thoughts and positions on these
weighty issues."

Relief requested
Postpone the technical conference on longer-term issues until at least May 1" (second
quarter ofthis year).

7
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O THEISO EVENT REPORT
ISO Department ofMarket Analysis

Or*Mark Power WoonMan
January 19°, 2000 (Updated January 22°x)

This report summarizes the ISO Department ofMarket Analysis ("DMA") proposal
("Proposal'I for mitigation of generator market power. The proposal was prepared for
discussion at the FERC stafftechnical conference on long-term market power
monitoring/mitigation ordered in the December 15a' FERCIDocket Nos. EL00-95-000, et
al) ("Order'j. That conference is scheduled for January 23 .

Proposal elements
The proposal reflects many concepts and positions articulated previously by the ISO and
DMA. The specific elements of the Proposal are as follows :

1 . Mandatory long-term contracts (? 2 years) for both buyers and sellers ;
2. Capacity reserve requirements for loads and availability standards for generators ;

3 . Local generator market power mitigation; and
4. Resource-specific mitigation and enforcement in markets not covered by long-

term contracts .

Electronic document location: The Proposal is posted on the ISO Web site at
thisaddress : htfi://www.caiso.coca/docs/2001/01/1~/2001(,11917092328168 .

Background : Summary of market power monitoring and

mitigation measures ordered by FERC
Measures ordered
In the Order, FERC ordered three types ofmarket power monitoring/mitigation measures :

Elimination of the Cal-PX buy-sell requirement
D Removed the obligation ofthe large California investor-owned utilities

(IOUs) into the California Power Exchange (Cal-PX), and prohibited such
sales ; and

D Urged the CPUC to remove the must-buy requirements from the IOUs.

Forward scheduling facilitation
Y Imposed a penalty for under-scheduling loads by more than the smaller of 5%

or 10 MW;

1
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D Removed some incentives for resources to favor the real-time market by
providing that Replacement Reserve capacity be paid the capacity or energy
price, but not both .

" Establishment of "soft cayz~rice structure
> Only bids < $150 can set the Market Clearing Price (MCP - the price paid for

all power bid at prices lower than that);
> Bids > $150 are paid the price bid and are subject to reporting requirements .

Expiration date: These measures are to expire on May 1", when a new
monitoring/mitigation framework is to take effect. The January 23`° conference is to help
develop this new framework, with a proposal to be filed by FERC staffby March 1'.

DMAcomment on effectiveness of "soft ca _~Cu Dtso far: The average
December energy price of $295/Mwh was the highest since the April 1998 initiation of
the restructured market, even with the $250 "soft cap" in effect most ofthe month. This
suggests that further measures are needed . (Consultant note: The DMA report originally
prepared for the January Board meetings shows a December price for energy plus Ancillary
Services of $32&)

Promosal element 1 : Mandatory long-term L 2 years) contracts
Purpose: Ensure sufficient supply to meet the majority ofexpected load at "just and
reasonable" (J&R) rates, and give suppliers incentives to provide greater output.

Requirements for LoadServina Entities (LSEs)
" Minimum threshold: Must forward-contract (> 2 years) for >_ 85% oftheir

forecasted requirements, adjusted for season and time ofday, with LSE-owned
generation counted toward satisfying those requirements .

" Regulatory reasonableness reptew: "Appropriate regulatory authorities"
to review each contract forjustness and reasonableness (J&R) ofthe prices . The
CPUC and FERC should set up a coordinated review procedure .

" 'Just and reasonable" price criterion: Maximum J&R prices should be
forward-looking fixed and variable costs plus a "reasonable" rate ofreturn. Prices
could be lower than that .

" Ancillary Services requirements: No Ancillary Services (A/S) long-term
contracting requirement, but LSEs "should be encouraged" to make such
arrangements .

Requirements for generators
" In-state subpliers: Must offer > 70% of their l/l/01 capacity for the above

long-term contracts . Capacity committed to transactions with parties other than
California LSEs would not count toward satisfying these requirements.

2
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" Out-of-state suppliers: Must offer >_ 70% of average monthly California
sales in 2000 for the above long-term contracts.

" Exempt -generation
> Renewables ;
> Suppliers with portfolios < 50 MW; and
> Incremental generation (additions to existing units, and new units) .

" Compliance deadline: May 1", 2001, with suppliers required to file with
FERC by March I5 evidence that they will meet that deadline.

" Conseyuences ofnon-compliance : Non-complying suppliers will be:
> Required to report allforward-market sales to FERC or "other designated

regulatory agency" for 60-day review period, with those sales subject to
refund for that period; and

> Subject to strider mitigation in the ISO real-time market than complying
suppliers . (See below.)

Proposal element 2: Available capacity reserve (ACR) contract

requirements for loads, and ACR availability standards for

generators

Purpose: Ensure sufficient reserves, keep real-time transactions to a minimum, and
prevent physical withholding of generation capacity .

Availability caaacity reserve (ACR) standards for LSEs
" Minimum threshold: LSEs must contract for available resources equal to

115% oftheir "annual peak load" (stated as about the same as current requirements
for Regulation and Operating Reserve (Spinning and Non-Spinning Reserve)).

" Penalties for non-compliance: $100-150/KW-year (stated as a defacto
price cap onACR service) .

" Eliaible ACR sources: The ACR can be purchased from any in-state
generator and/or from identified out-of-state resources with demonstrated
deliverability capability, and/or it can be self-provided using LSE-owned
generation.

" Potential Phase-in ofrequirements: Because ofthe short time before
summer 2001, ACR requirements may be phased in, e.g. :

> State or (as a last resort) ISO purchases of ACR, in lieu ofLSEs, with the non-
compliance penalty equal to the cost of the state/ISO purchase ;

> Implemented gradually from May to July 2001 ; and/or

3
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D Implemented with a lower threshold than 115% if sufficient summer 2001
WSCC-area reserves aren't available .

ACR Availability standards for eienerators
" SerYrke obligation: Must schedule, or bid into Regulation, Operating Reserve,

or Supplemental Energy markets, the full ACR contract amounts.

" Unit substitution: Alternative generating units can provide the service in
place of contracted units on forced outage, de-rate, or unauthorized maintenance
outage, ifdone at no cost to the LSE or the ISO .

" Penalties forACR non-delivery: Three options are discussed, in the context of
non-delivery due to forced outage .

D Replacement cost ageferred o~non): Replacement cost ofthe energy at
the real-time market price .

D Outage allowance : Maximum allowed amount within a rolling time
window [no mention of how the window would be determined or what the
penaldes would be for failing outside the window]; and

D Outage budget (second-best option) : Maximum dollar outage cost, e.g.,
outages in low-cost times wouldn't count against the "budget" as much as
outages in high-cost times [again, no mention of how this budget would be
established or what the penalties would be foraccumulating a cost higher than
this amount].

Whatever the level ofpenalties, the document says that there should be separate
penalties for failing to schedule/bid ACR capacity, and scheduling/bidding but
failing to deliver.

" Curtailment ofexports: If necessary during "emergency supply shortage
conditions," in-state ACR suppliers must curtail exports, and those supplies will be
purchased by the ISO at the real-time instructed energy price.

(Consultant comment: Most of this seems likejust a complicated way to get loads to self-
provide Ancillary Services.]

Proposal element 3 : Local market power mitigation
Causes: The proposal states that local market power arises from two situations :

" The ISO Congestion Management (CAV protocols allow generators to submit
infeasible schedules and force the ISO to take corrective actions in real time that
benefit the party with the infeasible schedules; and

" Significant changes after the close oftheforward market that create the need for
real-time actions to maintain reliability .

4
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Januu~~~t33(ir~~zaln~rtsiy;.:?~tedfor implementation in 20020 will:
" Include acomprehensive approach to local reliability and local market power.

" Cover both the forward and real-time markets.

Interim a " izi"ritii~,&licable when the resource hasa bid in the market, otherwise the
Out-QLMarket (OOM rules wouldapply)
" Rule for deciding when local market power is being exercised

D The resource is needed in real time at a specific location to ensure reliable
service; and

D The resource was not dispatched in normal merit (price) order.

" Alternative (mitigatedl pr ~- ~r ~"alace of the bid when
local market power is exercised

(a) Preferred choice : Variable operating cost ("verifiable andon file with the
ISO'J, plus one-time costs actually incurred (e.g ., start-up costs ifthe unit
wasn't running).

(b) If (a) can't be used because the necessary information is
unavailable : Weighted average of all real-time prices or payments earned
by the same resources over the past 30 days when it was dispatched in merit
order, adjusted for "similar operating conditions (e.g., day ofthe week,
operating hour, system load level) ."

(c) If (a) or (b) aren't possible : Variable operating cost of a unit ofthe same
fuel type and similar size .

" "Inconsistent" incentive : The Proposal recognizes that the above
recommendation might result in prices in congested areas that are lower than those
in non-congested areas. It suggests that a possible approach mightbe to allow the
resource with market power to receive the higher oftheir mitigated price or the real-
time price in the zone where it is located .

Proposal element 4 : Safety net
(Note from Your consultant: In KTISO summaries, l bY to translate what are sometimes
complexor confusing proposals andconcepts into language a normal, reasonably well-
informed person would understand. Forreasons that will probably be obvious once you
start to read about the topics discussed below, it was difficult to determine in many areas
just what was Intended.
Where the language wasn't decipherable for me, I simply show if to youas it was originally
written, in quotes. So, where some ofthe language in quotes seems somewhat dense, don't
feel bad.

5
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Generally speaking, the market powermitigation measures discussed belowseem to me
almost the same as a return to costbased regulation for all units, and it's very unclear how
they would apply to imports, anything that doesn't runon natural gas, or power
pools/exchangesj

Purpose: Protect the real-time and A/S markets not under long-term contracts from
exercise of market power through "economic withholding" (extracting a higher price than
would be justified in a competitive market).

Elements of the safety net
" Measures to keep real-time transactions to 3-5% oftotal load;

" Price monitoring/mitigation in:
D Real-time markets;
D Ancillary Services markets ; and

Other short-term contracts/markets;

" Bilateral contract monitoring; and

" Streamlining investigations, and increasing ISO authority to impose penalties and
sanctions .

Measures to minimize real-time transactions
No additional information-just refers to the ISO January 16a' request for rehearing,
where the ISO requested that FERC impose under-scheduling penalties on generation as
well as loads.

Bid price monitorinalmitination in real-time markets
Bid "thrvahoidf (maximum) prices

r for most units : Variable cost, plus a
fixed margin "that considers fixed-cost recovery and market conditions."
("Market conditions" is not defined.]

D Variable Cost
Based on "the average fuel prices ofthe previous week."
Only adjusted if average fuel prices move by the larger of5% or $5 [per
MMBtu? Doesn'tsey].

Iffuel prices change by more than 10% or $10 within a week, the price
could be adjusted at that time.

D Variable cost for "enemy-limited" resources (hydro mentioned):
In place of the variable cost, could use "some form of opportunity cost" which
"may depend on water availability and checked with a forward price duration
curve for the region" (OK; your guess Is as good as mine.]

r Treatment of emissions costs: Would not be counted as a variable cost
(i.e., for allowances) but would be an adder in the fixed margin "to allow for

6
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investment in emission reduction equipment. [That is, they will pay you to
clean up, not for continuing to run dirty.]

D Fixe@Y~in determination
" The annual fixed margin would be based on annual fixed costs

"including a healthy return to investment."

" Fixed margin converted to Der-MWh number based on the number of
hours the threshold price is expected to be reached [sounds circular to
me]. Example given: Ifthe annual fixed margin is $100,000 and the
threshold price is expected to be reached in 500 hours, the hourly fixed
margin would be $200/MWh ($100,000/500 hours) .

" The hourly fixed margins would be lowered by 50% ifthe ACR concept
described above is adopted, because the ACR contracts would provide
some of the fixed-cost recovery.

" Hourly fixed margins would be lower for suppliers not complying with
the above long-term contract requirements, e.g., it may not include any
return on investment.

" Other factors that might affect determination of the fixed margin :
- Lonrterm contract rates: The higher those rates (i.e., resources

are recovering more oftheir costs through those contracts), the
lower the real-time fixed margins should be.

- Portion ofload covered by longterns contract rates. The higher
that fraction, the higher the real-time fixed margin should be.

- ISOdiscretion: The ISO would have the ability to raise or lower
the real-time fixed margin if "the overall market power impact is
too high" or not very high, respectively.

" In summary, assuming that ACR is implemented, and that long-term
contract rates are "very close to the cost ofproduction," the ISO
proposes the following initial hourly fixed margins :

Portion of loads under long-term contracts Fixed margin
MWh

60% $50
70% $100
80% $200
90% $500

[Presumably, the numbers in this table refer to our example seller above with the
$100,000 annual fixed margin, but this Is not stated at all in the Proposal.]

Payments to saecific sellers for enerr,i,H dispatched in real time
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D The ISO will adjust the prices in any bids that exceed the threshold, down to
the threshold prices .

D Then, all generation dispatched in real time would receive the market-clearing
price (which could be higher than theirparticular thresholdprice) .

D However, suppliers not compliant with long-tern contract requirements would
be paid no more than their threshold prices (which wouldfunction as a
payment cap) .

Price monitorinwimitlaation in Ancillary Services markets
" Alternative to bid cans (hard or soft): Possible resource-specific bid

caps, based on "cost plus a sufficient margin." If this concept is preferred, the ISO
recommends use ofthe same margin for a unit as determined under the "fixed
margin" proposal described above.

" "Variable cost component ofthe bid price threshold"]maybe this is
the energy bid that's submitted with the A/S capacity bid?]: Maximum would be the
average price bid by the unit over the preceding 90 days, looking only at hours
when bids exceeded 120% ofISO A/S [capacity?] requirements and the resource
was selected. If the resource had no accepted bids in the preceding 90 days, the
average market-clearing price over that period when bids exceeded 120°/" of ISO
requirements would be used.
!Consultant note. A historical period as long as 90 days could be very problematic
even with normal seasonal gas price fluctuations, e.g., fuel prices could be much
higherllower than three months earlier.]

Price monitorinwlmittaation in other short-term marketslcontracts
" Definition: Contracts between the (2+ year) long-term contracts and "short-term

un-hedged load" [possibly the real time markets discussed above?]

" Price mitigation: Would be based on "a general formula of variable cost plus
a margin that allows fixed-cost recovery, including a reasonable return to
investment."

D Variable costs: Based on standardized formulas and fuel cost indices .

D Fixed-cost margin : As calculated for the real-tune market, with a "sliding
scale" based on the length of the contract (i.e ., the longer the contract, the
lower the margin) and lower fixed margins for suppliers not complying with
long-term contract requirements .

" Additional possible measures to discourage "ricochet"
schedules (energy exports imported back into California as imports) :

D Re~zli~uru3~~ti~ i3u iic"~ ti0~t3-- a~K"rt s . ru" "
aonroval [bvFERC7I reguirements, for any arrangements with:
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"Buy-back" or "supply-back" provisions [not defined]; and/or
Payments/contract terms linked to California market conditions .

D ReaEi~7~33aulrements where sellers must show, for their
"total" oortfollos, "the hourly gross and net flow ofpower from different
supply sources and sales sinks," and showing "a reported cost of supply
offered into the ISO's real time market as an import."

D Refund and sanction g2rovisions if supply arrangements "are designed
or have the effect ofdisplacing thermal generation within the ISO or from a
thermal generation source outside the control area as the source of energy bid
into the ISO's market as an import from a different source." [Say what???] A
potential penalty "might" be "an assumed cost" based on a relatively low heat
rate (10,000 Btu), multiplied by a gas cost futures index (final Henry Hub
given as an example) .

" A re-gional price cap, if "properly designed and coordinated with the rest of
the market power mitigation components," might displace the need for this type of
short-term mitigation.

Bilateral contract monitoring
" Purpose: Allow FERC to "assess key characteristics ofthe contract, including

specific prices, quantities, and operational parameters of the transaction."

" Proposed reporting requirements: See Anoendix 2 for the list.

Streamlining investigations and increasing ISO authority to asses
wenalties and sanctions
" Insuiik1ci:ent enforcement tools: The ISO Market Monitoring and

Information Protocols (MMIP) allow the ISO to identify questionable practices and
market-power abuses, there are no explicit penalties/sanctions.

" Information withholding: The ISO has been denied site or records access to
gather information it considers necessary to make the above determinations .

" Recommend both code ofconduct andstreamlined
investigative process for potential violations and penalties/sanctions
assessment .

D Code of conduct: See the list ofsanctionable behavior in ALnendix 2.

D Streamlined investi(s)ffAmworocedure : Would contain opportunityto
reply and appeals process .

" Monetary sanctions
D Based on the market impact of the infraction.
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D CEO should have the power to triple the penalty if it relates to market power
mitigation measures.

D Must be larger than incremental profit from sanctioned behavior.

" other allowed enforcement actions should include:
D Mitigation ofbid prices (e.g., adjustment to some "predetermined lever;

D Exclusion ofbids from the market, and forced submission ofbids "when
participants have inappropriately withheld bids from the market;"

D Publication of violations, market power abuse, gaming, and "other anomalous
activities ;" and

D Reports to FERC and other regulatory agencies, with requests for additional
sanctions.
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Appendix 1

ISO PROPOSED BILATERAL CONTRACT
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS (verbatim)

1 . General Contract Information Re9,uirements
a. Contract Type -whether the transaction in an Internal Transaction (i.e .,

between the LSE andanother division of the same parent company) or
External Transaction

b. Contract Parties -named seller andbuyer to the transaction and all affiliations
c. Market Products -energy and/or ancillary services
d. Contract Duration -the start date andtime and end date and time for the

transaction.

2 . Contract Detail Information
a. Asset Contract Details -the name ofa specific generator or load assetand the

percentage ofthat asset that is being sold or purchased in the transaction

b. Contract Price and Ouantity Information
- Price -the prices that are applicable to the relevant market product

quantities submitted for the transaction
'- uan -the MW amount or percentage entitlement representing the

availability of the contract for the transaction

c. Must-take portion of the contract

d . Dispatch Information

3. Schedule Information -The schedule information consists of data related to the
transmission reservations and operational tagging requirements associated with the
transaction.

4. Non-Standard Contract Provisions
a. High Operating Limit
b. Low Operating Limit
c. Ramp Rate
d. Minimum Run Time
e. Start Time from Hot Conditions
f. Start Time from Cold Conditions
g. Minimum Down Time

5. Any Pro-Determined Conditions -conditions that determines the extent to
whicha contracted product is available to the buyer in any given period.
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Appendix 2

SANCTIONABLE BEHAVIOR UNDER
ISO PROPOSED CODE OF CONDUCT (verbatim)

1) Failure to Rerform in markets, such as the failure to provide energy, services, or
respond to dispatch instructions ;

2) Failure by market hrs,3 data and
information, or refusal of ISO inspection at any participating generating facility ;

3) Abuse of market ~ :1:I:7a ril["m" - .t" and economic
withholding and atrr~~_

68"~~= ?r_tt. = beyond the limits set in
the market power mitigation plan;

4) Activities of '- -~" " the market rules, i.e ., take advantage of market rules to
engage in bidding, scheduling and operation activities that seek profit or other self-
interest for the market participant but result in significant damage and cost to the
overall market or other market participants ; Due to the complexity ofgaming and
unpredictability, not all sanctionable gaming behavior can be all specified in advance .
The Department of Market Analysis will conduct inquires and investigations, allow
for response the market participant being investigated, issue warnings to market
participants, and bring violations to the CEO and ISO Board who would have
authority to levy penalize violation including publication ofthe violation.

5) Inaccurate Bid or OyrWan Information such as the understatement of a units
high operating limit, misrepresentation regarding operating conditions, or the
misrepresentation ofresource availability; and

6) Failure to follow ISO instructions such as the failure to follow scheduling
procedures, transmission instructions, or information .
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A California Limited Liability Company
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KNOWTHEISO EVENT REPORT
FERC Technical Conference on

California Market Power Monitoring and Mitigation
Proposals from Parties other than the ISO

January 23", 2000

This report summarizes the proposals from non-ISO parties for monitoring/mitigation of
market power in California after expiration ofthe $150 "soft cap" structure on May IS` .

The proposals were prepared for discussion at the technical conference on this issue,
ordered in the December 15th FERC decision (Docket Nos. EL00-95-000, et al) ("Order")
and held on January 23`d . The purpose of the conference was to provide information to
the FERC staff, which must file a proposal with FERC for revised rules by March 1 5` .

The complete proposals, along with the ISO's, are posted on the FERC Web site at
rower comments.htm. Three parties besides the ISO

submitted proposals :

D Southern California Edison ("SCE");
D Reliant Energy ("Reliant") ; and
D Electric Power Supply Association ("EPSA"), a group of "competitive

generators, power marketers and other suppliers ."

The ISO's proposal, along with background information on the current structure, can be
found in the January 19thl22ad DMA Market Power Mitigation Proposal Event Report.

Overview
Not surprisingly, SCE's proposal was closer to the ISO's in content, while the two
generator-issued proposals substantially agreed with each other. SCE believes that prices
above variable cost are strong evidence ofmarket-power, while the generator parties
argued that factors such as opportunity cost and scarcity value should be considered .

Both SCE and EPSA agreed that the entity responsible for monitoring market power
should be entirely separate from the ISO . They disagreed, though, on:

D What this entity should monitor ; and
D Whether it should have mitigation/enforcement authority (or whether all such

action should be referred to FERC or other appropriate authorities) .
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SCE proposal
Primary position : Cost-based rates should be re-instituted for all generators, because
supply/demand fundamentals will keep the market dysfunctional for several years .

" Application : Should apply to term contracts and spot-market sales .

" Basis: Cost ofproduction, i.e ., should guard against "daisy chains" and price
justifications based on cost of last transaction .

Secondary position : Implement the changes described below, plus "other
fundamental changes to market rules" necessary to yield just and reasonable rates .

Market monitoring entity: Overall characteristics should include :
" Independence: Should be completely separate from the ISO or Cal-PX .

" Resources: Should be adequate, including:
D Full-time staff; and
D Immediate access to all ISO/PX market information .

" Scone of authority: Should include, for ISO and Cal-PX markets :
D Monitoring/investigating all operational and bid data;
D Monitoring MW amounts controlled by parties through bilateral contracts;
D Mitigating potential abuses prior to running markets, e.g., rejecting above-cost

bids or preventing bids from certain units from setting market-clearing
prices ;

D Mitigating possible abuses after markets are run, e.g ., re-running markets
and/or re-calculating prices after ex-post review ;

D Penalizing parties that have abused the market, including possible participant-
specific market rules and/or trading restrictions ; and

D Changing market rules on an emergency basis, subject to later FERC review .

Penalties for market-power abuse: Should be high enough to:
" Retract any profits derived from the abuse;
" Deter future abuses; and
" Compensate for harm to the market as a whole, e.g ., if the abuse

raised the market-clearing price to loads, the penalty should cover at least the
entire dollar amount of the increment, not just the share received by the abusing
ply.

Markets to be monitored
" Electricity/electricity transportation (transmission) ;
" Gas/ gas transportation (as the variable cost for generation units at the

margin) ;
" Markets for other variable costs (e.g ., emissions); and
" Ancillary Services.
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Electricity/electricity transportation market elements to be monitored
" Unit bid --r`~r m n `d~roduction costs (not to include

opportunity orfixed costs) : Bids more than a "threshold" amount above variable
cost should be mitigated or rejected .

" Significant variations in bid prices from a single unit "should be
identified as an attempt to manipulate market prices," e.g., variations:

D In a single time period : For example, bidding different portions of a
unit's generation in the same hour bid at different prices ;

At different times, without corres-r:w_ok--x*rER]es in costs: For
example, bidding higher prices when a particular transmission line is de-rated ;

D In the same time period in sequential markets (i.e ., day-ahead
energy, transmission congestion relief, and real-time energy) .

" Lack of economic production: Absence ofbids, or reduction in capacity
bid, when market prices exceed unit costs .

" "Ricochet" sales:" On a unit basis, electricity schedules as an out-of-state
export and then sold back into the state in a later sequential auction .

" Firm Transmission Rights (FTR) ownership, on a path-by-path basis.

" Mtematic schedule changes: "Should be investigated as a potential
manipulation of energy and/or congestion markets;" for example, systematic :
D Submittal of Day Ahead schedules that are withdrawn Hour Ahead; and/or
D Submittal of schedules for transactions that are never delivered on.

" Total electric capacity/ener[47, controlled by a l F -
bilateral agreements , e.g . :
D With title to the electricity ; or
D Other control, such as scheduling, dispatch, or bidding.

Gas/cxxs5ir~_eortation market elements to be monitored_
" Ownership of gas transportation ;
" Prices "at the source of production ;"
" Difference between source price and delivered price to California (i.e ., implied

transportation price); and
" Participant-specific ownership and use of gas storage .

Other variable-cost markets to be monitored (emissions were example given)
" Problems determining cost basis: There is "no definitive method" to

translate the cost of South Coast NOx emissions into costs ofproduction because:
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D The market is illiquid and relatively non-transparent ; and

D The program has complex rules, including :
" Annual emission credit allocation at "no added cost to the generator;"

and
" Provisionsfor borrowing credits against future allocations .

D Enforcement actions can consists of a mix of required actions and
penalty prices .

" Special rule where ing&-ingrices can't be accurately assessed:
Might be desirable to prohibit bids from those units from setting the market-
clearing price (though they could still receive thatprice ifthey bid lower) .

" Elements to be monitored
D Allocation ofNOx and other emission credits ;
D Monthly consumption ofemission credits ;
D Purchases and sales of emission credits, and transaction prices ;
D "Other unit-specific restrictions related to emissions ;" and
D "Other difficult-to-quantify costs" with a "significant" impact on unit

production cost or availability.

Reliant proposal
Guiding Principles
" Standards to ideatifv anti-competitive behavior, by buyers or sellers,

must be clearly identified and consistently applied .

" In assessing market power, FERC should :
D x~irlz"yiaj-eneration

load, and transmission market concentrati**n levels. Reliance on
differences between price and hourly short-run marginal costs is inappropriate
for determining market power because it doesn't account for :

" Capacity value and scarcity rents;
" Start-up and low-load costs [e.g., higher fuel use per kWh at lower load

levels];
" Opportunity costs; and
" Risk premiums (e.g, credit, liquidated damages, gas price volatility) .

D ExvM*Wl tijg' .a A " " " :giwrnecific remedies/milestones
for, key factors adversely affecting ~~ . .3 erformance ,
including :
" Flaws in market structure and rules ;
" Barriers to entry; and
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" Supply/demand imbalance conditions .

D Analyze ~oi s rutixu3 :~ir anru ~tu ~6cu~ behavior:
Focus on improving transparency and eliminating specific anti-competitive
behavior, not on broad measures to mitigate "possible" market power that
dampen/eliminate price signals to the market.

" Oversight enforcement of market rules should take place
through a structure that ensures:
D Thorough, independent analysis ofmarket performance and alleged

misconduct ;
D Due process for market participants ; and
D Independent decision-making.

Imt.Aa-Ws0-, isu"b~?'u ~- mcu--.b. les
" Market monitoring,unit IMMUI role : Should be limited to :

D Performing market analysis and reporting on the state ofthe markets ;
D Reviewing allegations ofmarket misconduct; and
D Making recommendations to the ISO/RTO Board ("Board") on:

" Improving market efficiency, e.g., correcting market design flaws ; and
" Addressing alleged misconduct by individual market participants .

" Proposed oversight/enforcement process

D The MMU should make available, for review and critique, the
aggregate data and analysis on which its studies and
recommendations are based . This requirement should also apply to any
other entity proposing recommendations to the Board .

D The MMU should be required to "engage in discussions" with
market participants before submitting recommendations to the Board .

D Market participants should be allowed to present their own
analyses and recommendations, with equal standing before the Board.

D If the Board determines that misconduct has occurred, the
matter should be referred to FERC for determination ofappropriate
remedies .

Market participants should have the right to appeal the Board's
findings to FERC .
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EPSA proposal
Background
" Hieh t: K 33 a-_rtS- ._~~`_+ K_ etitive behavior but may

reflect market fundamentals, such as:

D Supply scarcity ;
D High demand growth over a short time period ; or
D High variable costs.

If so, the price signals to the market are accurate and shouldn't be artificially
adjusted.

" Standards to identify/remedy anti-competitive behavior in
California should be:
D Clearly stated and consistently applied; and
D Fundamentally the same as those applied elsewhere .

assessment
D First-level assessment: Identify "anomalous" market rules and

recommend changes to improve market efficiency.
" Apply traditional antitrust standards to generation and transmission

market concentration levels and barriers to entry;

" Consider effects of specific market rules (e.g., for loads, mandatory use
ofspot markets andprohibition against risk management, such as
forward contracting) ; and

" Examine ability of end-users or their agents to respond quickly to
commodity price signals .

D Second-level assessment : Review of market prices .
These can legitimately be above or below hourly marginal cost for a variety of
legitimate reasons, e.g . :
" Capacity/scarcity value

- Must be reflected in order to attract new investment and incent
economic load curtailment ; and

- Varies as generation and load "get out of balance"

" Opportunity cost, i.e ., opportunity to sell :
- In another geographic market ;
- In the same geographic market but at another time with higher

prices (for units with limits on operating hours);
- In another product market (e.g., ancillary services vs . energy) ;

and/or
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- Another product (ag., sell gas or emission credits, rather than use
them to generate) .

" Risk management, i.e ., physical and financial commitments "made in
the face of uncertainty."

D Third-level assessment : Consideration of specific indicators

that market-power abuse has occurred.

" Indicators : For example, those listed byFERC in the December 15`h
decision could be used :

- Outage rates of seller's resources ;
- Failure to bid unsold MWs into the real-time market; and
- Variations in bidding patterns for the same or similar resources.

To support this monitoringlassessment, accurate unit outage reports
should be required and should be subject to audit.

" Legitimate occurrences : Sometimes these are legitimate behaviors, and
standards should be defined differentiating those situations from real
market-power abuse . For example, units might not bid in a particular
hour because of.

- Limits on total operating hours;
- Limits on fuel or hydroelectric resources ;
- Need to hedge against possible real-time outages of other units;

and/or
- Maintenance requirements .

Market monitoring lonistics
" Independence of the monitoring entity: Should be independent of the

ISO .

" Role ofthe monitoring entity: Should have the authority to :
Investigate behavior and recommend remedies, with enforcement
left to FERC and the Department ofJustice .

D Identify and recommend rule changes to improve market efficiency.

" Process: The entity's analyses should be transparent, and parties accused of
abuse should have an opportunity to address the allegations .

" Significance of market monitoring : Should decline over time, as most
buying/selling will likely occur through "voluntary, negotiated bilateral contracts ."
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[KNOW THE ISO SPECIAL REPORT
Forward-Market Under-Scheduling (CMR)

ISO Board Conference Call
August 25'", 2000

At the request ofISO CEO Terry Winter, the ISO Board held a conference call meeting
to consider an ISOManagement request for approval of atariff filing to address the
increasing amounts of load generation under-scheduling in the forward markets.

The ISO's definition of"under-scheduling" is simply fmal Hour-Ahead schedules that
are significantly below Real-Time loads on the ISO system. (There's no judgment about
bidding strategies andthe like, just a focus on the endresult) Typically, the under-
scheduling is worse in the Day Ahead market, then some more load andmatching
generation is scheduled in theHour Ahead market

A certain amount of under-scheduling, especially when the weather is hotter than normal,
is due to normal forecast error. However, the ISO has seen increasing amounts and
proportion of load moving into real time without a schedule, up to 15-16,000 MW. It's
hadto scramble, sometimes literally an hour before, to secure supplies through Out-of-
Market (OOM) calls to neighboring Control Areas.

According to Tent', this situation has:

D Jeopardized system reliability, by forcing the ISO to divert Operating
Reserves, causing WSCC violations and leaving the system more vulnerable to
damage or collapse;

D Placed an enormous amount of stress on ISO personnel, and upon
those in adjacent ControlAreas (where limits on the number ofReal Time
transactions that canphysically be processed are being reached) ; and

D Forced the ISO to incur costs that are then allocated to parties not
responsible for this behavior.

Requested tariff amendment
Management asked the Board for approval oftwo tariff amendments :

1. Mandatory forward-market scheduling : Require Scheduling
Coordinators (SCs) to schedule at least 90% of their actual loads in
the Day Ahead market, and at least 95% in the Hour Ahead
markets, for each zone and each settlement period. (Settlement
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periods are 1 hour now and will be 10 minutes after the September 1`°
implementation of10-Minute Settlements).

Terry Winter comment: I've heard some complaints that the generation just
isn't bidding into the market, but ifI can find it, you (load-serving SCs) can find
it. Moreover, the implementation of 10-Minute Settlements should push more
generation into the forward markets. (10-Minute Settlements will set lower
paymentsfor uninstructed/unscheduled energy.)

(Consultant note : There were no penalties proposed for violations of this
provision, but that was the implied next step if violations are widespread.)

2. Cost allocation to under-schedulers : Allocate to SCs, in
proportion to their deviations from scheduled loads, the costs that
the ISO incurs for OOM supplies to serve the loads.

Terry Winter comment: The current allocation mechanism is totally unfair
to the several SCs that do bid in all their loads and generation .

(Consultant note : Currently, under-scheduled load is charged the Imbalance
Energy price plus an allocation of a portion of Replacement Reserve. OOM
costs (more correctly, the difference between OOM prices and Imbalance
Energy prices) are allocated proportionally to all loads ; this amendment would
change that allocation to assign this cost directly to the under-schedulers .)

Why this action is requested
Terry said it's necessary to sign longer-term agreements to obtain supplies, as utilities
have traditionally done (and much ofthe western markets still do), in order to guarantee
reliable supplies for California. ("I am at the end ofthe food chain, and trying to do 1-2
hour contracts with everyone else tied up in advance.'

He characterized much ofthe recent decline in imports, and the increase in energy
exports (see below), as generators seeking pricetrevenue certainty. He said that those
generators are willing to sign such contracts with California parties but find no takers for
such arrangements . ("That 6-8,000 MW of power from outside California that we rely on
isn't coming here because no one is tying it up in the long term.")

He stated that the choice was between forcing the entities responsible for load to procure
the right amount ofsupplies for it in the forward markets (as utilities have traditionally
done, and as the proposed tariff amendments would require), or have the ISO undertake
such activity. He believes that having the ISO take a position like that in the markets
would be contrary to the ISO's mission, and an activity it's not well-suited to perform
(though FERC has given indications that it may be receptive) .

In addition, though there aren't penalties proposed for the mandatory scheduling
provision, Terry wants to send a message to the SCs and other entities responsible for
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load that summer 2001 will be worse than this summer, and they should start now to line
up sufficient supplies to meet their needs.

In the end, the Board was not able to pass a motion granting

Management's request, so no action was authorized .

Background information
Information provided to the Board
To set the stage for the conversation, Terry Winter sent out to the Board, and discussed
briefly, several statistics illustrating the problem. Here's a summary of that information .

YEAR

MARKET PERFORMANCE MEASURE 1998 1999 2000

Percent of load unscheduled (June 1`; August 15'h
(weekdays, peak hours, loads>38,000MW))

- Maximum Day Ahead % 19% 20% 30%
- Maximum Hour Ahead % 13% 11% 29%

WSCC oCcgLr~ reserve violations, June-Aug . 6 18 39
OOM calls.MWh for June-Au?,. N/A 3,200 160.000

IOU interruptible load program activation
- Number ofinterruptions 2 1 12
- MWh curtailed 2.300 1 .200 13.000

Emergencies declared
- Stage 1 8 4 22
- Stage 2 4 1 14

The memo to the Board also included graphics showing that exports from California to
other Control Areas, during peak load hours with loads above 40,000 MW, have
increased greatly, and net energy imports are down significantly during those times .

Whv it's rational for Investor-Owned Utility loads to refrain from
scheduling forward
IOU loads are required to purchase generation to meet all their scheduled loads from the
Power Exchange (PX) . In the PX, demand bids from the utilities and others are matched
with supply bids from generators and traders, and the price in each hour at which supply
matches demand (Market-Clearing Price, or MCP) is paid by the loads and received by
the generators.

A very large proportion ofthe generation that's bid into the PX comes in with a "zero"
price - in other words, it's bid as a price-taker and willing to accept whatever the MCP
turns out to be. This is typically because these generators are compensated outside the
PX through other mechanisms and just need to make sure that they're scheduled to run.
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(Someexamples are nuclear, run-of-the-river hydro, QF units, and RMR units paid the
contractprice.)

Consequently, there's a relatively thin market in the PX for generation that's actually
price-sensitive . This situation has been exacerbated by the divestiture ofthe utility
generating units, which were previously required to sell all their generation through bids
into the PX. The new owners may use a different SC than the PX (e.g., arranging a
bilateral transaction andscheduling themselves, since most ofthe large generators are
certified as SCs).

This supply-market thinness can result in a situation, especially when demand is high,
when the price curve for supply above zero is relatively steep, i.e ., a relatively small
reduction in demand will lower the MCP dramatically.

The utilities study these price curves closely and know that scheduling less than their full
forecasted load can reduce the MCP, the price applicable to the load that is scheduled
(even now, the large majority of the load) . Though they may be subjected to higher
prices by the ISO for unscheduled load that must be served through Imbalance Energy in
Real Time, the net savings can be dramatic .

Why it's rational for generators to behave this way
A certain portion of the generation market is generating without schedules because of
their internal salesloperating practices . They may hold a portion of their generation out
of the forward market as "backup units," to protect themselves against high Imbalance
Energy charges they might incur ifunits they do schedule suffer forced outages or other
operating problems.

These owners run the reserve units without a schedule in Real Time and receive the ISO
Imbalance Energy price for doing so. As Terry mentioned, though, the implementation
of 10-Minute Settlements will reduce the incentive for this behavior by reducing the price
paid for such "Uninstructed Deviations ."

Another aspect ofthe problem, from the utilities' perspective, is not that the units might
operate without a schedule, but that the units simply aren't bid into the PX any more
(and, therefore, the supply isn't accessible to the utilities), e.g., because they're
scheduled:

D In-state, for a bilateral transaction through another SC; and/or
D For exports, to realize higher prices in another state or take advantage of a

longer-term sales contract opportunity.

Public comment
SDG&B.

Whatever you say, the ISO is still obligated to cover loads in Real Time. We
don't see a reliability issue here - schedules are just "something on a piece of
paper."
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" This proposal would just paper over things and make this a forecasting game -
what does "90% ofload" mean, anyway?

" This would lock loads into higher-cost markets if the forward-market prices were
less than the (real-time) Imbalance Energy prices .

ISO reswonse : Yes, but that wouldn't preclude you from forward contracting .
(SDG&E has been much criticizedfor not seeking the opportunities toforward-
contractfor supplies that PG&E and SCE have, andfor notfully utilizing the
authority it has, to mitigate the market volatility this summer.)

Power Exchange (PX):
" We support efforts to get load into the DA market, but just a rules change without

any economic incentives to comply won't do much.

" September may be warm, but summer 2000 is almost over, and it would be a
shame for the Board to do something precipitous without determining if it will
really fix the problem.

California Municival Utilities Association ICMUA): Munis are very
supportive of these scheduling and cost allocation proposals, but we're concerned
about:
" The timing (especially with respect to FERC approvals);
" How the proposals mesh together; and
" Whether requiring 90-95% forward scheduling gives enough allowance for simple

forecasting error, especially in hotter areas .

Sacramento Municival Utilities District ISMUD): We agree that there needs
to be some way to not punish the innocent, but we generally support these proposals.

Board discussion
All the Board members "attending" the meeting and commenting on the Management
proposals expressed sympathy, empathy, understanding, admiration, etc. for the ISO Staff
and its present situation. However, the Board was split between those who felt the
proposals were:

D Unfair to loads ;
D Maybe the right direction, but premature ; and
D The right thing to do right now.

Here's a sample ofthe comments in each category .

The ya?oosals are unfair to loads

Governor Hapner (PG&E) :
" We think that this is a sledgehammer that you want to use, without having tried

other tools .
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" This would increase prices hugely, and we'd seethem reach the $2,500/MW
[current PX] cap-that's $85 million an hour-and the PX price cap won'tbe
lowered to $350 [per a recent PXBoard vote andfiling at FERC] until FERC
approves it .

" If this passes, PG&Ewould have no other option than to make an immediate
filing to ask the CPUC and the legislature for permission to participate as an
individual buyer/seller in the market, outside the PX. If you want to kill the PX,
and I'm not sure that wouldn't be a good thing, this would be the wayto do it .

" We could then schedule our own generation first for our own load - though that
was notthe intent in restructuring -to protect our customers.

" You're taking advantage of the one group - loads - that youcan control. Maybe
this would work with same rules on both generation and load, but this is half the
solution.

" We do schedule our entire load, but the supply's just notthere.

Governor Fielder (SCE) :
" I agree with Dede (Hapner), this will not solve the problem - it'll just raise prices

to $2,500, then keep them stuck at $350 after that's approved .

" Ifthis passes, we'll just schedule our load and utility-owned generation through
our utility-owned SC. [SCE andPG&E have such entities to schedulefor their
munilgovernmental transmission contracts thatpredate theISO].

" We can't "find" the generation in the forward market if it won'tbid into the PX,
because right now we have to use the PX. We need an incentive for generation to
show up in the PX market, or prices will be astronomical.

" The onus here shouldn'tjust be on the loads to fix the problem.

Governor Florio (TURN -consumer acM"r3s_*~anization) : This proposal
would punish the victims of[generator] market power for being victims. I might
support it ifyou change "loads" in the proposed resolution to "generation," i.e ., require
generation to schedule their energy in the forward markets.

Governor Woychik (Strate~ ~ku3 "ti owuanv that often
regyij~i uxi:aBanization) : I
don't think that this will work without mandatory bidding requirements for generation,
like in PJM.

These t~-arjmRr_-mnr-zeremature

Governor Kehrein (EMS Consulting, a comgfs~c~Yif " c ~~"r c?~r

commercial /induatrial end-users):
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" We should try to get the market signals right before changing the rules without
understanding the implications - there are always repercussions to that.

" I think it's premature - we need to consider fixing gaming that we can do
something about, like "energy laundering." [Known also as "pinggong"
schedules, this is the allegedpractice ofexporting generation outside California,
then selling it back to the ISO through an OOM call when supplies are tight and
the ISO is willing to pay high prices.)

This is the rlght thing to do
Governor 13arkovich (Barkovich an firm that often

works for large industrial end-users):
" I have been recommending something like this for a couple ofmonths now.

" It's appropriate to discipline the market, and I do see this as a reliability issue.

" A high degree ofOOM activity also causes problems in developing real markets .

" Even if you could require all in-state generation to bid, you still wouldn't have
enough when the demand is high, and I don't know how you could force out-of-
state generators to bid.

" The utilities need to be honest - they may be "scheduling" their entire load, but
they only offer to pay so much, and the load that doesn't clear at that price gets
deferred to Real Time.

Governor Parquet (Enron) :
" These proposals don't have a lot ofteeth, but they have some teeth .

" Don't know that I agree with the "doom and glooms" - people can still under-
schedule, but they will bear the consequences - I support this .

Governor Blue (Dvneav) :
" We also support this - when we first started discussing price caps, I said that load

under-scheduling is a major problem, and it still is.

" I understand that a big IOU problem with forward contracting is after-the-fact
review by the PUC [otherwise known as "Reasonableness Review, where the
CPUC conducts an annual (but lagged) review ofutility operations andpurchase
practices and may disallow certain expenditures as not "just and reasonable "].
Is there anything that the ISO can do to help them out?

ISO Management response: We think that maybe the IOUs suggested that the
ISO go out and contractfor these supplies to exempt themfrom that CPUC
review.
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The Board failed by a margin of one vote (12-6, with 13 votes needed to passI a motion) to adopt the Management proposal.

One last issue - Adjustment Bids on firm loads
There was one more issue in the ISO memo to the Board. However, since it wasn't a
voting item, it doesn't really relate to the above activities and wasn't discussed after
being mentioned by Terry Winter at the start ofthe meeting .

Explanation ofAdjnstment Bids
Adjustment bids are used by the ISO in the forward markets to resolve congestion across
transmission paths . SCs can bid a price to the ISO to "increment" (increase) generation
on the side ofthe congestion where there's not enough generation, and "decrement"
(reduce) it on the side where there's too much generation, so balance is restored on both
sides ofthe congested path.

The ISO calls on these bids in merit order, starting with the lowest-priced bids . The price
ofthe last bid exercised (the market-clearing price for resolving the congestion) is
charged to all transactions across the congested transmission path in the congested
direction .

Loads can and do participate in the Adjustment Bids market . An SC can substitute a
decrement to load for an increment to generation on the generation-short side ofthe
congestion, and/or substitute an increment to load for a decrement to generation on the
generation-surplus side.

The behavior bothering the ISO
Apparently, however, some large entities representing loads are submitting Adjustment
Bids on firm loads, and at attractive (even negative) prices . They then are complaining
that the ISO's congestion management software is taking their loads out of the forward
market, and they have no choice but to serve it in Real Time with no forward schedule.

In this way, the entities responsiblefor serving the loads can legitimately claim that
they are scheduling all their loads but stillget the benefits ofreducing demand (and
prices) in the PX (which applies to the large portion oftheir load that is billed at those
prices).

However, this causes a problem for the ISO when the congestion management software
selects the Adjustment Bid with the firm load supposedly offering to decrement, thinking
that the congestion across the transmission path the bid applies to is resolved. Of course,
there was never any intent to curtail this load, and it shows up in full force in Real Time,
forcing the ISO into real-time re-dispatch to adjust for it and exacerbating the above-
described stresses on the system and the system operators .
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Possible consequences?
Upon discovering this behavior, Terry Winter confronted the entities involved and asked
how they could justify it, given the system problems . He said that they told him "we do it
because we can" (in other words, because it's the economically rational thing to do) .

Terry said that, through the upcoming Comprehensive Market Redesign (CMR) changes,
"we will try to come up with some way to stop that behavior." It clearly colored Terry's
view of the proper remedies to the under-scheduling problem, reducing any natural
sympathy he might have had for the load-serving entities' arguments .
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KNOW.THE ISO EVENT REPORT
September ISO Board Meeting
Part 1 : Issues Voted on by the Board

September7 h, 2000

BOARD DECISIONS:
" Election ofnewMunicipal Utilities class ISO Governor. Established election

procedures to replace Governor Marcie Edwards, who resigned ;

" .ISO market ,gu~~git"extension : Accepted Management recommendation to : (1)
Request that FERC extend the ISO's current authority to impose caps; and (2) Extend
the $250/MW price cap beyond the current October 15th expiration date ;

" Neutrality Adjustment price cap: Approved increase from $0.095/Mwh to
$0.35/Mwh, and directed staffto proceed with cost-allocation changes ;

" Grid Management Charge unbundling: Approved tariffproposed by the staffto file
previously-approved rate structure with FERC;

" 2001) -3 LARS/RMR selections : Approved most ofManagement's proposed list of
unit designations and generation/tmnsmission/demand-side bids, including use of the
Market Generation methodology in the Western LA Basin;

" RMR Pre-DishnAi?mrr_~3aw-4Mc-gD "osals: Accepted Management
recommendation for changes coming out of the stakeholder process;

" ISO Articles of Incorporation amendments : Approved amendments to qualify for
state property tax exemption, saving about $300K/year;

" Transmission Control Agreement (TCA) amendments: Approved clarifying
amendments recommended by the Maintenance Coordination Committee (MCC);

" New ISO Maintenance Procedures : Approved addition of3 new procedures
recommended by theMCC; and

" Schedulino Coordinator Annual Meter Data Self-Audit "Lessons Learned"

Report.' Accepted staff report for April 1, 1998-June 30, 1999 period .

Overview of this month's ISO Board Event Report
The ISO Board and committees meet almost every month, over roughly a 2-day period. The
monthly Board Event Report is usually distributed in 2 parts, but this month there are 3 :
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D Part lA (this document). which covers all Board votes except those relating to
Comprehensive Market Redesign (CMR);

D Part 10, to be issued in a day or two, which (because of its importance) will cover
separately the Board votes relating to CMR; and

D Part2. to be issued a day or two after Part 1B, which will cover Management status
reports and other non-decision discussion items.

The ISO presentations and reports are posted on the ISO Web site at
www.caiso.ci~li.4-.iubinfoBOG/documents (unless another location is specified) .

The text of the Board motions can be found at :
httr .... . ~Fk~si(- 7 uubinfoBOG/documents/motions/index.cki?b-20000907Board.

Election of new Municipal Utilities class ISO governor
Governor Marcie Edwards of the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP)
submitted a letter ofresignation, effective September 7°' .

There were many expressions of regret about Governor Edwards' resignation, from ISO CEO
Terry Winter and several other governors . She was widely viewed as one ofthe most
knowledgeable and effective governors, in general and in her critical role as Chair of the Grid
Operations/Reliability Committee ofthe Board.

Governor Dede Hapner (PG&E) was appointed Vice Chair ofthe Grid Ops committee and will
chair the meetings for the time being .

The Board established October 9d ' as the "record date" by which entities wishing to vote in the
Municipal Utilities class for a new governor must register with the ISO'. LADWP served
notice that it will nominate LADWP Executive Director David Freeman, as a candidate for the
seat .

I ISO market price cap extension
Backeround
There were two price-cap-related issues discussed at the Board meeting :

D The ISO's current authority to set price caps: The current authority expires on
November 15'h . Because ofthe 60-day period typically required for FERC review of
any filing for extension, the filing must be made by September 15'h .

D The level of the F 3 before November 15th: The Board resolution in
August lowering the ISO price cap to $250/MWh contained an expiration date of
October 15'h , so the level of the cap between October 15'h and November 15'h is
unclear . (You can find that resolution in Appendix 1.)
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Management proposal
Though a number of different options have been considered over the last several months,
Management simply proposed here to:

D Request extension of the current FERC authority to impose price caps by
removing the November 15`x ', 2000 expiration date from the ISO tariff;

D Extend the current S250/MWh [~83 r3 level to November 150', 2000, and to
the beginning ofsummer 2001 if the requested authority is granted byFERC; and

D Recxfb-~~-Q- jq«ggL~~ort to the Board no later than March 31", 2001
with the following:
" Timetable for implementation ofmarket reforms to reduce or eliminate the need

for and_ price caps;

" Recommendation regarding the need for/level ofprice caps for summer 2001 .

Sources ofbackground information
There have been four previous discussions on long-term price cap policy by the Board and the
Market Surveillance Committee (MSC), documented in these KNOW THE ISO reports :

D August 9"' Market Issues Forum (MIF) Event Report, pp.5-7, and p. 12 on the
FERC's decision on the Morgan Stanley complaint;

D July 24`" MSCmeeting Event Report, pp.4-10;
D June Board meetings Event Report, Part 2, pp.3-5; and
D June 3tY* MSC meeting Event Report, pp.8-9 .

Board discussion
Generally, with all the recent controversies around this issue, most ofthe Governors seemed
weary oftalking about it, and/or gun-shy . There were a few interesting remarkstexchanges
during the discussion:

Governor Blue: Is there any thought as to an end date? Will we ask for indefinite
authority?
Management response : It would be Indefinite unless there's a subsequent Board motion .

Governor Blue : Didn't FERC require some kind reportjustifying an extension?
Management response : The filing will be based on previous FERC rulings, including the

decision on the Morgan Stanley complaint That decision characterized the ISO's price
caps as simply a buyer's choice of how much it will pay, not a cap on the entire market
(i.e., if sellers don't like it, they don't have to sell to the ISO). The ISO has the inherent
right, like any other buyer, to decide what it's willing to pay.

We will also include reports by the DMA and the MSC Justifying our request
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Governor Blue : I've heard forecasts that winter gas prices might reach $15-20/MMBtu at
the California border. Ifwe continue the $250 price cap, operating costs alone could
exceed $250, wouldn't the CEO or the Board have to do something?

Governor Kirschner: Sure, we'll just pass a motion to lower gas prices! (much laughter)

Governor Woychik: You've proposed a very suitable substitute for bid caps in the
Comprehensive Market Redesign process (bid caps and possible unit availability
requirements) - why were these not considered, instead of an extension of what you have
already?
Mananement response: We haven't ruled that out, but we probably couldn't get that
proposal developed andimplementedby November 15a. It's still an option for the 3/31
report4 though r.e., summer 2001 Implementation).

Governor Roscoe : I agree, we should just leave things alone -we've done as much
damage by discussing it as by changing it - let's get out of this subject .

Governor Cotton: I encourage you to do some work between now and March to come up
with some more flexible price cap designs. All generation is not created equal, and we
should think about a tiered system that recognizes differences between peaking, off-peak,
and base-load generation .

Board vote
After an unsuccessful effort by Governor Woychik to lower the price cap to $100/MWh, the
Board voted 21-1 to approve extending the current $250/NM price cap to November 15`x'.

The Board approved a second motion (19-2, with 1 abstention) to request post-November 15° '
price cap authority from FERC, and to direct the report in the Management proposal .

Neutrality Adjustment price cap
Background
The ISO is a "revenue-neutral" entity, i.e ., SC payments to the ISO must equal ISO payments
to the SCs. The Neutrality Adjustment, allocated proportional to loads, was created to account
for what were expected to be minor imbalances between payments and charges for market
services, to allow the ISO to stay in balance overall.

The most common imbalances occur with the following ISO charge types :

D Ex-Post Ancillary Services Energy & Supplemental Energy charges ;
D Generation Deviation charges;
D Load Deviation charges;
D Export Deviation charges ;
D Import Deviation charge; and
D Unaccounted-for Energy (UFE).
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More recently, other costs were added for recovery through the Neutrality Adjustment,
including the following (with the first two constituting the largest components ofthe charge
recently) :

D Out-of-Marketpurchases by the ISOfrom other Control Areas (ISO costs in excess
of the system Market Clearing Price (MCP) used to settle load/generation deviations) ;

Y Real-time inter-zonal congestion costs (differences between the prices paid by loads,
were the deviations can be on one side of an unexpectedly congested transmission path,
and prices paid to generators, which may be on the other side of the congestion) ;

(Consultant notes: / think the second Item Is at leastpartly the result ofone
problem discussed in the August 25?h ISO Board conference ca// (see the Event
Report), where.-

- Some 'large load-serving entities'are placing large decremental bids (offers to
curtail loads on the generation-short side ofa congested transmission interface)
on firm loads, at attractive prices;

- The bids are accepted by the ISO's congestion managementsoftware in the
forward scheduling process, on the assumption that the load will be curtailed
and the congestion wl// be relieved,-

- The load is not curtailed but shows up in Real Time, and the congestion
'unexpectedly " is still there, and

- The LSO then has to scramble to re-dispatch resources in Real rime to keep the
system In balance, causing the zonal price differences (between both sides ofthe
now-congested transmission path) which cause this cost item.)

Existing Contract charge exemptions (Existing Contracts are agreements in effect
before creation, and the entities holding them are exempt from certain charges); and

D Participating Loadsummer demandprogram capacity payments.

Beginning in May 2000, ISO tariffAmendment 27 placed a limit of $0.095/Mwh on the
Neutrality Adjustment. The tariffprovides for Board review and revision ofthe charge for a
"defined period," with 7 days notice to SCs required for any change.

Management stated that the intent of the tariff language was that this would be an annual limit,
though this was not stated explicitly . However :

" The maximum level was exceeded for 5 of the first 6 months of 2000 (though the recent
reduction ofISO price caps is expected to moderate the charge in the near future) ; and
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" The lack of specificity for application of the threshold has caused some SCs to dispute
charges that exceed that level, even on a daily basis.

Thus, Management recommended :

- Raising the limit to $0.35/Mwh, just above the January-June 2000 average, for the
September 15, 2000 through January 15`h, 2001 period;

- Giving SCs the required 7 day's notice for the change; and

- Continuing to explore methods to assure that future costs are allocated to the SCs
which are responsible for them (e.g ., allocating above-marketOOM costs to SCs who
deviate from their schedules, the reason why the OOM purchases are made).

(Consultant note: These changes wouldn't address the issue of whether the per-Mwh charge
should apply on a daily, monthly, or (as the ISO stated) annual basis. The ISO mentioned that
this would be fixed in an "October cleanup filing," possibly a reference to what was a ISO
quarterly tariff filing that consolidated non-major tariff changes . However, no draft language
or other information has been made available about such a filing .)

Public comment at the meetine
D City of Riverside (municioal utility)

" We realized with the June billings that the tariff level was being exceeded by a
significant amount.

" We've been slightly overscheduled, but we're still getting allocated OOM costs in
the Neutrality Adjustment that should be the responsibility ofthe SCs who are
under-scheduling . It's been almost $1 million since ISO start-up .

" If you're going to increase the charge, you should act quickly to stop this cost-
shifting, or provide for us to get our money back later .

D California Municipal Utilities Association (CMUA): This is not just an issue for
Riverside, or for munis - we'd like some certainty on a timeline for fixing this problem,
and a plan for what will happen if the timeline is lengthened later .

Board discussion
This issue was discussed in both the Finance and Market Issues/ADR Committees . Most ofthe
Board members agreed that the cost allocation formula should be changed, and that there
should be more definite language requiring those changes .

However, cost-allocation changes will require tariff changes, which require filings at FERC
and FERC approval. The ISO tariff allows the cap-level increase without FERC approval, and
it was clear that Management was in a rough spot with respect to settlements that probably
couldn't wait for a FERC decision (minimum of 60 days after a filing is made) to be resolved .

Board vote
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The Board granted Management's request for the increase, but it strengthened the language
directing pursuit of cost-allocation changes to reduce the Neutrality Adjustment and assign the
costs to the SCs responsible. Specifically, Management was instructed to "pursue the
following actions and implement as appropriate:"

D Allocate above-market OOM costs to SCs proportional to "deviations from their
schedules;"

(Consultant note : I assume that this will apply to load that's greater than scheduled
and generation that's less than scheduled, since these would be the actions that
would leave the ISO short of supplies in Real Time and require OOM calls, and not
just to any schedule deviations .)

D If feasible, allocate the costs incurred to resolve real-time inter-zonal congestion to
"deviations, regardless ofthe zonal location of the deviations;" and

- (Consultant note: I assume that this Is aimed primarily at the decremental load issue
discussed above.)

D Report back to the board no later then the first quarter of 2001 on the progress made on
the above items .

The motion passed on a 20-1 vote, with 1 abstention .

Grid Management Charge (GMC) unbundling tariff filing
Background
The Grid Management Charge is the fee, currently assessed proportionally to loads, that covers
the cost to run the LSO . At the June Board meeting, the Board approved a proposal to
unbundled the GMC into three components :

D Control Area Services (45% ofISO costs), assessed proportionally to "gross" loads
(i.e., including "behind the meter" loads ofmunis and retail loads with on-site
generation) and exports in the ISO Control Area;

D Congestion Management (7% ofISO costs), based on "net scheduled inter-zonal
power flows" (excluding Existing Contract transactions, those which pie-date the
creation of the ISO); and

Market Operations (48% ofISO costs), based on purchases and sales (both
instructed and uninstructed) ofAncillary Services, Supplemental Energy, and
Imbalance Energy.

At this meeting, the Board considered the actual tariff language proposed by Management to
file at FERC in order to implement the June decision . The filing is planned for October 31'e,
for rates effective January 1", 2001 .
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Sources ofbackground information
D For a complete descri and the Board

discussion when it was adopted (including controversy over charging loads served by
on-site generation), see the June Board meeting Event Report, Part 1, pp. 4-8 ; and

D For a further discussion of ISO policies with resmect to loads served by on-

site generation , see the August 25`" Distributed Generation Event Report.

Public comment at the meeting
The Public Comment all centered on the requirement that the loads served by on-site
generation be assessed the Control-Area Services portion of the GMC. A corollary issue was
the analogy between these loads and municipal utility loads served "behind the interconnection
meter" (i.e ., with generation inside the muni service area) with respect to the assessment ofthis
charge.

California Association of Cocgaja~isgi~Da;-o_i-rfucers and Users Coalition

(CAC/EPUC)
Policy arguments

" The ISO staff policy to reach behind the meter and allocate ISO system costs is
destructive to the ISO's goals to keep generating units on the system, and to bring more
units on the system.

" ISO consideration of QF issues has been fragmented you need to consider the
collective impact of the ISO GMC, Transmission Access Charge (TAC), scheduling,
metering, and Ancillary Services policies .

Your policies will cause distributed generation to disconnect from the ISO Grid
entirely. (Example cited: 20MWgenerator, 2 MWofAuxilliarypower use (e g.,
lightingfor generation facilities), 16MW serves on-site loads, and 2 MWofexcess
generation to sell into the grid It would cost this generator an additional $625,000
annually to connect to the grid and sell that additional 2 MW. It would be much
more economicfor the generator to disconnectfrom the grid entirely and not sell the
extra power. CAClEPUC said that the numbers were "even more impressive"for
larger generators.)

" The proposed assessment assumes that the entire load will be scheduled on the ISO
system even though it may never be, and pretends that the generation is scheduled on
the system even though it's not .

Leaa/ aguments
" QF loads are not like muni loads served through their own generation . QFs have a

unique statutory framework and beneficial fuel-efficiency characteristics, and their
systems behind the meter are typically radial systems, vs. muni network systems .
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" The proposed assessment is unduly discriminatory, because it charges loads served by
on-site generation to use the ISO Grid even when it's not, while loads not so served are
only charged when they actually use the ISO grid.

" Reversing the assessment policy would conform the ISO position to the newly enacted
state legislation disfavoring measures that discourage interconnection of cogeneration
and self-generation with ISO Grid, and would recognize PURPA and state policy
favoring fuel-efficiency and self-sufficiency (Section 218 ofthe PUC code) .

Operational arvuments
" This generation was built with the beliefthat the load served on-site was deemed not to

be firm load on the system, and the WSCC has ratified that past practice as appropriate.
The ISO doesn't need to buy reserves for it, and neither does anyone else .

" Ifthe load has contracted for standby service with the local utility, it's already
purchasing reserves [yes, this seems to contradict the abovepoint] - the utility has the
obligation to have wires and generation for that load when necessary, and they are
doing it today by contracting with the ISO . There's less than a 4 percent likelihood that
this generation will be out of service.

" The proposed assessment to behind-the-meter loads ignores integrated operation ofon-
site generation and load, as if they can be separated (which often they cannot) .

California Municipal Utilities Association (CMUA)
" We're extremely supportive of the hard ISO staff work on this issue, and a lot of

progress has been made.

" We don't necessarily disagree with CAC/EPUC about the benefits to the grid of
behind-the-meter generation and the inequity ofassessing loads served by it for ISO
grid operations costs.

" Unlike the loads discussed by CAC/EPUC, some muni loads that would be assessed the
Grid Operations Charge can't even be physically served using the ISO Grid .

" Many ofthe things the QFs point to, we can too, like the California constitution, federal
law, and FERC rulings .

" However, we oppose cherry-picking the GMC consensus position, and this proposal to
treat loads served by behind-the-meter generation (some of which are bigger than some
munis) differently from muni loads that are similarly situated .

" Maybe as a potential compromise, you could lower the percentage of the GMC that's
allocated to control-area services, and therefore billed on a "gross load" basis . That
could be factually supported, and you could state that it's not precedental issue with
respect to operating reserves and other issues that are bigger dollars .
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Question from Governor Florio : Where would you reallocate the costs?

CMUA resoonse : To scheduling and other items related to congestion management-
it's the smallest cost "bucket," and with the likely change to more zones through the
Comprehensive Market Redesign effort, that might be appropriate.

ISO staff resoonse to CAC/EPUC
" Our understanding about WSCC regulations regarding behind-the-meter

generation/load isn't the same as CAC/EPUC's- we consider it to be firm load .

" The Board considered the CAC/EPUC issues in June, and those decisions shouldn't be
changed.

" All loads benefit from ISO control-area services, no matter how they're served.

," The existing policy does treat all loads treated the same, and the change wouldn't - it
would result in unfair cost-shifting.

" Unlike transmission charges, ISO/GMC costs are new costs not covered in standby
rates, and the PTOs aren't providing control-area services any more.

" FERC has accepted gross load as a billing determinant for the TAC, and rejected the
arguments about behind-the-meter loads .

Board discussion
Grgvernor Barkovich (who has closelyfollowed the stakeholder process on this issue)
" The vote today is on the GMC only, not the TAC and these other issues .
" The debate is around Control Area services only, not the whole GMC.
" Everyone benefits from the ISO and its provision of services .
" "Painstaking" doesn't begin to describe the technical work done in this area, and I'm

surprised at the suggestion that it be undone at this late date given the amount of
stakeholder input we've had.

Governor Roscoe
" This is the most troubling vote I've cast on the Board . I'm troubled by the ongoing

philosophical shift with respect to load . We need to address the core issue, not just
each piece, one at a time, in isolation .

" I have a paper plant that, under this scheme, would pay $1 million more a year (for the
GMC and other cost items the ISO is trying to charge to "gross" load), so I haven't
hooked up to the grid.

" This issue will cause guerilla warfare in the CPUC distributed generation proceeding.

Governor Kehrein
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" Restructuring has changed the balance ofbenefits and burdens for many groups, but we
hope that all in the long run will get some additional value .

" I agree with CMA and the ISO staff- we can't treat some loads different from others.

Governor Ingwers (new Governor, from SMUD): How will Management measure QF
load behind the meter?

Management response: We're still working on that We mightuse the same demand
that the IOUs use for billing standby charges. The QFs have said they won'tprovide
the information except to comply with a court order.

Governor Florio: How much money are we talking about on the GMC issue?
Management response: ControlArea services are 45% of ISOcosts, and QFs are about
2-4% of gross loads, so irs about 1-2% of ISO costs.

Governor Florio : What are the services that fall in this bucket?
Management response: They include operational studies, system security analyses,
system planning, integration activities with other Control Areas, scheduling, and
emergencyplanning.

Governor Florio : I'm prepared to vote for this, but we need to look at it in a broad
context, not piecemeal . We already have a stakeholder process started [presumably, a
reference to the distributed generation meeting on August 25'hJ - ifwe could have
something resolved by November, I'd be more comfortable supporting this now. We also
need to pursue the operating reserve issue with the WSCC.

Management response: We will probably be done with the stakeholderprocess by
November.

ISO Board Chair SmutnyJones (Executive Director 12fthe Indetxendent Enenau_
Producers Association (IEP)) : The QFs vs . munis issue reminds me ofthe similarity
between cows and mice: they've both got 41egs and that's it . Chevron [large
cogenerator] doesn't have the right to sell retail service, and [LADWP Executive
Director] Freeman isn't a QF. I've been very frustrated by this argument .

Board vote: The Board passed the Management proposal without amendment on a 15-1
vote, with 6 abstentions .

2001-3 LARS/RMR selections

Backeround
RMRunits are those required by the ISO in a transmission-constrained local area (RMR Area)
whose operation would be required to maintain reliable service to loads in the event of major
facility (generation and/or transmission) outages . RMR units receive 12-month contracts from
the ISO that cover a portion of their fixed costs, in return for making the unit available to the
ISO whenever it's needed.
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Originally, the LSO just designated units that were to receive RMR contracts. Now, the ISO
looks at competitive alternatives before making an RMR award. That competitive process
(termed the Local Areas Reliability Services, or LARS, process) provides for the selection of
either existing RMR generation units, or proposed generation, transmission, or demand-side
alternatives that can more competitively substitute for them.

The process is as follows :

1 . The RMR Technical Study identifies the reliability needs in transmission-constrained
local "RMR areas" (11 total) ;

2 . The ISO screening process (shown in Appendix 2) removes ineligible units from
the list;

3. The competitive solicitation invites bids from generation, transmission, and load
management projects to replace RMR contracts; and, for the first time

4. The Market Generation analysis , applied this year on a pilot basis in the Western
LA Basin, determines the local capacity that's competitive enough to be generating
when local reliability needs are likely to be greatest, and subtracts that capacity from
the area LARS/RMR contract need .

The Western L.4 Basin analysis showed that one ofthe 5 units identtfted as needed
for reliability reasons could be safely eliminated (for an annual savings of $3.4
million), with minimal risk ofabove-market cost incurrence ifthe unit has to be
called out-of-market or out-of-sequence.

Here's a summary of the Management recommendation:

# RMR units # RMR MWs Annual Fixed Payment ($MM)*
PTO service area 2000 2001 2000 2001 2000 2001

PG&E 59 84 6,825 7,237 $239 .8 $184.2
SCE 4 4 855 1,070 7.1 7.6
SDG&E 28 31 1969 2089 35.5 30.1

TOTAL 91 119 9,649 10,486 $282.4 $231.9
Change 2000-201)1 28 units 837 MW -$50.5 million

* Workpapers notprovided, assumes some unspecified savings (about $80 million annually,
offset partly by increased costs from adding units) due to application of a recent FERC decision
regarding Southern Company.
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Sources ofbachraround information

ISO LARS/RMR information is in the following locations on the ISO Web site :

D RMR Technical Study (showing the capacity needs for each RMR area), and
LARSIRMR meeting documents:

http://www caiso corn/the¢rid//planningjnnr/rmrstudy2001-3/;

D 2001-2003 May 2"° LARSIRMR Requestfor Bids :
http. ://www.caiso .com/clientserv.lars.html;

D List ofunits selected:
htto ://www caiso corn/does/2000/08/17/2000081707274414038 .v-df.

D Description ofthe bids received, and the LARSIRMR selections by geographic area:
o PG&E northern area:

http://www caiso corn/does/2000/08/17/2000081707242213527 .taf;
o PG&E Greater Bay Area, Stockton, and Fresno area:

h_t~~://www.caiso.corn/does/2000/08/17/2000081707252213954 .Pdf;
o SCE service area:

ht :://www caiso.corn/does/2000/08/17/2000081707260413990 .1:3f; and
o SDG&E service area:

h=. ://www.caiso.corn/does/2000/08/17/2000081707264614013 .ndf.

The followingKNOW THE ISO reports contain information about this process:

D August 21"LARSIRMR Event Report : Summary ofISO staff recommendation by
RMR area, and details of Market Generation application to the Western LA Basin area ;

D May 3'' LARS/RMR Event Report : Discussion ofpolicy issues and preliminary results
of theMarket Generation methodology;

D April 11`h LARSIRMR Event Report: Specific steps for the Market Generation
methodology, and stakeholder concerns about it;

D March Board Meetings Event Report, Part 1, pp.6-7 : ISO Board discussion when it
adopted the RMRTechnical Study;

D March 9`" LARSIRMR Event Report: Update ofJanuary 250' information andbasics
of the Market Generation methodology; and

D January 25'h LARSIRMR Event Report: History of the RMR process and description
ofRMRstudymethodology.

Public comment- written comments submitted before the meeting. and
oral comments at the meeting

Southern California Edison (SCE)
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" We support the ISO's recommendation for the Los Angeles Basin and approval of the
transmission project for that area (re-conductoring 16 miles of 230kV lines and adding
shunt capacitors, to be operational on January 1, 2002).

" The transmission project, and the Market Generation analysis, eliminate the need for
LARSIRMR contracts in the basin beginning in 2002, and changes will be needed in
the operating protocols for that area as a result .

" SCE questions some of the ISO's decisions to designate RMR units in small "load
pockets." WSCC/NERC Reliability Criteria permit the controlled interruption of loads
in local areas as long as it doesn't impact the overall security of the interconnected
system . The costs to go beyond these criteria should be compared to the benefits before
a decision is made.

" The ISO should be more open about its financial analysis methodology, e.g., how it
- decided that some transmission projects were preferred over some generation projects

while others weren't.

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E)
" RMR Selection of WestPoint Powerhouse in theMokdume Watershed: PG&E had

submitted an RMR bid for the entire Mokelume Watershed. Normally, because of the
interconnected operations ofhydroelectric facilities in the same watershed, designation
of one powerhouse in the watershed requires designation of all the others in the
watershed . However, West Point uniquely can provide the reliability services without
designation ofthe other units in the watershed, and PG&E agrees to this, provided that :

- It doesn't set a precedent for other hydro facilities ; and

- The contract terms won't be restricted by the bid submitted, since the costs and
operating factors may be different for the single unit than those included in the
watershed bid (These parametersfor the one unit alone aren'tyetdetermined)

" RMR options for the Greater BayArea (GBA): The selection ofRMR units for the
GBAwas complicated by uncertainties regarding the on-line dates of several new
generation and transmission resources. In particular, the operational date for the 540-
MW Los Medanos Energy Center (LMEC) is a critical factor.

PG&E is concerned about the scenario the ISO staff s recommended scenario, which
assumes that LMEC is not operational by June 2001, requiring one Moss Landing unit
to be under RMR contract in 2001 . PG&E is concerned that this scenario will result in
double payment for GBA RMR protection in 2001, since the longer-term RMR
agreement between the ISO and LMEC requires the ISO to begin payments when it
comes on line, even if another unit has already been designated to meet the local RMR
need for that year.

Since there will be no contracts in effect with Moss Landing at that point, there is no
need to make a decision by October 1 5` (renewal date for effective RMR contracts) .
Therefore, the ISO should wait before designating a Moss Landing unit as RMR for
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2001 until better information is available about on-line dates for LMEC and other
transmission and generation projects in the area .

" Lodi Combustion Turbine: PG&E's proposed Lodi 60kV Line Upgrade Project will
eliminate the need for an RMR agreement with the City of Lodi's CT unit. At the 122-
MW NCPA forecast for Lodi, theRMR agreement would not be needed .

(Consultant note : The ISO's analysis shows the opposite - that the Lodi CT RMR agreement
would be needed with Lodi loads at 122 MW.)

" Inclusion ofunits with doubtful reliability provision capabilities: The ISO included,
in its list ofdesignated RMR units, several units that PG&E considers unable to provide
the reliability services due to operational and other limitations, including:

- Humboldt area: The ISO list shows three units not bid into the LARS/RMR
process, with any two ofthe three required by the ISO; however, two of the units
are currently not operating (Simpson Pulp and Blue Lake), and the other (LP
Samoa) is used solely to meet on-site loads. None have Participating Generator
Agreements with the ISO, and the ISO has no cost information .

- Cow Creek Watershed : Four PG&E hydro units were designated as RMR units,
even though their aggregate capacity doesn't meet the current 10 MW minimum
RMRthreshold and they're run-of-the-river plants, i.e ., not dispatchable to meet
area reliability needs.

- South Yuba Watershed : Six PG&E hydro units were designated as RMR units,
even though they're not hydrologically linked and don't individually meet the 10
MW minimum RMR threshold .

Northern California Power Agency (NCPA): We're concerned about the possibility
that the RMR contract for the Lodi CT might not be renewed . We've been trying to get
transmission upgrades to the City of Lodi for some time, and we're not sure they'll be in
place for 2001 . Even ifthey are, we're not sure that they'll even solve the entire problem .

SDG&E (remarks targeted in ixarticular at designation f3 new San Diego-area 40-MW
oeakingplants as additional RMR units) : The RMR contract decision for the new units
should be deferred because:

" The ISO's summer 2001 RFB (for 3,000 MW statewide, with San Diego as one of the
primary target areas) is still in progress and might reveal more economic alternatives
than the new units. The RFB responses will only take another month.

" There's considerable uncertainty in San Diego peak loads due to price elasticity effects
(from pass-through ofmarket prices) "and the related slowdown in business
expansion ."
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Signing the recommended new RMR contracts would exacerbate the current difficult
situation in San Diego by adding $5-15 million to costs .

Board discussion
Governor Barkovich : Is there any solid analysis behind the price elasticity argument for
SDG&E?
SDGBEresponse : Looking at load growth, andthe 40 MW ofinterruptible load we have,
with the greater awareness of electricity prices we're expecting 200-300MW of load
reduction next summer.

Governor Hapner: We agree with ISO staffnot to enter into multi-year contracts-there
are a lot of changing assumptions beyond 2001 .

There was a lengthy discussion regarding the Humboldt units, new CTs in various areas (e.g.,
Greater Bay Area, San Diego) and other units with uncertain on-line dates or other operating
viability issues . The ISO staff asked that the Board designate these units as RMR candidates
despite the uncertainty, but the staffintends to require that plants demonstrate that they are
financially viable and can provide the necessary operating capability before signing a contract .
(The RMR agreements also have non-performancepenalties.)

Because these units aren't now under RMR contracts, the October 1" RMR contract renewal
deadline isn't an issue, and more time can be taken to work out the details .

The ISO staffconsidered all options submitted in the LARS solicitation and chose the options
that it felt would address the local reliability needs. Given that most of the questionable plants
had no realistic local alternative, the ISO might simply be short ofits needs in those areas if the
plants aren't available or don't perform as required . However, in most cases, the local
deficiencies wouldn't be much worse than in 2000.

Board vote
By a vote of 15-6, with 2 abstentions, the Board adopted the Management recommendation
regarding transmission projects and RMR unit choices, but deferring the following decisions:

Y Designation of two ofthe three questioned Humboldt units "until more information is
forthcoming;"

Designation of the Lodi CT "pending opinion ofthe ISO counsel after discussions with
PG&E andNCPA (which must reach agreement under pre-ISO contract arrangements
before the RMR agreement is extended) ;

(Consultant note : Because the Lodi CT is currently under contract, the decision on
the Lodi CT must be made by the October 1 st RMR contract renewal deadline for the
following year.)

D Designation ofthe three new RMR candidates in San Diego until the October 4`h Board
meeting (when the summer 2001 RFB decisions will also be made).
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RMR Pre-Dispatch Enhancement proposals
Background
Reliability Must-Run (RMR) generation units are those deemed by the ISO to be critical to
maintaining reliable service in local, transmission-constrained areas. These units receive a
portion oftheir costs from the ISO in return for making their units available upon request .

Whys- --r-q~:~~irulemented: Before pre-dispatch, the ISO would wait until it
saw the final Day-Ahead market schedules to issue dispatch orders to RMR units not already
scheduled in the market but needed to run the next day for reliability reasons . However, since
Day-Ahead schedules contain balanced loads and resources, any subsequent dispatch ofRMR
generation could cause generation to exceed loads, so the ISO had to back down other
generation units to "make room" for the additional RMR generation.

How ga ---a)atch works now: Before the Day Ahead schedule submission deadline, the
ISO determines whichRMRunits are needed to run for the next day, based on its load forecast
and local conditions . The ISO issues the needed RMR units Day Ahead (DA) dispatch notices,
with specified hourly dispatch levels for the next day. The RMR generators' Scheduling
Coordinators (RMR SCs) are then responsible for submitting the required generation as part of
their balanced schedules for the next day .

The ISO can also issue Supplemental Notices during the day changing dispatch instructions
received the previous day . (The revised dispatch level must be reflected through Hour Ahead
(HA) schedule changes ifthe notice comes at least 2 hours before the change takes effect).

Pricing options: After receiving dispatch notices, the RMR SCs can choose one oftwo
pricing "paths:"

AV Contract Path: The RMR SCs bid as a price-taker ($0 bid) into the PX DA market,
and receive the payment specified in the RMR contract from the ISO, and refund the
energy payment from the PX to the ISO;

N Market Path: The RMR SCs schedule in the DA market as they wish (market bid into
the PX or APX, bilateral contract, etc) and keep the revenues from that market
transaction instead ofbeing paid the contract price by the ISO; ifthey are not
successful in the DA market, they then must bid $0 or schedule a bilateral deal in their
HA schedules .

Management recommended two changes to the current system :
" Give RMR Owners increased ~r~3~izr ar_.

-

uc i%urn-xil l-
- Different Market/Contract Path price elections for Pre-Dispatched RMR energy

and energy later dispatched through a Supplemental Notice; and

- Splitting ofenergy ordered by the ISO in a single dispatch instruction between
Market and Contract Path options .
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Reason for recommendation: Additional flexibility for the Owner to elect the Market
Option would reduce the payments under the contract, and their increased participation in
the market will increase competition (and, presumably, lower prices).

" Penalize RMR Owners if unscheduled enemy is not delivered, by an amount
equal to the get savings from not generating, i.e., the difference between: (a) the fuel cost
savings from not generating; and (b) the loss of the Availability Payment (the non-
performance penalty under the RMR contract) .

Reason for recommendation: Remove perverse incentive, if the pro-dispatched
generation is not scheduled forsome reason and fuel costs are high, to not deliver the
energy (and cause a local reliability problem) .

In addition, ISO Management stated that it plans to do the following (which don't require
Board approval) :

" Unilaterally restate the RMR contract ccgcrpso?~-acitv : If the capacity in
the RMR contract is higher than the certified maximum for the unit, the ISO will issue a
"notice to restate capacity." This would lower the RMR contract amounts to the unit
certified values until the unit is retested or delivers energy at the higher level.

" Work with other gtz. r ic"iru n:zc ric"~ "RK ~:r~~h F " e procedures .

Sources ofbac$ground information
ISO Documents related to RMR pre-dispatch can be found on the ISO Web page at the
following locations :

" January 28`" Amendment 26 (RMR Pre-Dispatch) fline:
www.caiso.com/p.ubinfo/FERC/filings/;

" March 31"FERC order approvinz Amendment 26:
www .caiso.com/Pubinfo/FERC/rulin, .,s/ ;

" May 1" ISO compliance fdinQ: www.caiso .com/Tubinfo/FERC/filings/; and

The followingKNOW THEISO reports contain information on the pre-dispatch enhancement
stakeholder process, and the invoice template change issues:

D August 140h RMR Pre-Dispatch Enhancement Event Report;
D July 27' RMR Pre-Dispatch Enhancement Event Report ; and
D July 11`" RMR Pre-Dispatch Enhancement Event Report .

Public comment at the meeting

Southern California Edison (SCE): We urge you to reject the first two Management
proposals, because :

11 These issues were agreed upon in settlement at FERC, and to modify them apart from
the rest ofthe settlement disrupts the balance of that settlement ; and
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" Generator concerns like this were addressed byFERC in its Amendment 26 (pre-
dispatch ISO tarifflanguage) decision last March.

Sernwra (SDG&Eparent company)
" The RMR Fixed Option Payment (FOP) was set higher to compensate owners for the

risks of pre-dispatch, and the owners agreed not to seek additional compensation
during the retail rate freeze period.

" This change would shift RMR unit owner risk to consumers without FOP reduction or
other compensation.

" This change will cause significant settlements complications from the increased
number ofpayment elections.

" FERC said that the Amendment 26 language is only temporary, pending CMR
implementation, and CMR will reduce or eliminate RMR contracts .

Board discussion
Governor WOVchik: I didn't see any consumer representation mentioned in the
"stakeholder" meeting, or reflected in the memo.
Management response : That's right, but it was an open meeting andanyone could have

attended.
Governor Kehrein : I personally attended 2 ofthe 3 stakeholder meetings, and the CPUC
fOfce ofRatepayer Advocates] was very active and vocal on behalf of consumers - at
times, I thought a fight might break out.

Governor Florio : I don't see why we should give the generators what they want .
Management response: It's good for us too- while we're sensitive to the arguments that
settlement is a settlement, giving the RMR owners more opportunities to select the Market
Path would lowerRMR contract payments, increase market competition, andplace the
market risk on the owners.

Governor Kehrein : A lot of these things are clean-up issues, and very reasonable . We
would probably have said yes earlier ifwe'd been asked.

Governor Florio: As a matter ofpersonal philosophy I agree, but I just hope that, ifthis
passes, that some time in the future we get some reciprocity in another area.

Governor Cotton : We're dealing with FERCjurisdictional contracts-why would the
ISO even spend any ISO Management time on this? This isn't fine-tuning, it's changing
the risk-cost relationship . Ifthey want contract changes, their correct place ofreliefis
FERC, not this Board .

Governor Wovchik: I agree - it's inappropriate for ISO staffto intervene on an equity
issue without a full statement of consumer impact .
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Governor Kehrein : Some of this is coming from the anti-generator attitude that
sometimes exists, and we have to separate ourselves from that.

Board vote: The Board approved the Management recommendation on a 16-1 vote, with 2
abstentions .

ISO Articles of Incorporation amendments
Background
The ISO applied earlier to the state Board of Equalization for an exemption from state property
taxes. The application was rejected, but BOE staff advised the ISO that the exemption would
be granted if certain changes were made to the ISO's Articles of Incorporation regarding the
distribution of ISO assets upon any dissolution ofthe corporation .

Currently, the Articles provide for asset distribution (after payment of any obligations) to
either:

D A state or local government for a public purpose ; or
D "One or more exempt purposes" under Section 501(c)(3) ofthe Internal Revenue Code.

The required change would modify the second option to allow disbursement only to an
organization or entity that has qualified for tax-free treatment under Section 501(c)(3) .

The ISO estimates that the exempt status that this small change will save the ISO about
$300,000 in taxes annually and possibly provide a retroactive refund of as much as $600,000 in
"escrowed" funds.

Board discussion: None except a few "well, dub" type jokes.

Board vote: The Board approved the proposal, through the consent calendar .

Transmission Control Agreement (TCA) amendments (Appendix C) 1
Background
The MCC, with representation from the ISO, Participating .Transmission Owners (PTOs),
munis, labor interests, and others, is responsible for establishing, and monitoring and reporting
PTO compliance with, transmission maintenance standards for ISO-Controlled Grid facilities .

The MCC has recommended (unanimously) several clarifying changes to the Transmission
Control Agreement, the ISO-PTO contract governing the terms and conditions ofthe transfer
of control to the ISO. The changes relate to Appendix C, which governs maintenance
standards, and would:

D Providefor a separate high-voltage direct current (HVDC) classfor maintenance and
performance measurementpurposes, in addition to the current alternating current
(AC) classes ;
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D Allow refinements in the statistical approach to measure availability oftransmission
line circuits, to improve the consistency and accuracy of the transmission performance
measurements ; and

D Clarify in the ISOMaintenance Standards the respective ISO andPTO roles
regardingsafety, including assigning responsibility for public and employee safety to
the PTOs and providing that, in the event of a conflict between safety and reliability,
that safety considerations shall take precedence .

After Board approval, Management would obtain official concurrence from the PTOs and
make the necessary FERC filing.

Board discussion None

Board vote: The Board approved the proposal, through the consent calendar.

ISO Maintenance Procedures amendments
Background
As with the proposed TCA amendments discussed above, the MCC unanimously
recommended to the Board approval of 3 new ISO Maintenance procedures, to :

D Providea detailedplan for implementing thetransmission maintenancerecord-
keepingandreportingprovisions of the TCA;

D Define clearly which outages should be classified s as 'forced,"andprovide
guidelinesfor reporting such outages ; and

D Establish performance criteriafor PTOSCADA systems, such as performance
specifications for backup power sources.

The ISO would implement the changes by publishing them on the ISO Web site - no FERC
filing is required .

Board discussion: none

Board vote: The Board approved the proposal, through the consent calendar.

Scheduling Coordinator Annual Meter Data Self-Audit
"Lessons Learned" Report

Background
There are two sources of the generation and consumption meter data used in ISO settlements :

D Meters read by the /SO direct/Y, mostly for large generators connected at
transmission voltage that are active in the new energy/capacity markets ; and
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D Meter data reglorted to the /SO by Scheduling Coordinators (SCs).

Data submitted by SCs must be "Settlement Quality Meter Data" (SQMD), meeting certain
procedural and accuracy standards . To ensure that the data are truly SQMD, the ISO tariff
requires that SCs conduct an annual self-audit of their meter data processing systems .

This report covers the April 1, 1998-June 30, 1999 period . Twenty-two SCs participated (with
others exempt because they don't report meter data to the ISO, e.g., because they only
participate in the market through trades with other SCs).

Audit guidelines and a project timeline were developed through a cooperative stakeholder
process . The auditing activities focused on identifying and correcting problems, so that, on a
prospective basis, the data will meet SQMD standards.

The report found that fundamental controls exist for most SCs, and that the audit process itself
helped the SCs focus their attention on their internal controls . The problems identified were
corrected, and the information gained is being shared with SCs (to improve their.future
performance) and incorporated into training for new SCs.

The most common problems were related to data processing (as opposed to metering
equipment or meter reading errors), such as:

D Lack of documentation for data processing procedures;
D Lack ofknowledgeable back-up employees ; and
D Validation procedures notfollowed, or validation tolerances set too high or too low.

The ISO Data Quality Group worked closely with the CPUC-sanctioned Data Quality and
Integrity Working Group (DQIWG) in the audit effort and will do so in follow-up activities.

Board discussion (Audit Committee)
Governor Barkovich (Audit Committee Chair) : I want to commend the ISO staff for the
high degree of cooperation among audit participants. While this wasn't an easy issue, the
quality of the data is paramount, and I'm pleased to see this level ofattention to getting a
system that really works.

Governor Kehrein: I agree- the ISO staffs helpful and positive attitude was the key to
gaining the cooperation of SCs and retail Energy Service Providers (ESPs) . It was also
good to see the ISO working effectively with the CPUC staff.

Board vote: The Board accepted the staffreport, through the consent calendar .
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ADOPTED 8/1/00 ISO BOARD RESOLUTION
ON ISO MARKET PRICE CAPS

Moved that : The Motion on Price Caps adopted June 28, 2000, shall be superseded by this
resolution effective August 7, 2000. The ISO Board makes the following findings in support of
the action set forth herein:

A. State officials and agencies have strongly urged that the ISO reduce the price cap
applicable to the ISO markets to the lowest reasonable level in an effort to mitigate the
effects ofprice spikes on ratepayers .

B. Absent the reforms described below, such reduction in the price cap will immediately
increase the difficulty of ensuring electrical reliability in the state of California, will de-
stabilize the markets for electrical power in California and may increase the occurrence
ofpower interruptions throughout the state during periods of peak load, thereby harming
ratepayers :

1 . Entities that schedule load should immediately apply for and use appropriate risk
management tools, including use ofmedium and long tern forward energy
contracts as a means to mitigate price volatility on behalf of consumers.

2. Generators should actively seek participation with loads in forward energy contracts
as a means toward price stabilization for consumers . Furthermore, generators
should bid all available capacity in existing markets, particularly during periods of
high load.

3 . Regulatory agencies and/or the Legislature should:

a . Remove constraints on hedging opportunities for UDCs.

b. Remove constraints on participation by load in demand reliefprograms .

c . Enable consumers to receive real time price information, through real time
metering or other enabling technologies .

d. Expedite, within a target period of one year, the approval ofprojects to build
new generation and transmission facilities where needed within California.

C. The above reforms are viewed by the ISO to be essential to mitigate the near-term and
long-term consequences of lowering the price cap as requested;

D. The ISO takes the action described below with the expectation that the identified risks to
reliability will be mitigated through immediate implementation of the reforms described
above.

Based on the foregoing findings, the ISO Board directs management as follows :
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1 . Temporarily to reduce caps in the ISO real-time, ancillary services, and congestion
markets to $250, effective for the period August 7, 2000 to October 15, 2000, subject to
the following :

o Such reduced cap shall not apply to OOM calls placed by management to out-
of-state generator resources .

o Such reduced cap shall not apply to the energy payments in the Summer 2000
Demand Relieftrial program currently in effect and shall not apply to any future
demand relief programs which may be implemented .

2 . Reduce its purchases of replacement reserves and cap capacity payments at $100.

3 . Urge generators to bid and/or schedule in all oftheir capacity in periods of high
demand.

4. Urge entities that schedule load to immediately apply for and use appropriate risk
management tools, including use o£medium and long term forward energy contracts as
a means to mitigate price volatility on behalf of consumers.

5 . Urge generators to actively seek participation with loads in forward energy contracts as
a means toward price stabilization for consumers . Furthermore, generators should bid
all available capacity in existing markets, particularly during periods ofhigh load .

6 . Explore alternative means for suppliers to recover their investments through some form
of long-term payment.

7 . To send a letter to the addressees identified below :

Governor Gray Davis, State Senator Steve Peace, State Senator Debra Bowen,
Assemblyman Roderick Wright, Michael Kahn, Chairman of the Electricity
Oversight Board, and Loretta Lynch, President of the California Public Utilities
Commission.

Such letter shall advise them that action to reduce the price cap has been taken, shall
further advise them of the findings set forth above and of the risks to reliability posed
by the reduced price caps, and shall urge that they take immediate action on the reforms
described above.

8 . Develop and circulate to the Board and to the authorities identified above by August 11
a list ofproposed "action items" that should be implemented as soon as possible in
order to address the State's energy resource deficiencies; such list should include,
among other items, the actions described above in paragraph 3, and: generation and
transmission in constrained areas as well as other projects in front ofthe CEC that are
non-controversial .

9. Deliver a report each month to the authorities identified above describing the progress
ofthe responsible parties and/or agencies on each of the proposed action items.
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Appendix 2

LARS/RMR Unit Screening Process

All available generation units in a local area are not necessarily candidates to receive RMR
contracts . The following types of units are excluded from RMR candidacy:

D Qualifying Facilities (QFs), nuclear plants, and intermittent resources/run-of-the-
river hydro generation -- These "must-take" plants are excluded for the following
reasons:

- They operate under contracts with very strong economic incentives to be
running at critical times (e.g ., most) - no need to pay more when availability
would likely be high already ; or

- They have no control over their output (e.g ., run-of-the-river hydro plants and
- wind generators) - no need to pay more when additional financial incentives

would not guarantee availability .

D Municipal or governmental utility units covered by an Existing Contract, many of
which were already obligated to run under mutual-assistance agreements with
Transmission Owners .

D Units with capacity below IOMW, which the ISO considers to be below the threshold
for RMR administrative feasibility; however, these smaller units could become eligible
for the 2001-2003 period if a bidder aggregates the units under a single contract .
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KNOW THEISO SPECIAL REPORT
ISO Board Meeting

Part 2: Management Reports and Other Discussion Items
October4, 2000

" Summer 2007 Preparedness Update

" Management Response to MSCJune Price Spikes Opinion

" Comprehensive Market Redesign: Deferred Congestion Management Items

" -Comprehensive Market Redesign: Global Issues

" RTO Update

Overview of this Special Report
This special meeting was originally added to the regular monthly Board schedule to address
Comprehensive Market Redesign (CMR). Subsequent events caused this meeting to "morph"
into a full-blown Board meeting .

The Board report for this meeting was divided into 3 parts:

D The lengthy discussion on price caps and generator market-power mitigation was
covered in the K77SO Special Report earlier this week;

Y The remaining voting items from the October 4'h meeting were covered in Part 1 ofthe
EventReport, distributed Friday; and

D Management status reports and other discussion items are summarized in today's
rep .

Unless otherwise indicated, you can find complete copies ofthe ISO presentations and reports
references here on the ISO Web site at www.caiso.com/r,ubinfo/13OG/document s .

Summer 2001 preparedness
Management will be reporting regularly to the Board on preparations for reliability-related
activities in Summer 2001, reflecting widespread consensus that Summer 2000 activities might
have gone smoother had they been planned further in advance .

Bill Wagner has been appointed ISO Project Manager for summer 2001 activities, and an
internal team is already in place . They're working hard in several areas :
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D The California ISO Resource Action Plan. submitted to the State Legislature on
August 10th ;

D The August 24th Generation RFB, to procure call rights on up to 3000 MW of
generating capacity for summer 2001 and beyond; and

D Cooperative activities with Air it-wality Boards and other governmental
agencies regarding environmental and siting issues.

California ISO Resource Action Plan
This Plan is a compilation of ideas for transmission, generation, and demand-side resource
enhancements that could potentially be on-line for summer 2001 and beyond, given the
cooperation and leadership ofCalifornia government and business leaders and government
policy makers/agencies. It's posted on the ISO Web site at:
Uttt- ://www.caiso.con/docs/09003a6O8O/07/3f/09!kliO3a6O80073fDfi af.

Progress was reported in three areas :

D Action Item #D-1 (State and Federal Facility Demand Curtailment): This
demand-side activity involves work with state and federal facilities for voluntary
demand curtailment. One such effort in cooperation with the State Department of
General Services resulted in a voluntary reduction of 180 MW on September 19th . (The
Action Plan states that "hundreds ofMWs" ofdemand reliefmight ultimately be
accessed through these kinds ofprograms.)

D Action Item #D-6 (ExuandIS40 and OtherDemand-Res~~onsive
Products):The ISO held the kick-offmeeting for its summer 2001 demand response
programs on September 20th . (Seethe September 20 x̀' Participating Loads Event
Reportfor more information) The planned schedule is as follows :

" Regional "design workshops: "October 13" and 16th (SF and LA areas,
respectively, with the same agenda for both - see your Phoenix Consulting ISO
stakeholder meeting calendar) ;

" Discussion of "high level concerts: " October 25th-26th Board meetings ;

" Board decision on final Summer 2001 design: November 29th-30'h Board
meetings (followed soon after issuance of a Request for Bids) ; and

" Board decisions on "Procurement:"In February .

D Action Item #G-1 (Access Installed Capacity of *Fs): The ISO has begun
discussions about securing QF capacity above contract limits for market participation.
(Many QFs were conservative about establishing contract capacity when they became
operational andcanproduce at levels above thatfor variousperiods oftime. The
Action Plan estimates that up to 180 MWofgeneration might be availablefrom those
sources.)
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D Action Item #G-13 (Otay Mesa Generation Project): Received final
determination of compliance from Air Quality Board.

D Action Items #T-7 (SF Bay Area Imort Prolects) and T-8 (San Francisco

and Northern SF Peninsula Transmission Prolects): Holding weekly
discussions with PG&E about these transmission projects to ensure completion by June
2001 .

Summer 2001 enemtion RFB
See update in October Board meetings Event Report, Part 1, pp.2-6.

Cooperative action with Air Ouality Boards and others
The ISO is working with the state Air Resource Board, local Boards, the GEC, the EPA, and
others to coordinate environmental issues, such as expediting the approvallsiting ofnew
generating facilities and reducing operating constraints on the lowest-emission existing
facilities.

Board Discussion
Concerning the ISO's Market Pilot demand rests"z ram
(program to allow aggregated and individual loads to participate in the ISO's Ancillary
Services and Supplemental Energy programs with reduced technical requirements; a big
reasonfor low participation was lack ofCPUC approval ofutility advice letters (about 3
months old) for IOU interruptible customers to participate)

D Chair S/nuiny-Jones: Where are we with the advice letters at the CPUC?

D Governor Barkovich: They're still not on the CPUC agenda - they're a little late for
this summer.

D Jim Hendry, Advisor to CPUCPresident Loretta Lynch : We would like to get
analytical support and results from the ISO. We're very unclear what part of this
program was reliability and what part was price-responsiveness - it raised a lot more
questions than it answered .

D Governor Barkovich: We were trying to do two things - through this bidding program
(notoriously unsuccessful because the PUC refused to put it on the agenda), to expand
the pool of bids and possibly lower prices. A second program (the Demand
Responsiveness Program) was a straight reliability program.

The existing IOU interruptible program will go away in only a year and a half, and
there may be a lot of drop outs in November (when customers can decide whether they
wish to continue for another year or not) . We didn't learn much this summer from the
bidding program because we couldn't get started without CPUC approval. I don't
mean to sound rude, but a lot ofbureaucratic wrangling at senior levels means that we
won't have anything for next summer, either . We did get off to a late start this summer,
and we can't afford to do that next year.
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D Mr. Hendry, We're worried about overlap [between the IOU interruptible program and
the ISO A/S and S/E program, i.e ., paying twice for the same thing) . That's one reason
why we're having an investigation into these programs. That rulemaking is the forum
to coordinate this .

Concerninw~"c4o_?~r~_ ~~uality authorities
D Governor Florio: I urge very strong coordination with the air quality authorities -

everything I see makes me think that there's a very high probability of Stage 3 alerts
[<1.5% reserves, rolling blackouts] next summer, and then backup generators will kick
on all over the place, and lots ofthose things run on diesel. We need a program to use
the cleaner ones, in least environmentally harmful way, to avoid Stage 3. This can help
both reliability and air quality.

_D Governor Nix: There's a lot of very legitimate concern about air quality . We're
(CEC) trying to identify the cleanest of the backup generators and try to establish
protocols to avoid Stage 3 in an orderly way.

ISO CEO Terry Winter: That would be great . Ifat all humanly possible, I would not
be involved with the Air Board (laughter], but we really have to start thinking about
what it costs to drop someone offvs. what it costs to provide this service. We may very
well run out ofpower next summer, and even doing everything possible, there's still a
very high likelihood that this will happen anyway.

ISO Response to MSC Report of September 7, 2000

Background
At the September 7s ' Board meeting, Market Surveillance Committee (MSC) Chair Frank
Wolak presented the results ofthe MSC's analysis ofthe June 2000 price spikes in the
California energy and Ancillary Services markets . (See September Board Event Report, Part
2, pp. 8-9.)

A Management response, prepared at the request ofChair Smutny-Jones' request, was included
in the Board meeting materials (though it wasn't discussed by the Board at this meeting due to
lack of time) . Here's a summary of the Management reply :

" Under-scheduling of loads and generation: Increasing ISO
Ret:L~~h =-o3 -"_- urchases to cover in Real Time, and
allocating the cost to under-scheduled load and over-scheduled
generation

D MSC bosition - These actions have :
Acted as an implicit tax on shifting loads out of the PX markets into Real Time,
possibly increasing prices in both the PX and Real Time markets.
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" Increased incentives for generation under-scheduling by making Real Time prices
more attractive .

D Man&imposition :
" The cost allocation method was intended to incent loads back in to the PX

markets by making under-scheduling more expensive; however, the incentive has
been less effective in combination with ISO market price caps.

" Management agrees with the MSC generation incentive conclusions .

" In conclusion, Management agrees with the basic MSC conclusion that the
Replacement Reserve activities may have had adverse impacts and is "evaluating
possible alternatives, including the recentMSC recommendations ."

Out-of-market (OOM) pavment mechanism: In January, the ISO
implemented a new payment option for generators called Out ofMarket (OOM), i.e.,
when they have no bids in the market. Before that, those generators were paid the ISO
Ex-Post price, basically the real-time market price. The new option provides for payment
of verifiable start-up and gas imbalance costs, as well as a capacity and energy charge
component.

D MSC position: The MSC believes that the new payment mechanism has increased
the incentive for generators to withhold their generation from the forward markets in
hopes of getting a higher OOM payment when called in Real Time by the ISO.

D ManaQ-?m~aonse: The new mechanism was established because, in many
cases, the reason that those generators weren't in the market was because prices were
lower than their running cost (especially in lower-demand times like the Spring, when
units are sometimes called OOM because an RMR unit in their area is out ofservice
getting geared upfor the summer season). Management doesn't fell justified asking
units to run with payments that are below cost, and it's seen no strong evidence that
the new payment mechanism was problematic during summer 2000 .

However, Management will consult with the MSC further to see if the mechanism can
be improved.

10-minute settlements
D MSC toosition: Different prices are paid for different types of energy produced within

the same time period, creating an incentive for suppliers to behave so that their energy
is classified as the one with the higher price, with possible detrimental impacts on
system reliability and price volatility . Instead, the ISO should return to a one-price
mechanism, but with a 5-minute settlement interval .

D M&nagiwasti?2_ponse : The mechanism is designed so that generators who follow
ISO instructions always receive the highest prices for "instructed energy" (i.e .,
following the ISO's dispatch instructions) rather than "uninstructed energy" (deviating
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from schedule without an ISO instruction to do so) . However, Management will look
into the MSC's 5-minute settlement interval idea further .

PG&E hvdro divestiture

D MSC Dosition - The ISO-PG&E market power mitigation agreement is inadequate,
and the divestiture should de delayed so that the ISO can reconsider this agreement.
Specifically, the agreement :

" Places too much focus on enhancing system reliability and not enough on market
power concerns ; and

" Fails to guarantee that wholesale prices won't be adversely impacted by the
transfer from PG&E(who has an incentive to keep prices low ) to its affiliate
(which would have an incentive to keep prices high) .

D Manay_awzpoonse -The ISO-PG&E agreement:
" Would reduce the ability of the PG&E affiliate to exert market power while

minimizing the need for regulatory intervention and any reduction in the value of
the hydra portfolio; and

" Allows the ISO to seek additional protections if circumstances change or the
agreement is determined to be otherwise ineffective in addressing market power .

Comprehensive Market Redesign (CMR) : Deferred
Congestion

Management items
Backeround
The ISO's Comprehensive Market Redesign (CMR) process began earlier this year with
"Congestion Management (CM) reform," the ISO's re-design of its methodology to resolve
transmission path congestion in the forward markets and in "Real Time." CM Reform was
ordered by FERC in an order issued earlier this year.

After many stakeholder meetings and different proposals over many months, ISO Management
produced a broad CMproposal for consideration by the Board at the September 7`" meeting.
The ISO Board decided most ofthe CM issues at that meeting . However, decisions could not

be reached in the following four critical areas ("Deferred CM Issues':

D Local Reliability Service (LRS) issues ;

D LRS cost allocation ;

D Activity rule on congestion iteration ; and

D Resolution of real-time congestion .
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At the September 26 h̀-27th CMR stakeholder meeting, Management presented what were
characterized as new recommendations for several of these items. (All the details of the "old"
and "new"positions are in the September 26'"-27'" CMR EventReport, Part 1.)

However, in the materials prepared for this Board meeting, Management backed away a bit
from those new recommendations. Instead, Management prepared discussion papers on these
issues that characterized its old and new positions as "options" about which it intends to make
"final" recommendations to the Board at the October 25th-26th Board meetings. (That's when
decisions on these issues, as well as the Global Issues that constitute the second major
category ofCMR (see below) arescheduled to be made by the Board.)

There was only a very limited amount ofnew information provided in the Board materials, and
time constraints eliminated the Board discussion opportunity on these issues . The new
information was in the fourth topic area, Resolution ofReal-Time Congestion, as described
below.

Resolution of Real-Time Congestion

Original t: _uosal
" Modeling: The original Management proposal for real-time dispatch would use an

Optimal Power Flow (OPF) model, in conjunction with the proposed Commercial
Network Model (CNM), to manage Inter-Zonal Congestion .

" Real-Time Con[g~tb"rud'bfw.oement: The ISO system operator would resolve
congestion problems within LPAs (zones) outside ofthe ISO optimization program, by
departing from the optimal (merit order by price) Imbalance Energy dispatch and
paying resources called Out of Sequence (OOS) at their capped bid prices, rather than
at the Market-Clearing Price in the LPA.

" Cost Allocation : Re-dispatch costs would be allocated as they are today: To all
loads within the area (here, the LPA).

Potential problems : The potential problems with this approach were restated to as four :

1 . Different inter-zonal and intea-zonal solutions.

2 . Cost allocation for real-time re-dispatch costs
- Oririnal trrotrosak All loads in the LPA, like today's cost allocation ;
- Workshorrfimnosah Those deviating from schedules, causing the congestion.

3 . Effectiveness-factor dispersion: As discussed at the Workshop, two ofthe
newly defined LPAs, NP15 (current NP15 zone (mostofnorthern California), less
several transmission-constrained "Local Reliability Areas') and SP15 (current SP15
zone (most ofsouthern California), less several other LRAs), may contain generating
units that are not equally effective in resolving congestion throughout each LPA. This
equivalent Effectiveness Factors assumption in an LPA is fundamental to the
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accuracy of the Commercial Network model and the proposed price averaging within
the LPA.

One possible solution would be the creation ofnew LPAs from the two large NP15
and SP15 LPAs, with more uniform Effectiveness Factors within the new smaller
areas, and that possibility was put back on the table here . The framework mentioned
at the Workshop would have split NP15 and SP 15, so that there would be 14 zones
total in the ISO's Control Area, up from 11 in the original proposal .

4. Operator discretion to deviate from the OPF.

Potential options: The options laid out (with no recommendation yet) included:

(a) Original proposal ;

(b) Original proposal, with real-time re-dispatch cost allocation to schedule deviators ;

(c) Original proposal, with 14 LPAs instead of 11 ;

(d) Dispatch using Full Network (3000-bus) Model (FNM), but with loads and generation
still facing LPA-averaged prices, as in the original proposal ; and

(e) Dispatch using FNM and loads facing LPA-averaged prices, but with generators
receiving nodal prices (i.e ., reflecting their individual Effectiveness Factors - more
critical ifonly 11 LPAs are used) .

Here's how the Board materials evaluated the five options against the four main problems :

POTENTIAL OPTION ADDRESSES PROBLEM?

PROBLEM AREA (a b & c (d,Z Lej

1 . Different intea/inter soln. No No Yes Yes

2. Cost alloc . = causation No Yes Yes Yes

3. Eff. Factor/price accuracy No (b) No ; (c) Slight Yes Yes

4. Minimize need to depart Yes Yes Yes Yes

from OPF model

Comprehensive Market Redesign (CMR): Introduction of

Global Issues
It became obvious, once the CMreform process was initiated earlier this year, that changes in

CM methodology would affect features throughout the ISO structure . The "Global Issues"
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were added to form the broader CMRprocess . The Global Issues, as revised in the latest
Management proposal, are:

1 . Expanding supply capacity in California (including New Facility Connection Policy

(NFCP);
2. Market stratification ("product differentiation, " i. e ., facilitating a separate generation

marketforpealing resources);
3. Increasing accuracy and completeness ofForward Schedules, and reducing the volume

ofthe Real-Time Market;
4 . Mitigating Market Power;
5 . Expanding transmission (i.e., Long-Term Grid Planning (LTGP)); and
6. Increasing demand responsiveness to hourly prices .

We used the new materials prepared for this Board meeting in reporting Management's Global
Issues proposals to you (see the September 26"-27"' CMR workshop EventReport, Part 2),
and there were no changes in position between the issuance of those materials and the end of
the meeting. However, FYI, we report below some excerpts from the Management
presentation and Board discussion that you might find interesting .

Source ofthe market problems
The ISO staff listed 7 primary problems that the CMR effort needs to address :

1 . Tight generation and supply in California and the West;
2. Insufficient transmission capacity;
3 . Inadequate price-responsiveness of demand;
4. Lack ofmarket differentiation (e.g., peaking and baseload generation in the same

markets) ;
5 . Insufficient forward contracting for supplies ;
6 . Under-scheduling in the forward markets ; and
7. Exercise ofmarket power, both on a system-wide basis (e.g ., because oftight supply

and demand) and locational (within transmission-constrained areas.

The ISO staffthen ran into some trouble by repeating an assertion that's been a foundation of
the CMR effort from the beginning but might have been stated a bit too simply here : that the
"root" of the current problems was "independent of market design." They mean that the basic
ISO congestion management system and other features could be preserved even ifthe
incentives, market rules, and other features needed to be changed through the CMR process,
and that action by entities besides the ISO would be required to address issues such as lack of
adequate generation supply .

However, a couple ofBoard member; took this statement to mean that Management thinks that
the market overall is working just fine, despite the problems this summer, e.g . :

D Governor Woychlk: How can you say that the root ofthe problems is not market
design? We've had lots ofdiscussions in meetings about market design problems .
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You never had problems like strategic gaming before restructuring. This ignores the
obvious sources of the problems - "it's the market structure, stupid."

D Governor Florio : I understand that some ofthe problems might be "independent' 'of
market design, but ALL of them? I think that market design is one ofthe things that
SHOULD be on the list, in a very fundamental sense . I want a comparison ofour
market design against others out there. I think that this decentralized market design
is part of the problem, but if you don't want to talk about it here, OIC, I will take that
elsewhere.

D Governor HaLww~nonse to the above) : Conversations like this really make
me question whether we have the right governance structure for this Board. I totally
respect that there's a diff of opinion, but we decided to move forward with what we
have on Day 1 . There are problems elsewhere with other structures, and if you open
up things like ISO/PX separation, you open up every element. To totally zero-base
the market structure without trying some incremental steps would be irresponsible .
If we try and fail, then I'll be quite happy to dig deeper and deeper, but right now
that's a distraction from our major tasks .

D Governor Pope: There's a lot ofhard work in this package, but we have some
suggestions :

" Timeliness and completeness: The package emphasizes completeness more
important than correctness . We're rushing through this faster than we should - we
need to identify parts that need to be done now, vs. held over.

" Complexity: The recommendations are becoming more and more complex . The
solution is to move beyond principles and draft tariff language, so we can see
details as we address the recommendations, not afterwards.

" Start-up and onroinr cost: There's no cost estimate to customers -we need to see
that before we make decisions.

" Cost shift implications: There's been insufficient analysis of the economic impact
on different groups - we need a cost-benefit analysis for public review, and more
than 6 days before the meeting .

" Incentives: If ISO itself is serving 25% ofload in California (presumably, the up to
1/3 ofthe load that's not scheduling in advance, with ISO load as about 75% of
California load), we need to see how this proposal will reduce that and incent the
right behavior going forward.

Regarding transmission expansion (where Management is recommending a more
active and assertive rolefor the ISO)

D Governor POt7e : I strongly believe that this focus on transmission is well-deserved .
We need more generation and transmission, and we should give every incentive to
PTOs or anyone else to build it . This is aggressive, but it needs to be even more
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aggressive. Anyone who builds a power plant anywhere should be able to get power
to consumers.

D Chair SmutnvJones: Path 15 will be a very expensive upgrade, but with $50
million in congestion costs in the past 12 months, it might be worth it. This may be a
possible initial instance of how the ISO can be aggressive in pushing through an
upgrade .

Regarding promotion of forward scheduling and contracts (muftiyear, yearly,
seasonal, monthly, i.e., more then DayAhead)

D ISri VP of Operations Kellan Fluckiaer: Real forward scheduling used to be a of
forward - out a year, or 2, or 5 - and we're trying to create that same level of
preparedness. Getting out schedules into Day Ahead will help operations, but it's that
further step that will actually stabilize energy prices and calm the market in the way
we want to see it.

D Governor Blue : I don't understand why you think that generators need incentives in
the forward markets when they've been offering forward contracts all summer long.

D Kellan Fluckiaer: We want to create a better market, with even stronger incentives .

D Governor Woychlk: I'm concerned that this proposed Real-Time Charge [for
schedule deviations in Real Time] is artificial, and a constraint on the market. You
have no basis for quantifying it, you're just going to jack it up until you get a
particular result. Where is there an example of such a charge in a market anywhere
else?

Management response: If Market Participants don't forwardschedule, there's areal
reliability and cost implication that's not captured in energy prices today. This is a
wayto try to capture that externality.

D Governor Kirschner: Have you given any thought to exempting intermittents [i.e.,
intermittent generation like wind and solar, which have trouble predicting their
generation in advance]?
Management response : Well, we did give a 10% tolerance Day Ahead and5% Hour
Aheart and we're talking about a straight exemption for small facilities, e.g., "a
minimum of 10% or 200 MW."

D Governor Hamner: I'm really pleased with this report - this is the kind of creativity
I've wanted to see - but I want to see more fleshed out version ASAP. I'm especially
happy to see a symmetrical version considered [i.e., incentives for both generation
and load to forward-schedule] .

(Consultant note : The mandatory-scheduling requirement first requested
27
by ISO

Management, on the August 25th Board conference call (see theAugust Board
Under-scheduling Special Report) was applicable only to loads, with the idea that,
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since schedules submitted to the ISO have to have loads and generation balanced, this
would also bring generation into the forward markets.)

D Governor Florio: Is anyone actually contending that this should be put on loads
only? The balanced approach seems perfectly logical to me. Maybe to accomplish
something today, why don't we give guidance to the Staff to pursue that?
Management response: The DMA PSO Department ofMarketAnalysis] andMSC
[Market Surveillance Committee] highly prefer this approach. We were going to
come in with a specific proposal later, but ifyou want us to pursue only that option,
then great

D Governor PODe: I'm concerned about run-of-the-river hydro plants, which can't
control their schedules [same problem as intermittents] -I hope you'll consider that .
Management response: We will definitely look at that

At this point, the Board passed a motion (16-2, with 3 abstentions) approving

an approach that gives incentives for forward schedules to both loads and

generation . (My interpretation was that this was an approval for only the general approach,
not for the specific detailed Management proposals - but the resolution language wasn't clear
about that . We will see Management's interpretation later this month.)

Regarding:schedule feasibility. stc-+--c-~JUnstment Bids on £rm
loads (See the August 25'k Board Under-scheduling Special Report, pp. 7-8,for a complete
explanation ofAdjustment Bids, how loads can participate in that market, and the problems
that can occur ifloads in Adjustment Bids don't really curtail.) : Management stated that
there's not agreement within the ISO about what to do.

D From an operational perspective, it's clearly a problem for 3,000 MW to be cut
in the forward markets when the Adjustment Bid is exercised by the CM software, so
the congestion seems resolved, only to have it show up in Real Time and make the ISO
operators scramble to adjust for it ;

D From an economic perspective, however, some worry that if this option is
removed, the entities responsible won't schedule that load anyway, and it will still show
up in Real Time, so the problem won't be any better.

RTO Update
There was no formal presentation or Management documents . ISO CEO Terry Winter
mentioned that the ISO was preparing to file as a California-only RTO but was trying to
coordinate it s showing with others.
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Market Surveillance Committee Meeting

December 1", 2000

Important Topics Covered :
" Public comment from SCE on current market issues
" October and November 2000 market performance
" Comparison of OOM prices vs. Ex-Post market prices
" Impact of emissions costs on market prices
" Excess supply during ISO-declared Emergencies
" MSC response to draft FERC order on ISO/PX restructuring

The Market Surveillance Committee (MSC) advises the ISO on important policy matters
and meets monthly to discuss them. The members are :

D Frank Wolak (chair), Professor ofBusiness Strategy at UC Berkeley and a
former Deputy Assistant Attorney General in the Antitrust Division of the
Department of Justice ;

D Bob Nordhaus, a partner at Van Ness Feldman law firm and former General
Counsel for FERC and the Department of Energy; and

D Carl ShaDiro, Professor of Economics at Stanford University and a former
advisor on electricity pool reform in Britain .

This report summarizes the ISO Management presentations, and the subsequent
discussion, at the December 1 $` MSC meeting. The presentations are on the ISO Web site
at hhtt! ,, A- mss" K"3m r,ubinfoBOG/documents/market/msc/ .

Except where otherwise noted, the ISO's Department ofMarketAnalysis (DMA), not
ISO Management, made the presentations. The DMA is "quasi-independent," so the
opinions expressed at this meeting might not necessarily be the same as Management's
recommendations to the ISO Board, though there are rarely serious disagreements .

Resignation of MSC member_
Dr. Shapiro announced that he was resigning his position on the Committee, and that this
would be his last meeting . This will reduce the Committee members to two.
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(Management has not yet nominated the fourth MSC member authorized by the Board last
February; that person was to be someone with actual market experience. See the
February Board Event Report, Part 1, p.3.)

Public comment from SCE on current market issues
1 . November high prices/costs : November total energy costs will be higher

than either July or September. The Department of Market Analysis (DMA) has
identified plant outages as a primary cause ofhigh prices and supply shortages
(e.g., emergencies during several days in November, an unprecedented event).
This raises two issues :

" Scheduled (9~mws, es: What if 15,000 or 18,000 MW of generators
decided to take their plants out at the same time? The ISO needs authority
to prevent that, especially when there are so many forced outages .

" Forced outages : We suspect that at least some are discretionary, meant
to drive up prices . The ISO needs to verify that these outages are really
legitimate, and punish those who are manipulating the market this way.

A recent study by prominent economists Jaskow and Kahn (commissioned by SCE
andfiled with its response to the draft FERC order on ISOIPX restructuring)
indicates, based on public information, that generators are not in the market even
when their incremental revenue would exceed their incremental costs .

That doesn't make sense unless you consider the situation on a portfolio basis,
looking at all units owned/controlled by a company . The next step is to look at
non-public data to determine why these generators are really staying out ofthe
market.

2. High gas prices: The astronomical California border prices are more due to
the transport cost to the, not the commodity cost . (Commodity prices are in the $6-
6.50 range, with delivered California border prices around $15-18.1 Someone should
look at the entities that both hold significant interstate pipeline transportation
capacity and own significant generating capacity in California to see ifthere's a
connection. The best situation is to have market prices for your product rise due
to high costs for everyone but you .

DMA presentation on October market performance and
November trends
" Continued high prices despite seasonal drop in system loads, with significant
south-to-north transmission congestion, characterized the market in October-November .

October 2000 energy prices ($/MWH)
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PRICE ELEMENT NP15 SP15 ZP26 SYSTEM AVERAGE
ISO Real-Time Price
Peak $148 $83 $85 $115
Off-Peak $134 $38 $40 $87
TOTAL $144 $68 $70 $106

PX Constrained Price
Peak $109 $96 $96 $102

Off-Peak $87 $65 $65 $76

TOTAL $102 $86 $86 $94

November 1-27, 2000 energy prices ($IMWH)

PRICE ELEMENT NP15 SP15 ZP26 SYSTEM AVERAGE
ISO Real-Time Price
Peak $203 $140 $145 $172

Off-Peak $181 $94 $101 $87

TOTAL $196 $125 $130 $160
PX Constrained Price
Peak $174 $143 $143 $158
Off-Peak $148 $89 $89 $118

TOTAL $165 $125 $125 $145

" Contributing factors are :
" High level of scheduled/forced generation outages;
" Decrease in both gross and net imports;
" Rising spot-market gas prices ;
" Increased reliance on thermal generation ;
" High NOx emissions costs; and
" Continued exercise of generator market power (i .e ., all the above don't fully

explain the high prices in the market).

Generating capacity ou es MW, estimatedfrom, bar chart

MONTH SCHEDULED OUTAGES FORCED OUTAGES TOTAL
October 2000 4,500 3,400
7,900
October 1999 400 800
1,200
November 2000 5,900 5,100
11,000
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November 1999 1,000 900
1,900

D Dr. Shawiro: This is pretty striking compared to 1999. We need a study to look
at which units are and aren't operating and whether that's reasonable . Do we see
a pattern that's different for people who own other units? Ifthey own only one
unit, it's not market power if it's off. Is there a correlation between outages at
different units that might be strategic?
DMA: That would get us into engineering studies and really stretch our resources,
but maybe we could commission it In your mina Is having the unit off for
maintenance (physical withholding) different from bidding it in at the price cap
when that's above cost (economic withholding)?

D Mr. NOrdhaus : I would think that you'd be more concerned about physical
unavailability, from a reliability perspective . Plus, if a unit's off-line, typically
others would know and maybe take advantage ofthat through their bidding
behavior, while if a unit's up and running, the owners aren't likely to share
bidding strategies with their competitors .

D Dr. Shaairo: You can look at bids at the cap and determine whether it's market
power, but if unit is not available, that's an infinite price and even more of a red
flag unless there's a good reason. In the aggregate, it does appear that something
strategic is going on.
DMA: That's what we want to do through availability standards for a portfolio,
based on experience. It's very difficult to verify each outage.

ISO Manaoina Director ofMarket Operations Bad Alavwan : Plus, you have to
look, not only at outages, but at other operating limitations on units, where
they're running but at below capacity. We've had about 7-800 MWunavailable
that way through things like lack of water for hydro, or lost feed water pumps.

D Dr. Shapiro : Is there any way to coordinate the scheduled outages better?
DMA: Wedo have a department of outage coordination, but running a unit is
under the owners' discretion. We're thinking seriously about filing a tariff
amendment giving the ISO more authority to coordinate outage scheduling. We
also want to see more mandatory outage reporting, and get some availability
standards with teeth.

" Decrease in gross and net imports: Net imports are the total ofimports into
California, less exports to other states . Traditionally, California has been a net energy
importer in most months.

Net imports have been decreasing for a while, driven mostly by growth in exports as
generators have sought periodic higher prices elsewhere and (anecdotally) the long-
term contracts that parties elsewhere seem willing to sign . (This export increase has
sparkedoccasional calls to limit or prohibit generation exports when supplies are
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tight in California and, during the discussion here, SCEpointedly referred to this
as another generator strategy to keep prices high in California.)

Aworrisome new aspect ofimport-export activity in November was an actual decline
in gross imports, from October and (especially) November 1999 . DMA attributed this
to load growth and colder weather in other states.

California Energy Imports and orts MW, estimated m chart

MONTH GROSS IMPORTS GROSS EXPORTS NET IMPORTS
October 2000 6,900 2,200 4,700
October 1999 7,300 1,700 5,600
November 2000 6,700 2,900 4,800
November 1999 9,400 1,600 7,500

" Gas prices: Have gone from a California border price of $6 to around $15 recently .
D Mr. Nordhaus: Is that due to gas commodity or transportation to the border?

DMA: We're not sure - we don't really track it that way.

D Mr. Nordhaus: I haven't seen San Juan Basin (in the southwest) gas above
$5 .50 - it's the middlemen picking up additional margin .

" Increased reliance on thermal generation: Must Take/Must-Run
production down (hydro seasonal low production and nuclear plants out for refueling)

Average hourly energy production by source, 2000 vs. 1999
nearest 10011

ENERGY SOURCE 2000 1999 change
Net Imports 5,400 5,900 -500
Must-Take/Must-Run 9,700 9,900 -200
Other Hydro 3,400 3,600 -300*
Other Thermal 8,800 8,100
+800*

* Doesn't quite add up due to rounding error.

Average November hourly energy production by source, 2000 vs.
1999

(nearest 100 Mbi9
ENERGY SOURCE 2000 1999 chance
Net Imports 5,900 7,100 -1,200
Must-Take/Must-Run 9,400 10,600 -
1,200
Other Hydro 3,400 3,100 -300
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Other Thermal 8,300 5,500
+2,800

D Mr. Nordhaus : What's the heat rate ofthe marginal unit? A lot of the high
price effects looks like they can be explained by the gas prices . With a marginal
heat rate ofaround 18,000 for a unit running at minimum load, wouldn't that
explain these prices?
DMA: See our baseline price for November (below) - we partly capture the gas
price effect and the incremental heat rate.

Issues under investigation
1. Out-of-Market (OOM) purchase prices

When ISO market price caps were lowered, there were concerns that the ISO would
have to pay higher prices anyway through increased OOM calls, and that generators
would withhold capacity from the normal markets in hopes of being called OOM
and getting the higher prices .

Above-market Qrlces : While OOM calls have increased, DMA has found that
prices have been around the same as the regular market prices . For the $108
million ofOOM purchases this year, the ISO has paid about $8 million more than it
would had the same amount ofenergy been bought at the ex-post (market) energy
price.

OOM vs. market prices, May-October 2000 $AVERAGE/MWFI

MONTH PRICE CAP OOM PRICE EX-POST PRICE
May $750 $724 $521
June $750 $680 $623
July 1 - Aug. 6 $500 $500 $463
August 7 - 31 $250 $252 $246
September $250 $248 $248
October $250 $193 $192

AVERAGE $425 $394

Generator withhold!ng" - et OOM calls : The data indicate that this would
not have been a profitable course ofaction, because by waiting for an OOM call,
the generator:

D Wouldn't have received a greater energy payment;

D Would have given up a capacity payment (e.g ., the $100/MW Replacement
Reserve price cap payment) ; and
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D Would have risked not receiving a call at all (and either getting no money, or
ruining anyway and getting only the ex-post price (before the September 1"
10-minute settlements implementation) or the uninstructed energy price (after
September Is

)) .

2. Im x~Ga~L L` 3 =_.r}~+ +_ , - . prices
Some have referred to the high recent cost of emissions offsets to explain high
market prices in October and November. This has been a greater issue this year,
with generating plants running many more hours than last year and exhausting
their allowable operating hours without buying more offsets .

The current emissions market shortage and resulting high prices was created when
actual emissions didn't decline as fast as "RECLAIM" allocations (the source of
emissions credits under the tradeable program established in the mid-1990s) . In
the long run, the higher credits prices should incent investments to clean up
emissions, so the price of emissions offsets should be limited by the cost of the
emissions-reduction equipment.

The DMA sought to include this cost in its "Price-Cost Markup" model for
examining market power. That model compares the estimated the variable cost of
the theoretical "marginal" (price-setting) generating unit in the market with actual
market prices to determine the "price-cost markup" (excess over that variable
cost) .

Emissions costs were estimated from historical data for the LA Basin, based on:
" Unit-specific NOx emissions rates (lbs/MW); and
" Market prices for credits, assuming a 1-month lag between trade execution

and registration date (e.g ., July trades registered in August)-these reached
a high trade price of$37 in August.

The results were as follows:
D Because less-efficient and more-polluting units come on line only when

loads are high, there's an increasing emissions cost effect with higher
system loads and thermal generation levels . For example, with the $37
August emissions cost, here's the impact on the variable cost of the marginal
unit in the market (the highest-cost unit, ifdispatch was in reverse order of
variable cost) :

Incremental variable cost ($/MWH) to marginal generation unit
with NOz costs at $37/Ib.

Total thermal generation Variable cost increase
0-8,000 MW
$0
12,000 MW $12-13
15,000 MW -$35
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D NOx costs couldaccountfor between $0 (in April) to $28 (in August)per
MWHin additional generating costs at the margin, not a huge amount
compared to the lofty prices we have seen. The SCE-commissioned
Jaskow-Kahn study referred to above came to very similar conclusions
based on a different methodology .

Taking NOx costs into account, competitive prices (based, in this methodology,
on the variable cost ofthe marginal unit, assuming dispatch based on merit
order) should have been around $91/MWH in August and $110 in November,
compared to weighted average market prices of $167 and $142. That makes the
"Price-Cost Markups" in those months 46% and23 i6, respectively, andstill
indicates a significant degree ofmarketpower exercise.

3. Whether there was excess supply when the ISO called system-
wide Emergencies? (DMA review of recent market studies by
others)

JOskow-Kahn Study: This SCE-commissioned study concluded that there
was physical withholding ofcapacity in order to create market scarcity and high
prices .

DMA concludes that the methodology is flawed in that the study looks at high-
price hours, not the hours when DMA found that scarcity exists (which would
cover only 16% of the hours in the study) . Thus, DMA found that the study
analysis does indicate market-power exercise but doesn't support the conclusion
that scarcity was `..'created" by economic or physical withholding ofcapacity
from the market .

The DMA notes that ISO operations staff try to consider all "available capacity
from major thermal units before issuing stage 1 and Stage 2 alerts due to
scarcity."

McCullough Study: This study by Professor McCullough from the
Northwest (not further identified) that claimed that reserve margins in
California were over 30% during ISO Stage 1 and Stage 2 Emergencies.

DMA concludes that the methodology is flawed in that it :
" Assumes availability of over 46,000 of generating capacity in the ISO

Control area (vs . about 40,000 that's actually available);

" Looks at gross rather than net imports (i.e ., doesn't take into account
exports from California to other states) ; and

" Looks only at actual ISO loads, and doesn't take into account generation
losses, Regulation Up requirements (capacity that must be left in reserve),
or curtailed load .
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DMA's recalculation of the study reserve margins during emergencies considering
the above factors indicates that they were more like 5%, or 10% when out-of-state
OOMpurchases are considered) .

MSC discussion
D Dr. Shapiro: There have been repeated accusations ofsupply withholding.

There's so much money at stake that the ISO should sponsor an objective major
study of this. If there's withholding, we should be able to prove it.
DMA: If you define not running when price is greater than a unit's marginal cost
(or incremental operating cost), that happened this summer. This fall, we're
seeing more physical outages, but looking into that requires more of an
engineering perspective - which are you concerned about?

D Dr. ShaWiro: They're interrelated and can be integrated, and I'm not trying to
limit it . The portfolio aspect is very important - we need to say here are the units
and here are the owners, and here is their REAL marginal price, and they don't
run because the marginal revenue is less than that real marginal price. It's
fashionable to say that prices are unjust and unreasonable, but I'm trying to find
actual data.
_Dad Alavwan: In the last few weeks, we called on units for OOH dispatch, and
they weren't broke but weren't in the market- is that what you mean?

D Dr. ShaWiro: Ifthey're not bidding in, and you have to go OOM to get them,
that's a version of withholding - they're playing hard to get . However, the OOM
price analysis (above) indicates that that strategy wouldn't make sense unless
something else is going on.

D Mr. Nordhaus: I thought we were trying to get at physical scarcity - ifthere's
scarcity, we would expect price to exceed marginal cost .

D Dr. ShaRiro : I am very skeptical that we are on a completely vertical portion of
the demand curve - that prices will go up until demand is finally choked off - and
I don't think that's really right . There are a lot of ways to get incremental supply,
maybe run the plants a little more, etc ., and it's not my impression that this is
what's going on. Maybe marginal costs are high, but are they really higher than
the price cap?

D Mr. Nordhaus : That's the essential inquiry, isn't it?

D Dr. Shawiro : That's right . A lot of a lot of work has been done, great, but
somehow we have never been able to nail this down. It's definitely worth some
resources to figure out - it has to have credibility . Just subpoena the documents
about how they're running the units and calculating the financial impact - how
are you scheduling your maintenance, etc . Get the California Department of
Justice or others to do it if the ISO doesn't have the authority . Even ifyou only
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look at it on a forward bases, if there's abuse, we need to look at it, and if you
guys (the DMA and ISO) can't do it, get someone who can.
DMA: We've done studies suggesting that there are units in the state that are
unused during emergencies. (Consultant note. Yes, this seems to contradict
the DMA findings above.)

D Dr. Shapiro: Can selling out ofstate be exercise of market power by creating
shortage here, ifthey have a portfolio?
DMA: Yes, especially long-term contracts with other entities.

D Dr. Shapiro: Then add that to the study -that's not an absolute shortage. We
want to know the strategy of those contracts, and also differences between owners
ofdifferent facilities .

Analysis of FERC order and MSC recommendation
Committee prepared an analysis ofthe draft FERC order on ISO/PX restructuring, along
with proposals of its own for what should be done. (The full MSC document is on the
ISO Web site at df.
See the November 1" %TISOFERC Order Summary for the major features of the
proposed order.)

The MSC's analysis criticized the draft order, stating that it

" Will likely be ineffective to constrain generator market power;
" Could exacerbate California's supply shortfalls ; and, thereby
" Could raise wholesale prices .

The MSC developed these conclusions on the following grounds :

D Sellers will evade the so-called "soft cap" of $150/MW applicable (only)
to ISO and PX markets by diverting sales to other, uncapped markets, potentially
crippling the PX.

D The caMi - could be "rendered ineffective ." even if it couldn't be
avoided, by the proposed opportunity-cost and cost-based "rate exceptions" ]i.e .,
justification to FERC aboutwhya bid is above $150 is reasonable].

D Generators and markets will avoid the California market because of
the uncertainty about whether and how the Commission might later order refunds,
especially with the "tight supply margins in the WSCC market."

D Sellers will have toi =- ru --r an "Yn~ r-- t rice of their

bids into the PX, knowing that buyers will face a penalty for not buying in
advance of Real Time. "The result is likely to be higher PX prices without any
necessary reduction in under-scheduling ."
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In place ofFERC's proposals, the MSC suggests an "alternative mechanism which . . . will
more effectively mitigate market power, curtail inder-scheduling, and ensure adequacy of
supply to the California market." The MSC's proposal has the following features :

1 . PX buy-sell requirements: Convert the current PX "must-buy"
requirement for the IOUs into a "must-schedule" requirement. IOUs could buy
their energy from any source but would be required to schedule it through the PX
(which can schedule for bi-lateral deals in addition to the auction market) .

In the discussion, the Committee members said that keeping IOU loads in the PX
would serve two purposes :

" Keep the PX viable; and
" Maintain price transparency in the market .

2. Wider aF~ s~_ 3 _Eka s: Apply any caps, soft or otherwise, not only to
sales in ISO/PX markets but to any sales in the California market (stated in the
meeting but not listed as a primary recommendation in the written filing) ;

3. Forward contracting for eneKC sales: To keep market-based rate
authority, generators in the California market (those located here, plus importers)
would have to offer a substantial portion of their California sales through 2-year
contracts at "rates that approximate competitive prices" to Load Serving Entities
(LSEs) . (As an additional incentive to offer these contracts, the MSCalso
recommends that FERC consider relieving suppliers offering them ofall refund
obligationsfor sales prior to December 31", 2000.)

Entities not offering these contracts would only be allowed to charge cost-based
rates "for at least the two-year market-power mitigation period."

Required forward-contract quantity: The required forward-market
quantity for each supplier (with affiliated entities compromising a single
"supplier") would equal :

" The approximate share ofthe marketfor that supplier during a base
period, proposed to be December 1", 1999 to November 30`h, 2000 (i.e.,
the MSC's idea ofthe relative benefit they receivedfrom charging rates
during this period that FERCfound to be "unjust and unreasonable
times

" The amount ofresidential and small commercial load in the market ;
shaped hourly to match :

" The approximate loadprofile for those customer classes .

ReW;!A*rice: Seems to be based on something similar to the "cost-price
mark-up" competitive analysis, looking at the marginal unit, gas prices, and heat
rates, with consideration ofimports at the margin included .
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(Consultant notes:
(a) The proposed methodology for determining the quantities (especially) and

prices is so structuredlcomplex that 1 couldn't do Itjustice here - see the
actual document for all the details . It would certainly require a large DMA staff
increase to determine each supplier's allocation, ensure that the aggregation
of each supplier's contracts with all LSEa meets the required terms and
conditions, monitor hourly production/sales/prices for the suppliers'
portfolios, etc.

(b) The other terms and conditions of the forward contracts (e.g., minimum take
obligations of the buyers) are not addressed.

(c) While the MSC is concerned about how vague refund obligations might keep
supplies out of the California market, highly structured hourly contract
requirements at highly regulated prices might have the same result

(d) It's not clear how resources that don't have discretion about when they
produce and/or are not part of a large portfolio (e.g., intermittent generators
(wind, solar), run-of-the-river or (to some degree) other hydro plants, or
nuclear units) would fit Into a structure requiring electricity production
according to these highly structured allocations and profiles, much less how
they could live up to contracts obligating them 2 years in advance to sell such
specified hourly quantities.

(e) Since the forward-contract quantity requirement is based on a historical
period, it's not clear whethernew generation (inside California, or new
importer) would be covered.

4. Forward contracting for Ancillary Services: A similar process would
be used to promote forward-market Ancillary Services contracts . Suppliers would
have to offer these contracts (with volumes by supplier based on historical
volumes, for each Ancillary Service, for each hour, with some consideration of
zonalprocurement) to LSEs in return for retaining market-based pricing for the
remainder of the supplier's participation in those markets . (Presumably, these
would also be 2-year contracts, though the MSCpaper is not specific about
either the term or the entity that would be purchasing through these contracts.)
Prices would be based on the October 1°`, 1998-September 30 , 1999 period,
when the MSC calculations determine that prices were closest to theoretical
competitive levels.

(Again, I encourage you to look at this yourself for a full appreciation of the details.)

5 . Retail customer default rates: The CPUC would be encouraged to set a
default rate for IOU residential and small commercial customers base on the costs
for these 2-year contracts . In conjunction with this, since small customers will be
protected through these regulated contracts, the wholesale price cap for the rest of
the market should be lifted (level unspecified) "as soon as possible" in order to
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attract the necessary supplies from the rest of the WSCC during "tight system
conditions."

6 . Real-Time Charge in place of load under-scheduling penalty
The load under-scheduling penalty proposed by FERC should be "even-handed,"
i.e ., also apply to generation under-scheduling. The MSC recommends a "Real-
Time Charge," applicable to all real-time market activity, not only to
load/generation under-scheduling, but to any schedule deviations, both
uninstructed and instructed (e.g., dispatch ofgeneration from Ancillary Services
capacity) .
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KNOWTHE ISO Special Report
ISO Emergency FERC Filing and FERC Orders

Implementing "Soft" Price Ca~ and Deviation Penalties
December 8 , 2000

fj!~~s_ " ics covered :
a Details of the filing ;

Questions/ clarifications ;
FERC Order granting the ISO's request (and related order on QFs)

Phone number for additional information over the weekend : (916) 351-2140

On December 8m, the ISO filed emergency tariff modifications (Amendment 33)
with FERC, to be implemented this evening (Hour Ending 1700 (5pm)) . The
terms and conditions in the amendment apply to all Supplemental Energy bids
and Ancillary Service bids.

FERC, in two emergency orders :
D Accented the ISO's iur o osed amendment on an emergency basis,

waiving notice requirements ; and

D Issued a temporary waiver (until January 1. 2001) ofPURPA thermal
oneratin j and efficiency requirements a " " licable to QFs, allowing
production that might otherwise violate those standards if the power is
sold through a negotiated bilateral agreement to serve California loads .

(Both orders are on the FERC Web site under DocketNo. EL00-95-000.)

The ISO's proposal is intended to :

D Provide incentives for Market Participants to participate in the markets ;

D Allow the ISO to continue using the existing real-time markets and Automated
Dispatch System (ADS, the ISO's electronic dispatch system) ;

D Allow the ISO to better compete for regional energy ; and

D Provides SCs compensation for verifiable costs in excess of the soft price cap .

The ISO said it was forced to implement these measures to maintain reliability on the
system . There have been an unprecedented series of emergencies declared in November
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and December, and the ISO Control Area has been in Stage 2 Emergencies (reserves less
than 5%) every day this week.

"Under-scheduling" (unscheduled load showing up in Real Time without provision for
supply) has been large, and supplies in the ISO's markets have been sparse due to unit
outages and exports to markets outside California when prices exceed the ISO's
$250/MW price cap .

Moreover, the recent dramatic run-up in gas prices (I heard about $43/1vMBtu prices at
the border yesterday) has reportedly caused several smaller generators to either shut
down their units (especially at night) or consider doing so, which would exacerbate the
supply situation .

Reportedly, the filing was made at FERC without official ISO Board approval (no
meeting was noticed, as far as I could tell), though the Board members were notified
before notice was issued to the market at large.

Terms and conditions of Amendment 33
The filing contains three key elements :

1 . Market payment mechanism
While Ancillary Services capacity bids will still be limited to the current "hard cap"
of $250/MW ($100/MW for Replacement Reserve), the price structure for Imbalance
Energy bids (Supplemental Energy, and energy dispatched out of Ancillary Services
capacity) will be based on the "soft cap" concept proposed by FERC in its November
1, 2000 order.

Eneray prices/payments
a. Above-cap (AC) Energy bids : These will no longer be rejected. Instead,

they will be accepted and dispatched in merit order.

b. Market-Clearing Price (MCP) : AC bids will not set the MCP for Imbalance
Energy (price at which all generators are paid) . That price will still be limited
to the $250/MWh cap, and that's the most that generators submitting below-cap
bids will be paid .

c . AC bid payments: SCs submitting AC bids would be paid "as-bid" (at the
bid price), subject to refund (see below).

Reap-_5faa/Reasonableness
d. Regg9- uyxi;guirement: Scheduling Coordinators submitting AC bids must

submit cost documentation to the FERC, ISO, and California Electric Oversight
Board . This information must be submitted using a reporting template (not yet
available) .
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e. Re I"T GZ7~33 !7[17 I G1 ?Ii7Yi[~orters : Out-of-state bidders are also
subject to these requirements . (The ISO is afraid that doing otherwise would
encourage so-called "pinggong" scheduled, where energy is exported and
then bid into the California market as imports, in this case to evade the
reporttng/reasonableness provisions.)

f. Reasonableness : FERC will be the ultimate arbiter ofthe reasonableness of
AC bids, and it's not clear exactly what the criteria might be. However, the
draft FERC order in EL00-95-000 (ISO/PX restructuring) specifies the
following content of information submittal (upon which the reasonableness
determination would be made):

". ..legitimate, verifiable opportunity costs that are known (prior to the
transaction) that the seller considered in developing its bid."

g. Confidentiality : The ISO said that bidding information would be subject to
the confidentiality agreements now in place with those entities related to the
current California market investigations. (However, there seemed to be some
uncertainty about that and I will referyou to your lawyers).

2. Imbalance yenalties for deviations from schedule
Effective December 12t", under-scheduled loads (loads not scheduled but consuming
in Real Time) and over-scheduled generation (scheduled generation not produced in
Real Time) will be subject to the following charges :

a . Imbalance Energy costs : Up to the $250/MWh cap;

b. AC Energy costs: Pro-rata allocation ; and

c Out-Of-Market (OOM) dispatch costs : Pro-rata allocation of costs due to
load under-scheduling/generation over-scheduling. (Costs related to local
reliability issues, e.g., an RMR unit out ofservice in a particular area, will not
be covered by this provision.)

EXBmCf1]"iTi3'_t a '~iF~i'ff~4i'"c^Yr~r=trr-[i~V : Technically, energy associated with
Regulation service is classified as "uninstructed" and would be subject to the above
charges for overscheduled generation (deliveries below schedule) if the upward and
downward unit movements ofthe unit by the ISO don't net out to zero . However, the
ISO will exempt providers ofthis service from the allocation ofabove-MCP costs.

3. Additional
fully to ISO Dispatch instructions
The following penalties will apply, whether or not the generator has a bid in the ISO's
markets, unless the ISO has not been notified of the unit's unavailability or de-rating
(availability at less than frill capacity) :
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a. Penalty amount: In any hour when an Alert, Warning or Emergency has
been declared, the generator will be charged for the dispatched but undelivered
energy at twice the highest price that the ISO paid for Energy for that hour.

(Generators are required under their Participating Generator
Agreements with the ISO to respond to ISO dispatch instructions to
avoid or an "imminent System Emergency," or during such an
emergency.)

b . Additional wenalty if load is affected : If the ISO had to curtail firm load
during that hour to manage the System Emergency, the non-complying
generator would pay an additional $1000/MWh for dispatched energy not
delivered.

c. ExemptionS: Generators won't be penalized if:
" The ISO is provided with advance notice of a de-rate or outage that would

limit the unit's ability to respond ;

" Compliance with such Dispatch instruction would cause the Generating
Unit to violate state or federal law; or

" An outage or de-rate occurs in real-time and the SC provides the
appropriate reason code with a decline or partial acceptance of an ADS
instruction, subject to the following conditions :

" The ISO must be separately notified immediately (within the hour)
ofthe details of the outage, including the time when the unit is
expected to return to full capability; or

" The SC or Participating Generator must demonstrate later that :

- The Generating Unit was physically unavailable; and
- Notice of such unavailability could not have been reasonably

provided in Real Time.

Penaltiesforfailure to comply with a Dispatch instruction will be subject to the
Dispute Resolution provisions ofthe ISO Tariff.

Details/clarifications
The ISO provided these additional details, in its e-mail notice or in response to Market
Participant questions on a conference call late yesterday.

D All generating resources are supposed to use this mechanism to sell energy in the
ISO's markets . ISO operators will no longer negotiate OOM prices for resources
inside the ISO Control Area, and they will be "highly reluctant" to negotiate
prices with resources out ofthe Control Area .

4
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D Bilateral arrangements made with the ISO prior to this filing won't be altered by
the changes.

D As of yesterday afternoon (the call went after 5pm), bids above $250 were already
being received .

D The ISO is not changing its procedures on consideration ofminimum unit run
times .

D The expiration ofthis mechanism is the earlier of 90 days or by order of FERC.

D The ISO will post aggregated information on bids above $250. The exact form of
the posting isn't yet clear, but aggregation by hour was mentioned . [So,
generators who are subject to the non-compliance penalties oftwice the highest
pricepaid in the hour might not be able to easily verify what that is.[

Future details /clarifications
On Monday, the ISO will :

D Issue a follow-uo communication with the following information:
Software limitations on the maximum price level that can be bid; and
The exact form of the price information posting.

D Hold another informational conference call , with the time to be
announced Monday morning.

5
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From: FLOYD MULLETT
To: Joseph TAYLOR
Date: Mon, Jun 19, 2000 9:27AM
Subject: Fwd: Transmission Accounting for Reserve Schedules to CAISO

dont know it you get these, but figured you would like to see a copy

y~opREALTME Date Initials
RoudngSUP

-' Mark Boesch A" . ."

Fred Diaz ,

Terry Findley

), nChris Hawkins

,Mitch Hawks

Judy Madsen

'Ken Purcell

Steve Sundet

Randy Syverson !v 19 ="'` ~"~-~-_

JoeTaylor
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From : MIKE RYAN
To : Control Area Operators
Date: Thu, Jun 15, 2000 4:41 PM
Subject: Transmission Accounting for Reserve Schedules to CAISO

Thereseems to be some confusion over how to account for transmission capacity needed to deliver
reserves to the CAISO.

Until recently, the CAISO has only dealt with energy imports from the Northwest, and we have been
subtracting a customer's net N-S AC Intertie (energy) schedule from his reservation in order to calculate
his unused firm . And the sum of all the unused firm becomes the amount of non-firm we are allowed to
resell .

Now the CAISO is also importing spinning/non-spinning reserves from the Northwest Even though the
energy being delivered will usually be zero, the CAISO is understandibly expecting that there is unloaded
transmission capacity that can be used within the hour to deliver energy from the reserves if it becomes
necessary to call on them . Unfortunately, our calculation of available non-firm based on just energy
schedules incorrectly treats this unloaded capacity for reserves as unused capacity, which means that the
amount of available non-firm is overestimated .

Everyone should review the attached e-mail from Matt Richard (originally sent out on 5128/00) that
describes the six special'Tran Cap" accounts (shown in "AC Transmission") that can be used to
designate unloaded AC Intertie capacity for reserve deliveries . In essense, the used transmission
capacity becomes the sum of the customer's'Trans Cap" account plus his net (energy) schedule . This
change makes the calculation of available non-firm capacity come out right

Here are a couple of points to keep in mind :

o You need to enter the sum of all reserve sales for each customer into his'Tran Cap"
account. There may be pre-scheduled amounts in this account (as Matt says), reflecting
pre-scheduled reserve sales; however, you also need to keep these accounts updated
for same-day reserve sales and changes.

o providing reserves is a legitimate use of transmission capacity. Even if the capacity is unloaded,
we only get to resell unused capacity as non-firth.

o When a reserve import is actually called on to deliver energy, then you must reduce the
"Tram Cap" account by the amount of energy being delivered, and of course enter the energy
delivered in a normal scheduling account Thesetwo changes offset each other in the
calculations for used transmisson capacity.

o Customersshould not ask to hold transmission capacity in "Tram Cap" for anything other than
reserve imports that the CAISO either have or will pick up soon. We don't want this to become
a means of unfairly restricting the availability of non-firm for upcoming hours. You don't need to
press customers on this in real-time, but should flag any instances of apparent abuse for us to
look into later.

You all know that our transmission customers are anxious to take advantage of the sky high prices for
both energy and capacity in the California market . These relatively new reserve sales can be very
lucritive . We need to do everything we can (with the restrictions of our tariff and our standards of conduct)
to help our customers make sales.

THANKS!
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Mike Ryan
Manager, Control Area Operations -3WrC0504
PGE; 121 SW Salmon St; Portland, OR 97204
(503) 464-8793 fax: (503) 4648134
mike ryaniMpgn.com
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From: Matthew Richard
To: Mike Ryan@HQ3.EM5
Date: Thu, Jun 15, 2000 3:57 PM
Subject: Transmission Capacity Transactions (Resend)

When I was interviewed for the schedulerjob downtown, gad zeeks its been six years now, I was asked
what the difference was between energy and capacity. Well I was a nuke, this was simple stuff. Capacity
was the amperage capability of a conductor and energy referred to the powercomponent equivalent to
current times voltage times the power factor times the square root of three (in a three phase circuit) . Blew
Damon away with that one I thought. Wrong!

In the business all of us nowfind ourselves in (the rest of the interview went pretty well, thank goodness),
the difference between energy and capacity refers to transmission scheduling and the utilization of firm
transmission reservations . . Up to now we have seen only energy schedules . Even our transmission
schedules are energy schedules, they move MWh into our system and then out of it from a source to a
sink. If a customer didn't use their reservation to move energy we would turn around and try to sell it or
make it available for non firm energy transfers. On the other hand if a customer wanted to maintain a
portion or all of their reservation intact to be able to move energy at a later time they would need some
means to insure that they had that capability, in other words they would schedule rapacity on their
reservation fora specified amount over a specific period of time. Hence, the need for capacity schedules.

Recently SDGE has begun selling reserves to the CAISO on a preschedule basis. They have been
submitting TAGS denoting values of capacity they desire to schedule for the next day. We had no means
to schedule this capacity, i.e, no way to set their reservation aside so it wouldn't get sold as non firm . One
ofourtransmission customers has also asked aboutthe abilty to offer reserves to the CAISO, so it
became apparent theat we needed to do something.

Enter capacity scheduling : When a customer submits a schedule for capacity N-S on the AC intertie we
will nowenter their values on a preschedule basis into customer specfic capacity accounts . These
accounts will offset the sum in the Non Firm ATC N-S calculation and their respective firm reservation
(FMRV) Available calculations . The six new capacity transaction accounts are as follows:

AVA Tran Cap NS (read: Avtsta Corp Transmission Capacity North to South)
AVST Tran Cap NS
APCTran Cap NS
EPM Tran Cap NS
PGMTran Cap NS
SDGE Tran Cap NS

These six transactions are summed in theAC TRAN CAP NS calculation to provide a total for all
capacity schedules. This calculation is in the AC Trans Summary display group. The calc is then
subtracted in theAC Non Firm ATC NS calculation to offset unused transmission capability . The
individual transactions are also members of their respective FMRV Availability calculations to show
utilization of their firm reservation when scheduled. These are the only calculations that are affected .
Interchange schedules and subsequent calculations including AGC, AC NETINTERTIE . Net Sched
interchanges, etc, are not affected . Only energy schedules affect these accounts.

For now, capacity schedules will be entered on a prescheduled basis, being submitted to the
preschedulers just as energy schedules are received with the same submittal requirements, in by 10:00
a.m., etc. Prescheduled capacity will have a corresponding TAG. that will designate all data just as an
energy TAG would, transaction path and capacity profile. On realtime the only actions that may be
required would be if a customer transitioned their capacity schedule into an energy schedule if called upon
to actually deliver energy . The Control Area Operator would remove the capacity values from the
capacity account and enter them in the corresponding energy transmission accounts, both in and out. If
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the operator entered values in the energy accounts but failed to remove the capacity values the ATC and
availability calculations would be inaccurate. There is only one capacity account for each transmission
customer. If a customer submits more then one capacity schedule for any one day then those schedules
would be entered in separate details of the single account

The PSAS schedule for May 28th has a SDGE capacity schedule entered into it You may review this day
to see how the various accounts are affected. As always, please bring up your concems or questions.
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From: Marlene Huntsinger
To: Mary Turina
Date: 5/9/02 1:00PM
Subject : Re : What do you think of the memos?

Hmm. Looks like the first set were done by someone that was familiarwith the business and was
providing some analysis. The second set was looking for good news about the activities, I think I would
say the second guy had a different goal set I think both are accurate . We knew they were trying to push
the envelope and make money from the mistakes the Cal ISO/PX created . We declined to help them in
several instances . Looks like Puget helped . Im surprised Powerex did too . I know any marketer in
business would have been pushing the envelope, too - the point is making money, right? If the Cal
ISO/PX invented ways for that to happen, why woukdnt they use the holes?

I also dont think our parking/lending was directly related to their exploration of money-making with the Ca
folks . I think it just used our control area capabilities that they as marketers did not have. That capability
is what they have been complaining to FERC about in that they are left out of that market

>>> Mary Turina 05MB/0212:57PM >>>
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' From: Mary Turina
To: AW Turner; Cheryl Chevis
Date: 5Ig1021:18PM
Subject: Fwd: Re: What do you think of the memos?

FYI, pls read the attached from Marlene. Since shewas the GM of Trading during most of ourCA trading,
probably need to meet with her.
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Answers To Path 26 Loading Conditions

(1) Have we determined the impact upon the market of a single bad ISO forecast?

(a) How much impact does this have upon market (energy) prices?

Any load forecast error and deviation of SC hourly schedules have a direct
impact on the real time imbalance market. The ISO load forecast also has an
impact on the amount of RMR procured in an area . The ISO hasn't quantified
the specific impact on market prices .

(b) What have we done to minimize recurrence of this?
Deviation of an SC schedule is a market decision . Additional checks &
balances have been initiated in ISO procedures to check DA forecasts & HA
adjustment .

(2) What was the basis for using P15 CONG path to mitigate loading on P26?

(a) Explain rationale [Emergency action-which used a market tool to help solve a
Real-time problem]

In order to keep the path flow within its rating the ISO took several actions
including circulating power on the PDCI, raising generation south of Path 26 in
exchange for lowering generation north of Path 26. Although overloads on
Path 26 should be considered intrazonal congestion, there were insufficient
adjustment bids available to manage the intrazonal congestion using only
adjustment bids or incremental/decremental bids within the same zone (SP15) .
As a result the ISO resorted to the incremental and decremental bids from the
imbalance energy market . Because there are a limited amount of resources in
the zone (SP15) that are north of the constraint that could be reduced, the ISO
was forced to resort to adjusting resources outside the congestion zone SP15
to control the path flows . As an emergency action, splitting the imbalance
energy market in BEEP was an efficient and effective method to raise
resources south of the constraint and reduce resources north of the constraint .
Without splitting the system, BEEP would have continued to move resources
on both sides of the constraint in the same direction and may have
exacerbated the loading condition on Path 26 . BEEP is only able to split the
system along defined interzonal interfaces . The nearest interzonal interface is
Path 15 . Except for the resources in between P26 and P15, splitting the
system provided market signals to increase generation south of Path 26.

(b) Under what tariff provision did you take this course of action?
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Under ISO Tariff section 7.2.6.2 the ISO took advantage of the incremental and
decremental bid from available sources of Imbalance Energy to help resolve an
intrazonal problem (Step 3 of Section 7.2.6.2) . In real time, there is no
difference between intrazonal and interzonal congestion The ISO does not
have the intrazonal software to resolve the intrazonal congestion in the DA or
HA (i .e . Path 26). However, the ISO will use the following to resolve intrazonal
congestion as specified in section 7.2 .6.2 of the ISO Tariff. (As was done on
5/16)

Step 1 Use adjustment bids within the same zone.

Step 2 Use incremental or decremental bids within the same zone.

Step 3 In the event there are insufficient adjustment bids and
incremental/decremental bids available, the ISO will exercise its
authority to direct the redispatch of resources within the zone.

(c) How many other paths could potentially be used for intrazonal congestion which
were not already defined?

Path 26 is the only Path that could benefit from splitting the system along Path
15 interzonal interface . Other internal paths such as South of Songs and North
of Songs are already modeled and are monitored after the run of the markets.
Path 26 will be added to the internal paths and we will continue monitoring it
after market runs .

(3) How will the ISO pay for the HVDC losses incurred while circulating DC flow? (from BPA)

The tariff does not clearly define how to allocate the charges for this type of event. The
ISO is evaluating alternatives and will issue a position early next week.

(4) Why did the ISO employ a DIFFERENT action today for a similar occurrence on P26?

(a) Why did SDGE see its units taken off AGC reg & ordered up per RMR today (5/19)
when they had valid SE bids in today?

This was a judgement of the generation dispatcher to react quickly to a
changing condition .

(b) Why wasn't BEEP used today to auto dispatch SE for units on AGC reg at SDGE?

The loading condition on Path 26 on 5/19 was managed without the need to
split BEEP across Path 15.

The following is a clarification on the ISO load forecasting process .

The ISO is forecasting the ISO system load based on historical load and meteorological
data provided to the ISO by PG&E, SCE and SDG&E . The load data provided
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incorporates municipal utility and agency load that was embedded in the former control
area of the three IOUs. This would mean that SMUD, NCPA, Anaheim, WAPA, Vernon,
Azusa, Colton, Banning, TID, MID, LMUD, MWD, Santa Clara,et . al . load is incorporated
into the ISO load forecast. Also, load not included in the ISO load forecast is load
associated with other control areas within California such as IID, LADWP and Pasadena.

The ISO actual load is calculated based on the sum of all generation including the
municipal and agency generation in the ISO control area (listed below) minus pump load
plus the net control area interchange .

ISO developed Day Ahead forecasts are compared to actual load on a Daily and Hourly
basis to determine any future adjustments needed to the ISO lead forecast process .
Other than the complications experienced this Monday, our hourly load forecast error
ranges from 0-5% .

The total of all load schedules the ISO receives from Scheduling Coordinators is
generally 1000-4000 MW less than the actual load during the partial-peak and peak
hours. During off-peak hours the differences are generally smaller. The ISO attributes
the difference between the SC load schedules and actual load during the partial-peak
and peak hours to three areas. First, SMUD, MID, TID and WAPA load schedules the
ISO receives are net load instead of gross load . This could account for roughly 1000-
2000 MW of the differences . Second, system losses of 800-1000 MW are not being
scheduled . Third, SC forecast error may account for some amount of the differences .

Monday's events were due in part to an error with the ISO forecasting . The ISO has
taken steps to mitigate this particular problem in the future .
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From: Tami Parr
To: TAYLOR, Joseph
Date: Thu, Dec 14, 2000 3:53 PM
Subject : CAISO

Hi Joe -

Thanks so much for the information, and also for your patience in running through this labyrinth with me. I
have a couple of other questions, when you get a chance :

1 . What is the relationship between inter-zonal congestion and a system emergency? Is congestion
always an emergency, or only sometimestnever - more like a general system management practice?

2. Is the current PGE situation (the circulating MW) pursuant to a specific emergency - It sounded like it
was from what you were saying? In other words, this does not happen all the time, as part of some
general congestion management practice?

Thanks for your help .

Tami
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PREFACE TO EMPLOYEE DISCUSSIONS r
r '-

Mary tioned Monday, it important that you be honest and forthright in the

information you give me. In fact, as I mentioned, that is a part of the requirements of our

jobs .

" I am a PGE lawyer, and as such I am counsel to the Company, and that includes employees,

but only on matters that are or were within the scope of their employment .

" The statements that you make to me are privileged and confidential, although I may need to

share them with Company management. The privilege, however, is the Company's, not

yours personally, and PGE may decide at some point to waive the confidentiality .
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Prom: Kevin Mordt
To : Joseph Taylor
Date : Thu, Apr 13, 2000 7 :11 AM
Subject : Explanation of HA Cong vs realtime incs

Joe

I spoke with Ziad today about the phenomena we saw over the last few days .
Basically, the ECRs : existing contract rights (the difference between physical
limit - new firm use amount) is the culprit not extreme error in the power
flow studies .

Currently, the ISO must assume that the existing contract rights are fully
utilized in both the DA & HA markets . This has the potential to create
psuedo-congestion (and at absolute best can only be neutral for the market but
more likely to be negative) because these rights (-1500 MW) may be completely
unscheduled and there may not even be the slighest expectation that this
capacity will be scheduled on either but the ISO must reserve this ECR
capacity until the scheduling rights associated with these rights expire (much
closer to realtime) . Therefore, in the HA market, if 1500 MW of ATC from JDA
to COB exists, the ISO after reserving for existing contract rights could show
an HA ETC of 0 MW . This would result in extreme congestion even though there
is not even 1 MW of power scheduled on the 1500 SCRs reserved . Our HA energy
bid would almost certainly get conged out . Then, as the SCRs expire at -40
minutes prior to the dispatch hour, the ISO can pick up on this space . If inc
bids for supp energy exist on the COI and the merit order of these bids is
right, the ISO should and would pick up as much supp energy as it needs on the
"newly" available 1500 MW of COI space .

This is just another manifestation of the mismatched pipe issue we have
discussed before with respect to the day ahead market . I apologize that it
did not dawn on me earlier to see that this was what must be happening
(focussing on power flow study led me to not see the forest for the trees) .

As we may soon find out in the NW if RTO picks up again, working for the best
economic solution around a hodge podge of existing rights and
non-juridictional parties can create some perverse results . The ISO
recognizes the economic inefficiencies resulting from this but legally there
is nothing that can be done . However, there is a proposal being put forward
in the cong redesign process that would use "non-firm recallable" ATC to set
the limits on ATC for HA market . This would have helped us over the last few
days because HA capacity would have been higher and with no realtime ECR
schedules, we would not have been bumped (non-firm bumping something we
already live with elsewhere, so it is tolerable if not optimal) . The big
question is whether the munis et al will agree to it (they are small but
powerful, can not be forced under ISOs thumb) .

Hope this at least answers the questions you had even if you do not like the
answer . We will track on cong redesign efforts and comment to the extent we
can to at least get our 2 cents in the mix .

CC : Bill Casey
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From: Joseph TAYLOR
To: "jniickel@caiso.com"@WIZ.IXGate
Date: Wed, Apr 12, 2000 6:13 PM
Subject : April 11th Hour Ahead Congestion

Attached is a spreadsheet containing most of the pertinent info. Bottom line is that congestion was
managed by cutting not more than about 100 MW's of Hour Ahead Schedules and then the ISO picking up
in some hours 700 MW's in the supplemental market on the supposedly congested line . We have the
same situation again today. Is it the intent of the ISO to kill the CPX HA market and only utilize the
supplemental market? I find it hard to believe ETC's to the tune of 700 MW's aren't released until they
might only be used in the supplemental market. Do we have a case of market abuse/manipulation here? I
look forward to your response .
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PGEIML (our resource path to the CPX/ISO on the AC)

Hour Ending 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
DA plnal 177 139 0 0 116.7 50 95 20 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 0 0
HA Resource 0 0 4.08 0 2.32 22.98 81 75 75 100.01 99.23 96.01 105.11 106.96 85.89 84.98 82 83.4 150.37 152.6
HA Total 177 139 0 0 116.7 50 99.08 20 122.32 142.98 201 195 195 220.01 219.23 216.01 225.11 226.96 205.89 204.98 202 203 .4 150.37 152.6 3684.64
(a} HA MCP cOR> 20.9901 0 0 0 0 18.75 26.286 26.2882 26.2898 28 .8722 29 .92 29.44 29.44 33.6015 33 .4448 32.8012 34.6222 34.9916 32.6222 34.9937 33 .9998 32.6239 27.5486 26.5865
@DA Zonal 21 .0157 14.0844 11 .6 11 .76 13 .7504 21 .0049 30.5013 31 .1249 32.2499 32.1709 33.1888 33.65 33.97 33.56 33 .56 32.33 31 .6 31 .6 31 .9158 32.83 32.84 32.2497 31 .2443 3 79

3719.77891957.7316 0 0104.67168 1050 .245)04.87038 622.498130.98034123.99116 6406.176 67A6 6284.4387.68602 145.92750)28 .84321131 .13944134.70154531 .81676113.364631728.7836190.79726142.48298 3057.0999 111143.98589
18 16 14 13 13 15 17 19 20 24 24 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 28 26 24

3186 2224 0 0 1517 .1 750 1684.36 380 2446.4 3431 .52 4824 5070 5070 5720.26 5699.98 5616 .26 5852.86 5900.96 5353.14 5329.48 5252 5695.2 3909.62 3662.4 88575 .54
NW price 24,03913
e per IvIW 30.16414

HA final 177 139 0 0 116.7 SO 99.08 20 122.32 142.98 201 157.49 120 120 120 133 .04 225.11 226.96 205.89 204.98 120 92 .45 42.33 152.6 2988 .93
HA Zonal 0 0 0 0 0 0 26.286 26.2882 26.2898 28.8722 32.4 27.99 24.01 0 0 26.99 27.02 34.9916 28.12 27.02 0 17 .99 23 .99 26.5865

® DA Zonal 21.0157 14.0844 11.6 11 .76 13.7504 21 .0049 30 .5013 31 .1249 32.2499 32.1709 33.1888 33.65 33 .97 33.56 33.56 32.33 31 .6 31 .6 31 .9158 32.83 32.84 32.2497 31 .2443 23.7579
3719.77891957.7316 0 0504.67168 1050.245)04.87038 622.498130.98034123.99116 6607.0561087.3451 4076.4 4027.2 4027.23231 .54965632.0722534.701145245.12285235.7596 3940.83374.33951015 .4967 3057.0999 87506.90999

29.27700
Chauge(cuts made due to HA Cong) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -37.51 -75 -100.01 -99.23 -82.97 0 0 0 0 -82 -110.95 -108.04 0 -695.71
Supplemental bids awarded on»» 715 861 747 747 525 116 637 250 4658

HA Congested Line III IIIIP 4,658.00
iW's cut 695.71

per MW $1 .94
per MW $6.13

i pricing $0.89

i pricing $2,651 .58
d in NW $4,261 .23

anon" $6,912.81
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Steve Sundet- REAL TIME SCHEDULING NOTES CPX

From: CHRIS HAWKINS
To: SCHEDULERS .
Date: Thu, May 4, 2000 11 :59 AM
Subject : REAL TIME SCHEDULING NOTES CPX

REAL TIME SCHEDULING NOTES
(OSl041200)

CPX PRICING

When the pre-schedulers enter the Day Ahead (D/A) schedule into the PPS400 the price entered
is

the D/A MCP (day ahead market clearing price) and the price is changed after the fact to the D/A
Zone] price .

When Hour Ahead bids are finalized and all adjustments are made to the schedule either to buy
or

Sell H/A will be the H/A Zonal, the final pricing for the energy adjustments price .

When we are picked up on the Supplemental Energy Bid and the adjustments are made to the
schedule, the pricing for the Supplemental Energy adjustment is based on the ISO 10 minute
Beep average .

CPXSCHEDULE CHANGES

Day Ahead schedules are entered into the PPS 400 by the Pre-Schedulers usually by 5PM the
prior day .
Adjustments to the D/A schedule are made via the H/A adjustments and Supplemental energy bids .
Notification of a change of the D/A schedule will come from the PX and show up on the PX computer
approx. 1 1/2 hours prior to the scheduling hour ( ! .e . at 0730 for he 10 ) . You may or may not receive a
call from the PX notifying you of the change, it is up to you to check the computer hourly I .
The next and final chance to change the schedule is after you receive the H/A Final schedule
At this point you are to enter the H/A Supplemental Energy Bid to buy back the final schedule .
The Bid must be made [V+cd4La1"Ls~ of the hour!
The only way you will be notified if your Supplemental Energy Bid has been excepted is by a phone call
from the PX prior to the start of the scheduling hour (usually 30 min . prior to the start of that scheduling
hour) Use the ISO 10 min . Beep average to price your supplemental energy .
Note: when trying to figure out at what price to enter to buy back on the H/A supplemental energy bid ,
keep in mind that you will[ be noted late in that scheduling hour of a change in your schedule, and you
may have to back off a resource to accommodate the change.

An example of the above changes is HE 17 05/03/ 2000
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. ,Steve Sundet- REAL TIME SCHEDULING NO fES CPX raue~ n_

Pre schedule was 55 mw To CPX Sale-AC (price was $64.72 MCP [ Zonal price was also $64.72])
H/A adjustment bid to buy back (take the schedule from 55 to 0 or any portion there of) was
$44.98
The D/A schedule of 55 mw was reduced to 39 mw (we bought back 16 mw @ $ 44.98) this is shown in
To CPX AC 55 to 39,
To CPX -AC Memo 16 mw @ $ 64.72
Fr CPX-AC -16 mw @ $ 44.98

We adjusted to D/A schedule to the H/A schedule , we then submitted a Supplemental Energy Bid to buy
back the Final H/A schedule ( 39 mw) at $ 12
We were notified at 1530 by phone from the PX that our Supplemental Energy Bid to buy back the
schedule had been excepted and the schedule was reduced from 39 mw to 4 mw , the price we were
willing to pay for the energy was $ 12 to take the, but due to extreme congestion the PX paid us $ 25/mwh
energy back .
This is shown in the PPS 400
To CPX -AC 39 to 4 mw
To CPX-AC Memo (detail 2) 35 mw @ $ 64.72
Fr CPX - AC Memo (detail 2)- 35 mw Q $-25

How much did we make $$$?

For the 4 mw we sent to them we were paid $928.73/MWH

CC: Bill Casey
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CA Term Trading Strategy

1 . Focus primarily on directional bets and locational / near term time spreads, no long dated time spreads
or options (maybe later). Get CPX block forwards going and include ancillary services activity to
increase value overjust energy positions (currently believe we are more knowledgeable in these
markets).

2. Start with dailies and balance ofmonth to pick up rhythm ofmarket and ramp smoothly into prompt
month position and eventually longer dated positions.

3 . Use a time-weighted approach with heaviest emphasis (at least to start) on current and prompt month
activity . Apply a monotonically decreasing weight on activity with an increasing time horizon.

4 . Use a fundamentals informed trading strategy but maintain close connection to market to capitalize
"market perceptions / shocks" . Look for apparent mispricings based upon fundamentals, especially in
those months where the CA market has been determined to be competitive . Spend effort to gain better
than market knowledge of CA hydro to better anticipate its effect ofprices . Currently our knowledge
is ok but markets' is worse on average, belief is that better understanding ca hydro impacts will lead to
incremental value for PGE .

5 . Rely on creating value in term markets through daily markets . Rely on knowledge ofISO / PX rules to
leverage additional value out of term positions. For example, potentially using portion of term position
to take advantage of congestion revenues in ISO .

6 . Consider activity at all points into CA and SW markets . Include potential activity at PV, NP, SP,
Mead, 4 Comers, COB (in concert w/ PL & KM). When it makes sense, look to move SW power up
to NW to aid in PGE position.
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CONFIDENTIAL-DO NOT DISSEMINATE

California ISO Bidding Policy

Numerous questions have been raised regarding how and when we should bid into the California
ISO . This policy describes departmental expectations and sets guidelines for dealing with the
California ISO.

Bidding Policy

1) On-shift personnel should continually monitor ISO activity :
a) ISO Beep prices (updated @ 10 minute intervals) .
b) ISO Ex-Post Schedule/Price Info - Interchange (updated @ - 15 minutes after the hour) .
c) ISO Message System for notices of inter-zonal congestion and other events which may

affect bidding decisions.
2) Energy bids to the ISO should be submitted each hour that flexibility exists to accommodate

the award of a bid .
a) Each scheduling hour the Generation Coordinator will convey, along with the amount of

required energy transaction, the available PGE system flexibility .
b) Each scheduling hour the Energy Scheduler will assess the energy market and the ability

to buy and sell as may be necessary to accommodate various levels ofbidding .
c) Each scheduling hour the Energy Scheduler will identify transmission availability to

accommodate both sales and purchases with the ISO.
d) After reviewing the available information, the Real-Time Team shall be responsible for

submitting bids to both buy and sell to the ISO each hour.
e) If bids are not submitted, a reason shall be given each hour and logged in the Generation

Coordinators Log .

Pricing Policy

1) Pricing of bids to sell to the ISO should be based on an evaluation pricing throughout the
entire wholesale market .
a) Each scheduling hour the Energy Scheduler will assess the energy market and determine

based on the 10-Minute Beep, the profits associated with being awarded a bid .
b) If the 10-Minute Beep prices are at or below market prices, the bid price should be at or

above market prices .
c) If the 10-Minute Beep prices are significantly above market prices, the real time team

should evaluate the need to bid -$750. For example, when a market priced bid has been
submitted but not accepted for several hours may warrant bidding -$750.

We believe it is highly unlikely that the ISO would be in a buy
mode ifthe Market Clearing Price is negative. Since the ISOpays
the higher ofthe Bid Price or the Market Clearing Price, ifwe are
awarded a bid we believe the worst case pricing would be in the
range of$0.001W This being the case there appears to belittle
gained by submitting bids above -$750 when less than zero. One
exception to this may be duringperiods ofinter-zonal congestion
when regardless ofthe MCP we will be billed our Bid price .

CONFIDENTIAL-DO NOT DISSEMINATE
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CONFIDENTIAL-DO NOT DISSEMINATE

2) Pricing of bids to buy from the ISO should be based on an evaluation ofpricing throughout
the entire wholesale market and the dispatch cost of generating units which may be backed
off to accommodate the purchase .
a) Each scheduling hour the Generation Coordinator will assess the units available to

displace and determine a price for each increment of displacement .
i) Incremental dispatch costs for thermal plants are published daily and are located

throughout the Scheduling Guidelines.
ii) Incremental dispatch costs for hydro are based on the availability ofshifting

generation between differing price periods(on-peak to off-peak)
b) Bid prices should be calculated for each increment of displaced energy .

(Dispatch cost)-(Margin)-(Wheeling Access Charge)-(Grid Management Charge)
(1+Operating Reserve Charge)

<OR>

(Dispatch cost)-(Margin)-($3.93)-($0.7831)
1 .07
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Unscheduled Flow Mitigation Plan Reports for SCs

Originally, the ISO thought it could meet its reporting obligation for the
WSCC Unscheduled Flow Mitigation Plan (USFMP) by requiring the SCs to
individually complete their own report and send it to the ISO, in accordance
to "Unscheduled Flow ISO Operating Procedure" S-301 . The ISO would
then prepare a cumulative report and forward it to WSCC. This procedure
has not worked.

Most SCs simply are not sending the ISO the required information I a timely
manner. The SC information that is received is not consistent with our
records and is not in the form required by the USFMP for reporting. WSCC
places the ultimate responsibility for reporting this information on the
Control Area. The ISO has and will continue to prepare this report for the
entire control area with one exception.

If an SC is a WSCC member or provides data on behalf of a WSCC
member, which prefers to transmit their report directly to WSCC, the ISO
and WSCC (in a letter sent out in April of this year) have asked all SCs route
their reports through the ISO, to assure that the data is not double reported.
Although WSCC requires all members to submit this information with the
WSCC staff feel that it would be better that the member not send data at all,
then to have it duplicated .

Since the ISO compiles USFMP data for the entire Control Area using our
own database, it is no longer necessary for the SC to send USFMP
information . Once the ISO has sent the Control Area report to WSCC, it
will send to each SC its respective data. This change to Procedure S-301
will be reflected in a complete rewrite of the procedure shortly.

Some of the assumptions used by the ISO to complete the required WSCC
USFMP Import report are highlighted below, in conjunction with some
observations concerning the report's requirements .

1 The list of generating sources in the Import program does not match the
list of Sending Areas in the WSCC USFMP matrix, nor do they match
up on required information on NERC E-tags. It would be preferable if
the E-tag indicated scheduled use of an USFMP qualified path. It is also
difficult to determine if the generation was from specific generation
plants .
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2 There is a built in bias for being too specific when reporting source
information. Example: Case 1- The only schedules we have are a
100MWh import from FC4 and 100MWh export to APS, our net import
is only the 100MWh from FC4. Case 2 - we choose to report schedules
by only Control Area, CA, (or we do not know this is coming specifically
from FC). Our net import is now zero.

A similarly effect happens when importing and exporting to CA in the
same area. Example: If exporting 100MWh to the PSE CA and an
USFMP event is declared on Path 31, we can import 100MWh from the
PSE CA in real time (RT), because the net import before and after is still
zero, but we cannot import from BPA in RT even though, for loads in N
California, both are 3% contributors to Path 31 .

3 Since the ISO does not yet have a way to freeze what the schedules are
exactly when a USFMP event is declared, we are using the schedules as
agreed to the previous day with all our adjacent CA as "pre-scheduled" .
Scheduling Coordinator can submit schedules into their workspace in the
ISO scheduling system any time after the close of the Day-ahead, but
they do not show in any of the ISO displays or programs until two hour
before the hour starts . Example: Say an USFMP event was declared and
contributing schedule cuts requested at 09:00 starting for HE 11 and
continues until HE18, for HE14 the ISO cannot tell if Hour-ahead
schedules was submitted at 08:59 or 09 :22 or any time except it had to be
before 11 :00. We are working on this and hope to have it fixed when our
new Procedure S-301 i takes effect .

4 These import reports include all net imports into the CA, ISO . This
includes WSCC members inside the ISO. So far, no WSCC members
inside the ISO who are sending import data directly into WSCC are also
sending those reports to the ISO. In these cases information will be
double reported. We do not believe the WSCC members, PG&E, SCE
and SDGE are reporting and CDWR has agreed to stop reporting, so for
these entities net imports will not be double reported .

5 As in 3 above, there is a built in bias for aggregating information for
reporting on the load side . Example: If the only intertie schedules the
CA - ISO had was an import from BPA to SMUD of 100MWh and an
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export of 100MWh from MID to BPA, the net import for SMUD is
100MWh and zero for MID, but also zero for the CA -ISO .

6 The USFMP rules are also biased against the practice ofRT changes.
The whole plan was predicated by the concept of one to deal with pre-
scheduled transactions . After the rules for pre-schedules was established
it was decided RT changes are only allowed if the net effect of all RT
changes does not add to the effected path. The ISO has experienced
under scheduling of load by large amounts on a pre-scheduled basis that
must be made up in RT and our Tariffhas discourages us from arranging
to meet this deficit for more than an hour at a time . The way the ISO
reads the USFMP and its Administrative Practices, the intention to
continue a specific schedule or the intention to continue the same level of
imports, but from various providers does not count as pre-scheduled. It
must be physically scheduled in the CA software at the time the event is
declared. When the ISO is importing large amounts each hour of
supplemental energy each hour from whom ever is the least cost (per our
tariff), it is difficult to not continue when an USFMP event is declared .

I have re-written our USFMP procedure, S-301, to clarify how to select RT
supplemental energy during an USFMP event as follows;

After pre-schedules have been established no new schedules shall be allowed where the CAISO is

the importing Control Area with the following exceptions ;

i . unless, the net effect ofall such imports helps unload the declared path or has no effect
per the USFMP diagrams, Attachment D,

ii . unless, not importing will force the ISO into a Stage 3 Emergency (the Security
Coordinator will notify the effected USFMP path operator),

iii . iii . unless, it is an energy conversion of a "pre-scheduled" A/S (the Security
Coordinator will notify the effected USFMPpath operator) or

iv. unless, other actions are taken to unload the path, such as scheduling directly on the
effected path in the counter direction of the actual flow or splitting BEEP (for Path 15).
This must be well documented as actions taken for USF reliefwith specific amounts (or
estimates) and for which path .

Administrative Practice 004 defines how to treat pre-schedules during
Competing Requests for Qualified Path Relief, but not how to treat RT
schedules . It also does not say how to treat a schedule on one qualified
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path and contributing to another qualified path. We have several
schedules that was not curtailed as part of the accommodation on one
path and was contributing to another path to the point that if the
contributing part was analyzed by itself would have needed to be
curtailed. In all of these cases we did not curtail the contributing
schedules. Applying Practice 004 to schedules from BONZ and GAD
means these schedules should not have curtailed (and we did not) - for
BONZ, -41% and 26%, path 30 & 31 resp.; 26/540 < 2x41/509 : and for
GAD, -12% and 11%, path 30 & 31 resp.; 11/540 < 2x12/509 .

7 Another predication of the plan is that all use of the transmission systems
was represented by energy transactions . The ISO deals in another
product using transmission. This product is Ancillary Services (A/S).
The assumption we have made is, if the A/S is pre-scheduled by being in
the ISO scheduling software at the time an event is declared, then the
conversion to energy is allowed even during the event. The ISO is
treating the pre-scheduled contributing A/S similar to a pre-scheduled
contributing energy schedule in the sense we will reduce the amount of
A/S according to the WSCC USFMP matrices. Example: An A/S
schedule would need to be curtailed 10% pre-scheduled 20MW - we
would curtail the A/S schedule to 18MW and allow up to 18MW of
converted energy.

8 The ISO views dynamic generation/load similar to 8 above. Dynamics
have a maximum rating . This is their capacity (contractual or physical).
That capacity is deemed available through the pre-scheduled period.
Even though they may have been estimated on a pre-scheduled basis to
be a certain amount they may go up to the maximum in RT. To the
extent they do this is only converting the pre-scheduled capacity to
energy. The only difference we see is we have no way at this time to
reduce the maximum amount that may be delivered.

9 For simplicity the designation of ISON and ISOS as the load was
determine by what tie was used for the import . Imports at Cascade, COB
and SPP's Summit were designated as sinking in ISON, all others ISOS .

10 To determine contributions for schedules on aDC line, we used the
diagram for contributions before and after it got onto the DC.
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11 Since RT changes do not currently require NERC tags the determination
of the generating area for RT changes was from what little information
available. If no determination could be made, the adjacent CA at that tie
was used.

12 Data used has not been totally been checked (NERCed) out between the
CAs.

13 The only individual schedules we can readily find using Path 15 are ones
using Existing Transmission Contracts (ETC). These are so few that we
have not included any on this report, i .e ., no ISON to/from ISOS
schedules.

14 As well as not counting wheeling schedules in our net imports, we have
not included ricochet schedules, which are schedules going out to an
intertie point then coming back into the ISO, so generation and load are
both inside the ISO.

15 The new FERC order will help the ISO in some of the above problems by
requiring 95% of the load to be met on a forward basics .
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MEMORANDUM

To: Robin Tompkins

From: Tami Pan

Date: 12/14/00

Re: CAISO Netting

According to Joe Taylor, the circulating MW transaction has been negotiated between PGE and
CAISO outside ofthe provisions ofthe Tariff, pursuant to CAISO's Emergency Powers. I looked
at the Tariffto see if it gives any guidance for such transactions, particularly regarding
settlements and/or netting . I did not find any guidance on this issue in the FERC order
establishing the CAISO (81 FERC 61,122) .

The CAISO Dispatch Protocol provides for 3 types of "emergencies" - a System Alert, a System
Warning, and a System Emergency . (see Dispatch Protocol (DP) Section 10-1 have this) . The
DP provides that, in a System Warning state, CAISO can "in accordance with Good Utility
Practice, take such steps as it considers necessary to ensure compliance with Applicable
Reliability Criteria, including the negotiation of Generation through processes other than
competitive bids." (DP 10. 1 .2) . Section 2.3 ofthe Tariff states that the ISO "shall take such
action as it considers necessary" in the event of a System Emergency, acting in accordance with
Good Utility Practice. During a System Emergency, CAISO can intervene in market operations
pursuant to guidelines in DP 10.2.3 . CAISO's Emergency Procedures (E-508) also provide that
the ISO can, during a Stage 1 Emergency, attempt to acquire "by any means, including non-
competitive bid, additional resources in an Amount sufficient to maintain minimum Operating
Reserve" (E-508, Section 1 .1 .6) . This establishes CAISO's authority, during specific situations,
to negotiate outside the Tariff. Since November 13, the CAISO has been in either a System
Warning state or a System Emergency state (with the exception of a few days (Dec . 1 and 2)) .

I was not able to find any specific provisions in the Tariff containing guidelines for outside-the-
Tariffnegotiations . The DP does contain a price provision governing certain situations during a
System Emergency, however. It provides, in 10.2.3(d), that during a System Emergency, the
CAISO's Administrative Price for Congestion Management (which is one way to describe the
circulating MW transaction with PGE) shall be set at the applicable market price during the
immediately preceding Settlement Period. I did not find any provisions in the DP or the Tariff
specifically governing settlements or netting arrangements pursuant to these prices, however.
The only other constraining force on outside negotiations seems to be that the negotiations
should be in accordance with "Good Utility Practice," defined in the Tariff (Appendix A) as :

Any of the practices, methods, and acts engaged in or approved by a significant
portion ofthe electric utility industry during the relevant time period, or any of
the practices, methods or acts which, in the exercise of reasonablejudgment in
light of the facts known at the time the decision was made, could have been
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expected to accomplish the desired result at a reasonable cost consistent with
good business practices, reliability, safety and expedition. Good Utility Practice is
not intended to be any one of a number ofthe optimum practices, methods or acts
to the exclusion of all others, but rather to be acceptable practices, methods or acts
generally accepted in the region.

The Tariff gives CAISO some leeway during a System Warning and System Emergency to
operate outside of its constraints. Presumably the specifics (oral, written, etc.) of any particular
transaction entered into during these heightened states would control that transaction . As such,
parties could probably agree to settle out/net various exchanges if they chose to do so, as long as
that is a common practice in the industry and/or it was expedient and reasonable, given the
situation.
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Joseph TAYLOR -U-1-SO Circulating MWs Page

From: BILL CASEY
To: ROBIN TOMPKINS
Date: Wed, Dec 13, 2000 8:24 AM
Subject : CAISO Circulating MWs

Robin,

The practice is to help reduce congestion on their Path 15 which is located in about the middle of
California and is electrically constrained . In this case they need relief from too much energy going south
to north within California and we are purchasing power from them on the DC, which takes power out of
Southern California, and we sell back to them on the AC which is putting it back into Northern California.
We have an agreement with CAISO that they will manually adjust out by showing a payment to us for the
export fees starting yesterday. We have also reduced our exposure to them on this transaction by setting
the purchase price at $0 and the sell at $100. This will eliminate the amount shown we owe them . The
only outstanding piece will be the losses and transmission costs, of which they should be minimal and are
not with CAISO. I am waiting to hear from them on how far back they are willing to nullify the fees. If
needed we can pursue reducing the purchase price on the circulating transactions to $0 historically which
is about Sunday.

Any questions please let me know.

Thanks,
Bill

CC: Terri Peschka
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From : BILL CASEY
To: Joseph TAYLOR
Date: Wed, Dec 13, 2000 8:26 AM
Subject: Fwd : CAISO Circulating MWs

Just wanted to verfiy I am not under or overstating our position .
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Joseph TAYLOR - Re: CAISO Circulating MWs Page

From: Joseph TAYLOR
To: BILL CASEY
Date: Wed, Dec 13, 2000 8:40 AM
Subject : Re : CAISO Circulating MWs

Well put. Let me know if you want me to pursue corrections .

>>> BILL CASEY 12/13/00 08:24AM >>>
Robin,

The practice is to help reduce congestion on their Path 15 which is located in about the middle of
California and is electrically constrained . In this case they need relief from too much energy going south to
north within California and we are purchasing power from them on the DC, which takes power out of
Southern California, and we sell back to them on the AC which is putting it back into Northern California .
We have an agreement with CAISO that they will manually adjust out by showing a payment to us for the
export fees starting yesterday . We have also reduced our exposure to them on this transaction by setting
the purchase price at $0 and the sell at $100. This will eliminate the amount shown we owe them. The
only outstanding piece will be the losses and transmission costs, of which they should be minimal and are
not with CAISO. I am waiting to hear from them on how far back they are willing to nullify the fees. If
needed we can pursue reducing the purchase price on the circulating transactions to $0 historically which
is about Sunday.

Any questions please let me know.

Thanks,
Bill
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AFFIDAVIT

State Of Oregon )
ss :

County of Multnomah )

I, Aubrey Williams Turner, Jr., being duly sworn, depose and state :

I am an Assistant General Counsel with Portland General Electric Company (PGE). In July of

1999, I called John G. Klauberg with the New York office of LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene and

MacRae (LeBoeuf), seeking a legal opinion of a transaction Enron Power Marketing, Inc .

(EPMI) was proposing to PGE. The transaction is roughly described in the attached 4 page

document from John Maas, another LeBoeuf attorney . Some of LeBoeuf's documentation of

communications with me, especially that written by Mr. Mass, indicate a willingness or desire on

PGE's part to participate in the transaction EPMI was proposing . In fact, I told Mr. Klauberg in

all of our communications that PGE had already rejected EPMI's request, and EPMI asked that

PGE reconsider that decision . I therefore called Mr. Klauberg seeking a legal opinion that would

support our decision to reject the request . I never indicated any support for EPMI's pro )osal .

Dated this 21" day ofMay, 2002

i

Sworn to before me this 21 $ ' day of May, 2002.

-,
-OBI ut s

NOTARY PUBLIC, State of Oregon o~Y
I
PxUB
No Irr

My Commission Expires : a,T 40 COMMON NO. 341511 ij
MY COMMSSIONEIMDEC. 28. 2OD4 i~
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LaBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae
LLP.

~wnoi vwaasiorMa,owanweswea.
CONCRam

833 SsAsntseneb Street
. Suite 2000
Damte, CO 80202

August 2 1999

TO. Pile

PROBE: Joinmm

RB: PVM .

FACTS

ire. softlds reardrer fintkertmadedwmidmaybe coons or Iesa inemrarl.

The facts caetempiate apoemual power transaction. betweve twoeompensx 'BPbII.' u.

a iatga powermatbet concern (which is not aaft and whose earlyhuman ht trading .
Poona') and POE('Affiliate') an electric ofregolmdby the Oregon Public Utility
Commtsdon. Affiliate and EPMI as wholly-owned subsidiaries of On same ultimate parent,
limas Carp.

The parties mtemd to enter ban a contract (for an usepecJBed tam) providing for
AfiBhme to serve as the 'sick' farway large powertraaswdons (say, 4OObfW) entered into
between EPMI and anythud psdes (bat not Affiliate) far dellvay of loch 400MWfrom
aaywhaa in California or Nevada to one of several stasidad delivery points located at do
Giifora4-Otegca border ('COB'). The 'rink' is die jagon used to poetically ruler to do
party into whose 'ceatrol ate' (a utility electrical system providing power to endareas is a
VcmfiW tantay) the power transmitted to coonecdonwish a power transaction "leaves Ow
transmission system,' ad does act necessarily mean the ultimate buyerof the power (Le., the
OdoV could be responsible to transmit the power finder along to anotherparty of word ban

to receive the on another The 'soave' is the when the. agreed power pany's behalf). paint
power in the transaction caters don transmission rya= far parposa ofthe power couiract and
could be the point of interconnection wish a generating plates or simply a point at which don
sella tabs 'delivery' of the powerfrmn its scBrr mtan Powerflowing north (and aaa1W
from California to the Pacific Norlbrwest generally flowsmavery bags 50MV traaemissies
system knows as the Pacif Noshwest Jstetde ('h=de'). The httede is akey reseatrce to
flaw pow north to somh buss don Padfic Neuthwest into Calffaraia during periods ofpeak
nags is California.

Under the ewnaae, Affiliate will receive rfee far agreeing tube obligated to serve as
the sink fee all power whichEPM contracts to sell to thid panda who an tale delivery at ,
COBor otherwise in the pacific NoRhwest. However, BPIrII has no reel plans to eater into
any each contracts and Affiliate knows that it is unlikely to ever be called to serve as tech

EIT 103473 .1 61540 00308
8/2/99 10 :06 Nt
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shit Radwr, the !dc commercial purpose of the transaction. Ia to affadEPMI the ability to
"schedule' with the Califormia Independent System Operator ("ISO") the 400MW of power far
transmission from South (California) to North (COB) test the Iatertia each day a whenever it
wishes to do so, twit though it does not, at the time of such scheduling, have either acontract
to sell the power to a third party or, at the tie ofthe scheduling. any present intention to
enter into such a co>thact. EPMI cannot schedule the powerwithout providing the identity of
the source and lint The scheduling wouldbe don simply to reserve the necessity
traosmissim capacity with the ISO, solely as a 'non-firm' or imaroptible basis (that is, if do
ISO needs the transmission capacity far a man impastant or "fl®" transaction, it can "btmtp'
MW from the achednle at any time) in use EPMI weret fedan opportunity to eaterlow a
hvoabhs transaction, although, as stated, it would have no actual intention of doing so at the
time of do WJtedating.

The ISO Is an orgmiadonin California charged with scheduling all ofthe power flown
across do transmission system for each hour of each day in California . TheISO has a tariff
on Me with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ('FERC7 which provides fart
prices and terns under which parties can acquire and reserve tnmmtisdan on the system ('IS0."
Tarifl') and FERC has etcladve judaditxion ova all 'wholaele" power transactions in the
United Shames. A wholesale naneardan ie betwas two parties neither of wham is do and ttser
of do power. "Raall" transactions are whereone ofthe patties actually consumes the power
(i.e., to lump the lights on or inn machinery) an are regulated eulodvdy by the state PUCs.

Early is tire morning of each day, all of the catifiated "scheduling coordinators' in
California (including WM must provide their schedules for power transactions andflaws to
do ISO for the next day so dug do ISO can `balance" the transmission system. This Is
accessory because, doe to the physical properties of elecnifand power lines. if there a an
imbalance between the amount of power pot into the system by generating plants and the
amount ofpowertdm out ofdie system by and rusts, the system will 'aad4' much site nor
computers but with even more annoying results. TheLSO's job is to mobs ante thin doesn't
happen while treating all mesa of the system fairly and ainally with respect to priority of their
transactions. TheISO must balance the system by obtaining other poweror reductions in
power input into the system (err in some case, reductions hi powerWorn out ofthe systetq)
and this power la (mown as "anei0uy services."

All pmts to be pit into the system in California, is required to be "odd' throughdo
California Power Exchange ('PX'), which basically acts as a madwtclearinghom to set the
prices and availability ofpower in"California, except fen attain ancillary services whichthe
LSO canacquire directly from any party laving them available for ale. Jest lilts the ISO. .
early is the morning ofeach day. all parties whohave power to sell htto the system must 'bid'
the power into the PX, showing the amounts, hours and prices at wbirhthey sw willing to
ad. The LSO tells the PX howmach power will be needed and for what harm, basedupon
the "day ahead" schedules filed by do scheduling coordiuutms, andthe PX wlects do parties

1113.03473 .1 61540 00300
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to provide the power based upon their bide. geeing firm lowest to highest (the Price, 1 think
far everyone for a particular hawh the highest price that the PX reaches in order to caddy the
demand). (Thin is simplified to a considerable degree for

our purposes.) With respect to
ancillary services however, particularly for loge. urgent tuaoraaions, doPX h as used and
the ISO. must pay whatever do market may be in order to preserve the balance ofthe system.

Power tcensscdons, however, are constantly Anngiog doe to weather conditions sad
many other factors; therefore, it is necessary for the ISO to constantly adjust its schadu)es as
each day and haw approach. The wbedoting aordhnotm ere required to update thin
schedulers t D reffect changes in their transactions and this often tats place in the "haw ahead"
time Anus, am die Mmly ultimate demand in a particular hoha c=oot funny be lmown until
very ewe to the real time thevea. Than, in our ram actioa, IIPMI will file an "has shad'
echedde releasing the am-firm transimumim capacity it previously scheduled for in 40OMW
moving earth to north aver the Interde when it files b dale for

the
haw preceding the

hour when that transaction athawhe world have begoa.

Whenever thin hppens, than is seated an imbalance in do system becawe tin LSO
wan plamiog for this 400MW to be input into the system at this some (somewhere is
Catifornh) and to be takm out odo system at ODB by tin deft, Affiliate and had arranged to
bdaae the system accordingly. When a ,natively small anwmt of power is involved, hh
easy for the ISO to obtain tin ancillary sesviees necessary to manage this imbalance.
However, 9f a very large amount k. involved, such as our 400MW, it h more difficult for tin
190 to obtain tin ancillary services, especially at times o peak usage, because all ofdo
generates are already committed and running fall tot and there h very Bule time in which to
act. At such times, tin lawso supply and demand operate to give a party that hsa power
available a premium pda. EMIplum to have power available to talm advantage ofthis
opportunity which it will. in effect, to some degree have erected. The renak will be that the
ulthste patties buying Bowerm Cdiforah to bal moo their systems sad serve tired, end taaa
(&a uffia) will pay the ISO more for each power than tiny atLaarise might have dame bad
do400MW not hem scheduled and withdrawn.

MW and Afft))ase believe do arrangement, while admnoedly uhmsual, is lawN under
the LSO Tariffbe cansa the ISO Tariff, apparaody (I will be looking at thin) doer not regoise a -
tsmactiam to have been already entered into at a praegohho forliving your scheduling
coordimtw schedule the amount of power far tin transaction am a mm-film or imarapti51e

basis, which )a inexpensive because it can fredy bebmmpcd. This. EM believes it h
acceptable under the ISO Tariff to rchdu% transmission for power that yam kmaw you are
mlihly to need, or even cut you )mow you will sot need.

EM believes this represents a windowo oppaumby or 'loophole" in do design o
the new competitive marloetplaa m Clifomia which can be exploited to maim a profit when

the ISO has to "scramble" at tin last ndnnm to obtain ancillary savsm necessary to balance

Uff 103373 .1 61540 00306

6/2/99 10 .06 761

II.B.135
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the system when the 400 MW non-firm schedule is withdrawn at the last misuse. Hceause this
market is war and developing, various parties have been able to eerploit other such loopholes
andmake large profits as a molt, but, insofar as we are aware, none ofthom banaWomhas
involved a contract or agra meat batwm two parties (or af fwea) but only a single party
Ogamiugm the system by, saoy, do wayin which it dmctam its bide for power to the Pil.
Many of these patties, partknlarly the ufties or very loge generators. have ioformulm
unavailable to do rest of an market do enable dam, in BPMI's view, to meuipolase the
process to varying degrees dust would not work ifdo market were folly Infurmmd.

The response so far of the endow chmpdwitb n afdomarket work - the PR, do
LSO and several market smreMmroacompliance commtttom - has largely boato conduct
investigations andmake repotta to doe California regulatory authmma and PfiltC anddm to
file a revised ISO Tariff outing to else the loopholes andmake the madotsloe effichmt.
BPhil feels that ifside is likely to be dun only reapamw to sineproposed vaneacdon, then b
wouldbe foolish not to exploit do loophole to make apro& for its sbueholders moil the
loophole is closed. However, If EPWaAffiliate could be exposed to substandal damages at
flow or other pensldm whexha criminal or civil, rhea it will no comer into the proposed '-
tranuedm Affi iste has asked us to advise it on this queedon andwhether it should ago to
serve as the sink for the proposed tnaacdm

Uff 103473 .1 61540 00308
8/7/99 10:06 181
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AWTurner-Your Call Today Page 1

From: "John Klauberg"<jklauber@LLGM.COM>
To: <AWTurner@pgn.com>
Date: 05/21/2002 1 :02PM
Subject: Your Call Today

AW. : I came over to our Denver office quickly to pick up your e-mail
regarding the submission PGE will be making to FERC. My general
recollection is that when you called us in July 1999 aboutthe
transaction in question you stated that EPMI had approached PGE abouta
possible energy transaction between EPMI and PGE involving the
California ISO that PGEdid not feel comfortable with . I also recall
that after you briefly gave me an overview of the transaction, even
though I was not familiar with the California ISO or its operating rules
that may have been at issue, that I had the same initial reaction from a
"gut" standpoint . My further recollection is that regardless of what
the applicable ISO tariffs may have provided, our collective sense at
the outset was that upon looking into the issues further there likely
would be a number of legal theories (or potential causes of action)
which would support the position that PGE should not participate in the
transaction you posited. Please call me if you have any questions.
John

John Klauberg
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae, L.L.P .
212424-8125
john.klauberg®Ilgm.com

This e-mail, including attachments, contains information that is confidential and may be protected by the
attorney/client or other privileges . This e-mail, including attachments, constitutes non-public information
intended to be conveyed only to the designated recipient(s) . If you are not an intended recipient, please
delete this e-mail, including attachments, and notify me. The unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution
or reproduction of this e-mail, including attachments, is prohibited and may be unlawful.

CC: <douglas_nichols®pgn.com>

11 . 8.-136-A



Fact-Finding Investigation of FERC Docket No . PA02-2-000
Potential Manipulation of Electric
and Natural Gas Prices
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SUMMARY OF TRANSACTIONS

OCCURING DURING 17 DAYS BETWEEN

APRIL 6 - JUNE 6, 2000

STUDY DATED MAY 21, 2002

IILB-002



Details of Transactions Described in Section 111.13
HE Fr CISD WWPC Firm AC ToWWPC Sale MC Memo Fr EPMI MC MEMO To BPA PGE EPMI JD To BPA EPMI PGESYS

MW Price MW Price MW Price
'

MW
-

Price
04!08/2000 10 -25 $28.25 25 528.00 -25 Q -$30.44 25 $31 .44

11 -25 @ $28.25 25 ® $28.00 -25 $30.44 25 $31.44
12 -25 $2825 25 $28.00 -25 Q $30.44 25 Q $31 .44
18 40 . Q $26.25 40 ® $26.00 40 Q $30.44 40 Q $31 .44
17 -25 $26.25 25 Q $26.00 -25 '$30.44 25 ® $31 .44
19 40 $25.25 40 $26.0D 40 $30.44 40 $31 .44

M512000 12 -24 Q $17.00 24 Q Remrds Inoompkk" - -24 $22.69 24
-

- ® $23.59
13 -24. @ $17.00 24 ® RecadeIns~ -24 Q $22.69 24 a $23.59
14 -24 Q $17.00 24 Q RecordsMMMAW -24 Q $22.69 24 Q $23.59
15 -24 Q $17.00 24 Q Remras InmmpMe' -24 Q $22.69 24 Q $23.59
16 -24 Q $17.00 24 Q Recw&Immplew -24 ® $22.89 24 Q 523.59
17 -24 Q $17.00 24 Q Remrde InmmpkW -24 a $22.69 24 Q $23 .59
1s -24 Q $17.00 24 Q Recardakmn~ -24 Q $2269 24 Q $23.59
19 -24 Q $17.00 24 Q Rerarb In= Wiele- 24 Q $2269 24 ® $23.59
20 -24 Q $17.00 24 Q Remrds komn^W -24 Q $22.69 24 Q $23.59
21 -24 Q 517.00 24 Q Reconlslnmmpme 24 Q $22.89 24 Q $23.59
22 -24 Q $17.00 24 Q Wmr"Incomplete -24 Q $22.60 24 Q $23.59
23 -24 Q $17.89 24 Q Remrdslncom~ -24 Q $13.51 24 Q $14.41
24 -24 $17.00 24 Remres kmmplae -24 $13 .51 24 $14 .41

0411612000 3 -24 Q $17.00 24 Records In~PISW -24 Q $16.75 24 Q $17.65
13 -24 Q $15.00 24 Remrae kmmpkee -24 Q $26.13 24 Q $27.03
14 -24 Q $15.00 24 ~" . Recor"lnconpkk" 24 Q $26.13 24 Q $27.03
15 -24 Q $15.00 24 Recaue Inmmpkk" 24 Q 528.13 24 Q 527.03
16 .24 . $15.00 24 R,=ft Inmnvkw -24 $26 .13 24 $27.03

041238000 3 45 ' Q $3.89 45 Q $2.00 -45 Q $12.25 45 Q $13.15
4 45 $3.00 45 $2.89 45 $12.25 45 $13.15

'1lecorde IncompMe - Inv"Og411ng Aeceungng Error

p
toe0a



HE Fr CISO WWPC Finn AC To WWPC Sale MC Memo Fr EPMI MC --MEMO To PA PGE EPMI JD To BPAEPMI PGESYS -
M11V Price MW Price MW Price MW Price

0412812000 11 -29 Q $40.00 29 $39.00 -29 ® 128.44 - 29 Q $29.34
12 -29 $40.00 29 $39.00 -29 $28.44 29 $29.34
13 -29 @ $40.00 29 $39.00 -29 $26.44 29 $29.34
14 -29 Q $40.00 29 $39.00 -29 $28.44 29 $29.34
15 -20 Q $40.00 29 Q $39.00 -29 ® $26.44 29 $29.3a
16 -29 $40.00 29 Q $39.00 -29 Q $28.44 29 $29.34
17 -29 Q $40.00 29 Q $39.00 -29 41 $28.44 29 Q $29.34
19 -29 Q $40.00 29 Q $39.00 -29 41 $20.44 2e 0 5211.3a
19 -29 Q $40.00 29 Q $39.00 -29 Q $25.44 29 Q $29.34
20 -29 Q $40.00 29 Q $39.00 -29 Q $28.44 29 Q $29.34
21 -29 Q $40.00 29 Q $39.00 -29 Q $28.44 29 Q $29.34
22 -29 $40 .1)0 29 $39.00 -29 94 $26.44 29 $29.34

-0511312000 12 -25 Q $40.00 25 Q $40.00 -25 Q $34.46 -25"' Q - $35.35
13 -25 Q $40.00 25 Q $40.00 -25 Q $34.45 25"" ® $35.35
14 -25 Q $40.00 25 Q $40.00 -25 Q $34.46 25"" Q $35.35
15 -25 Q $40.00 25 Q $40.00 -25 Q $3446 25"" Q $35.38
16 -25 Q $40.00 25 Q $40.00 25 Q $34.46 25° Q $35.36
17 -25 Q $40.00 25 Q $40.00 -25 Q $3446 25"" Q $35.35
18 -25 Q $40.00 25 Q 140.00 -25 Q $34.46 25"" Q $35.36
19 25 Q $40.00 25 Q $40.00 -25 Q $34.46 2Y" Q $35.35
20 -25 Q $40.00 25 Q $40.00 -25 Q $34.46 25"" Q $35-36
21 25 Q $40.00 25 Q $40.00 -25 Q $34.46 25"" Q $35.38
22 25 $40.00 25 41 $40.00 -25 $34.46 25"" $35.36

05102!2000 12 -15 Q $44.00 15 Q $44.00 -15 Q $49,77 15 Q $50.67
13 -15 . Q $44.00 15 Q $44.00 -15 Q $49.77 15 Q $50.67
14 -15 ; Q $44.00 15 Q $44.00 -15 Q $49.77 15 Q $50.67
15 -15 Q $44.00 15 Q $44.00 -15 Q $49.77 15 Q 550.87
16 -15 Q $44.00 15 Q $44.00 -15 Q $49.77 15 Q $50.67
17 -15 ' Q $44.00 15 Q $44.00 -15 Q $49.77 15 Q $51).67
18 -15 Q $44.00 15 Q $44.00 -15 Q $49.77 15 Q $50,67
18 -15 Q $44.00 15 Q $44.00 -15 0 $49.77 15 Q 550.87
20 3 Q $44.00 3 Q $44.00 -3 Q $49.77 3 Q $50.67
21 -15 Q $44.00 15 Q $44.00 -15 Q $49.77 15 Q $50.67

. . 22 -15 $44.W 15 41 $44.1)0 -15 $49.77 15 $50.67

Transaction accounting is Inconsistent with Phone recordings that Indicate delivery to John Day
u



11 -13 0 $32.00 13 a $32.00 -13 $53.76 13 $64.66
12 -20 0 $32.00 20 a $32.00 -20 $53.76 20 $
13 -20 a $32.00 20 ® MOD -20 $63.76 20 $864

.66
4.66

14 -20 a $32.00 20 a $32.00 -20
$63.76 20 $64.66

15 -20 a $32.00 20 S$ 532.00 -20 Q $63.78 20 ~ $54.66

OSN4/2000 12 -10 Q 530.00 10 Q $30.00 -10 ® $37.51 10 ®$36.41
13 4 $30.00 40 a $30.00 -4

® $37.51 4 Q 36.41
14 -10 $30.00 10 a $30.00 -10 0 $37.51 10 Q $38.41
15 -10 $30.00 10 a $30.00 -10 0 $37.51 10 0 $38.41
16 -10 $30.00 10 a $30.00 -10 38.41
17 -10 $30.00 10 ® $30.00 -10 0 $37.51 10 $38
18 -10 $30.00 10 a $30.00 -10 4 $37.51 10

@
$98.01

.41

19 -10 ® $30.00 10 Q $30.00 -10 0 $37.51 10 $38.41
21 -10 ® $30.00 10 Q $30.00 -10 0 $37.51 10 438.41
22 -10 $30.00 10 430.00 -10 $37.51 10 $38.41

0510512000 12 45 $31.OD 45 - Q $30.00 45 0 $30.97 45 ® 31.87
13 45 $31.00 45 ® sm_00 45 $31 .87
14 45 $31 .00 45 Q 530.00 45 0 $97 4

$31.87
15 45 $31.00 45 ® $30.00 45 0 30.97 4 $31.87
16 -45 - $31.00 45 a $30.00 45

0
$

017 45 $31.00 45 530.00 45 $30.97 45 $3167

05109!2000 11 --15 $30.00 15 - a- -530.OD -15 08.51 15 - ® $40.41
12 -15 $30.00 15 Q 530.00 -15 Q $38.51 15 Q ¢10.41
13 -15 Q 530.00 15 a $90.00 -15 $39.51 15 $40.41
14 -15 0 $30.00 15 a $30.00 -15 Q $39.51 15 $40.41
16 -15 Q $30.00 15 a 530.00 -15 ® $39.51 15 $40.41
16 -15 0 $30.00 15 Q $30.00 -15 $39.51 15 ® $40.41
17 -15 0 530.00 15 Q $30.00 -15 Q $39.51 15 $40.41
15 -15 0 $30.00 15 ® $30.00 -15 Q $39.51 15 ~ $40.41
19 -15 $30.00 15 $.10 .00 -15 $39.51 15 $40.41

rrr



HE 6Fr CIS WWPC FWM AC To WWPC Sale MC M6 Fr EPMI MC MEMO To gPA PGE EPMI JO To SPA EPMI PGESYSMW Price MW P MW Pry PrKe05%012000 13 -15 $30.00 15 $30.00 _15 $41.88 15 $42.7 -14 -15 ; ® $30.00 15 $30.00 -15 $41.85 15
.

42 .7
6

15 -15 . @ 530.00 15 ® $30.00 -15
0

$4188 15 ® $42.716 -15 C $30.00 15 $30.00 -15 0 41.86 15 ® $42.7617 -15 ® $30.00 15 530.00 -15 0 $41.86 15
$6

78 -15 $30.00 75 T30.00 _75 $47.86 75
$42.7
542.768

5&1112006 -1o a $30.00 10 ® $30.00 -10
0

46.07 10 46.97
-10 @ $30.00 10 ® $30.00 -10

0 $46.07 10 $46.97
-10 $30.05 10 $30.00 -10 $48.07 70 548.97

$46.97

1212000 12 -45 0 530.00 45 do $30.00 -45 0 $4414 45 0 $4504

05115Y2000 15 -10 ® 530.00- 10 a $30.00 -10 0 549.34 10
76 -10 Q $30.00 10 ® $30.00 -10

0 49.34 10 50.2417 _10 ® $30.00 10 ® $30.00 -10
0 $4934 10 $50.24

78 _10 @ $30.00 10 0 $30.00 -10
0

$49
.
.34 10 0

$
550.24

19 -10 0 $30.00 10 ® $30.00 -10
0 $49.34 10 0 $50.2420 -10 0 530.00 10 0 $30.00 -10
0 $49.34 10 0 50.24

21 -10 0 $30.00 10 0 530.00 -10
0

$49.34 10
0

$

22 -10 $30.00 10 335.55 -10 $19.34 10 $50.24

05r31rl000 23 -55 ® $65.00 55 ® 05.00 -55 0 47.02 55 0 $47.92
24 -66 $65.00 66 $65.00 -66

$
547.02 88 s47.92

0&081x050 14 rHl i 0 - 587.00 40 0 $67.00 40
0

40- 74.32
15 -40 $87.00 40 $57.00 -40 $73.~ 40 $74.32

H

f
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Summary of Transactions Described in Section IILB
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Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
APRIL 6 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 -25 25 PORCH From: 0, To:-25 MWHs Terry F
11 0 -25 25 PORCH From: 0, To:25 MWHs Te F
12 0 -25 25 PORCH From: 0, To:-25 MWHs Ter F
13 0 0 0
14 0 0 0
15 0 0 0
16 0 -40 40 wheel (From:-25, To: 40 MWH mu~l
17 0 -25 25 wheel From :-25, To: 0 MWHs
18 0 0 0 -
19 0 -40 40 sale Detail : 2, From: No Entry, To : 40 - jj
20 0 0 0
21 0 0 0
22 0 0 0
23 0 0 0
24 0 0 0

0 180

Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
Aril 15 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 -24 24 PORCH From : 0, To:-24 MWHs Judy M
13 0 -24 24 PORCH] From: 0, To:-24 MWHs Judy M
14 0 -24 24 PORCH (From : 0, To:-24 MWHs Judy M
15 0 -24 24 PORCH From: 0, To:-24 MWHs Judy M
16 0 -24 24 PORCH From : 0, To:-24 MWHs Judy M
17 0 -24 24 PORCH From: 0, To:-24 MWHs Judy M
18 0 -24 24 PORCH From: 0, To:-24 MWHs Judy M
19 0 -24 24 PORCH] From: 0, To:-24 MWHs Judy M
20 0 -24 24 PORCH From : 0, To:-24 MWHs) Judy M
21 0 -24 24 PORCH From : 0, To:-24 MWHs) Terry F
22 0 -24 24 PORCH From : 0, To:-24 MWHs Terry F
23 0 -24 24 PORCH From : 0, To:-24 MWHs Terry F
24 0 -24 24 PORCH (From : 0, To:-24 MWHs Ter F

0 -312 312

III.B-008



Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
Aril 16 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 -24 24 urch From: 0, To:-24 MWHs Terry F
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 0 0
13 0 -24 24 SALE FOR ENRON From: 0, To:-24 MW Judy M
14 0 -24 24 SALE FOR ENRON From: 0, To:-24 MW Judy M
15 0 -24 24 PURCH From: 0, To:-24 MWHs Jud M
16 0 .24 24 SALE FOR ENRON From: 0, To:-24 MW Judy M
17 0 0 0
18 0 0 0
19 0 0 0
20 0 0 0
21 0 0 0
22 0 0 0
23 0 0 0

0 -120 -- 120

Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
Aril 23 2000 -

HE Presched Realtime Dff Log Entry
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 -45 45 flip for e mi From: No Entry, To:- 45 Steve S
4 0 -45 45 flip for e mi From: No En", To:-45) Steve S
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 0 0
13 0 0 0
14 0 0 0
15 0 0 0
16 0 0 0
17 0 0 0
18 0 0 0
19 0 0 0
20 0 0 0
21 0 0 0
22 0 0 0
23 0 0 0
24 0 0 0

0 -90 90
III.B-009



Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
Aril 26 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 -29 29 sale From : 0, To:-29 MWHs HE 11-18 Mark B
12 0 -29 29 sale From: 0, To:-29 MWHs HE 11-19 Mark B
13 0 -29 29 sale From: 0, To:-29 MWHs HE 11-20 Mark B
14 0 -29 29 sale From: 0, To:-29 MWHs HE 11-21 Mark B
15 0 -29 29 sale From: 0, To : 29 MWHs HE 11-22 Mark B
16 0 -29 29 sale (From : 0, To:-29 MWHs HE 11-23 Mark B
17 0 -29 29 sale From: 0, To:-29 MWHs HE 11-24 Mark B
18 0 -29 29 sale From: 0, To:-29 MWHs HE 11-25 Mark B
19 0 -29 29 rt change late entry . Mitch H
20 0 -29 29 enron error From : 0, To:-29 MWHs Mitch H
21 0 -29 29 HE19-22 Mitch H
22 0 -29 29 Mitch H
23 0 0 0
24 0 0 0

0 -348 348

Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
May 12000

HE Preached Realtime Diff Lo En"
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11
12

0
0

0
-25

0
25 wheel From: 0, To:-25 MWHs HE12-22 Steve S

13 0 -25 25
14 0 -25 25
15 0 -25 25
16 0 -25 25
17 0 -25 25
18 0 -25 25
19 0 -25 25
20 0 -25 25
21 0 -25 25
22 0 -25 25
23 0 0 0
24 0

0
0

-275
0

275

III.B-010



Fr CISO-VYWPC Firm-AC TRADER
May 2 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff L Entry
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 -15 15 urch From: 0, To:-15 MWHs Steve S
13 0 -15 15 HE 12-22
14 0 -15 15
15 0 -15 15
16 0 -15 15
17 0 -15 15
18 0 -15 15
19 0 -15 15
20 0 -3 3 e mi was cut From:-15, To:-3 MWHs
21 0 -15 15
22 0 -15 15
23 0 0 0
24 0 0 0

0 -153 153

Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
May 3 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff L En
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 -13 13 FOR EPMI From : 0, To:-13 MWHs Ter F
11 0 -13 13
12 0 -20 20 CHANGE From:-13, To:-20 MWHs
13 0 -20 20 he13-22
14 -201 20
15 0 -20 20
16 0 -20 20
17 0 -20 20
18 0 0 0 LINE DERATES THIS DAY
19 0 0 0
20 0 0 0
21 0 0 0
22 0 0 0
23 0 0 0
24 0 0 0

0 -146 146
11LB-011



Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
May 4 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo En
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9m0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 -10 10 FOR ENRON From : 0, To-10 MWHs Te F
13 0 -4 4 CUT From:-10 To:-4 MWHs Te F
14 0 -10 10 FOR ENRON From : 0, To:-10 MWHs Ter F
15 0 -10 10 HE 14-22 Te F
16 0 -10 10 - j
17 0 -10 10
18 0 -10 10

- -,,

19 0 -10 10
20 0 0 0 cut b e mi From:-10, To : 0 MWHs
21 0 -10 10
22 0 -10 10
23 0 0 0

0 -94~ 941

Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
May 5 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo En
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 -45 45 buy resell for enron with ww (From : 0, To:-45 MWHs)
13 0 -45 45 HE12-14 Mitch H
14 0 -45 45
15 0 -45 45 rt wheel for enron with ww From: No Entry, To:-45)
16 0 -45 45 HE15-16 Mitch H
17 0 -45 45 rt wheel for enron with ww ( From : No Ent , To:-45)
18 0 0 0
19 0 0 0
20 0 0 0
21 0 0 0
22 0 0 0
23 0 0 0
24 0 0 0

--0 -270 270 rn n n1



nJ

Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
May 9 2000

HE Preached Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 -15 15 PURCH FR ENRON From: 0, To:-15 MW ud M
12 0 -15 15 CUT BY CPX From: 0, To:-15 MWHs Judy M
13 0 -15 15 HE 12-14 Judy M
14 0 -15 15 Judy M
15 0 -15 15 PURCH FR WWPC (From: 0, To:-15 MW Judy M
16 0 -15 15 HE15-20 Judy M
17 0 -15 15 Judy M
18 0 -15 15 Judy M
19 0 -15 15 Judy M
20 0 0 0
21 0 0 0
22 0 0 0
23 0 0 0
24 0 0 0

0 -135 135 I I

Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER

May 10 2000
HE Presched Realtime Ditf Log Entry
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 07- o
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 0 0
13 0 -15 15 e mi deal From: 0, To:-15 MWHs Steve S

14 0 -15 15 e mi deal From : 0, To:15 MWHs Steve S

15 0 -15 15 e mi deal From : 0, To:15 MWHs Steve S

16 0 -15 15 e mi deal From : 0, To:-15 MWHs Steve S

17 0 -15 15 e mi deal From: 0, To:-15 MWHs Steve S

18 0 -15 15 e mi deal (From: 0, To:-15 MWHs Steve S

19 5-0- 0
20 5-0 0
21 0 0 0
22 0 0 0
23 0 0 0
24 0 0 0

0 -90 90
III.B-013



Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
May 11 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo En
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 -10 10 e mi deal From: 0, To:10 MWHs Steve S
12 0 -10 10 HE11-22
13
14
15

0
0
0

-10
0
0

10
0
0

Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To : 0 he14-22 Steve S

16 0 0 0
17 0 0 0
18 0 0 0
19 0 0 0
20 0 0 0
21 0 0 0
22 0 0 0
23 0 0 0
24 0 0 0

0 -30 30

Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
May 12 2000

HE Presched Realthe Off Log Entry
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 -45 45 e mi purchase/resale From: 0, To : 45 M
13 0 0 0
14 0 0 0
15 0 0 0
16 0 0 0
17 0 0 0
18 0 0 0
19 0 0 0
20 0 0 0
21 0 0 0
22 0 0 0
23 0 0 0
24 0 0 0

0 -45 45

III.B-014



Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
May 15 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 0 0
13 0 0 0
14 0 0 0
15 0 -10 10 urch From: 0, To:-10 MWHs w c are ark B
16 0 -10 10 HE15&16
17 0 -10 10 urch From: 0, To:-10 MWHs Mark B
18 0 -10 10 Detail : 3, From : No Entry, To : 10 Mark B
19 0 -10 10 Detail : 3, From: No Entry, To : 10) Mark B
20 0 -10 10 HE19-22 Mark B
21 0 -10 10 HE19-22 Mark B
22 0 -10 10 HE19-22 Mark B
23 0 0 0
24 0 0 0

0 -80 80 - - r

Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
May 31 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 0 0
13 0 0 0
14 0 0 0
15 0 0 0
16 0 0 0
17 0 0 0
18 0 0 0
19 0 0 0
20 0 0 0
21 0 0 0
22 0 0 0 Jud M
23 0 -55 55 PICK UP FROM WWPC FOR ENRON From : 0, To:-55 M
24 0 -66 66 PICK UP FROM WWPC FOR ENRON From : 0, To:-66 M

0 -121 121
III.B-015



Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
", June 6 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 bud M
14 0 -40 40 PICK UP FOR ENRON From: 0, To:-40 MWHs
15 0 -40 40 HE14&15
16 0 0 0
17 0 0 0
18 0 0 0
19 0 0 0
20 0 0 0
21 0 0 0
22 0 0 0
23 0 0 0
24 0 0 0

0 -80~ 80I

Fr CISO-WWPC Firm-AC TRADER
June 15 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo En
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 0 0
13 0 0 0
14 0 0 0
15 0 0 0
16 0 0 0
17 0 0 0
18 0 0 0
19 0 0 0
20 0 0 0
21 0 0 0
22 0 0 0
23 0 0 0
24 0 0 0

0 0 0

111-B-016



rTo WWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
APRII . 6 2000,

,HE Preached Realtime Diff Log Entry
1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0
3 25 25 0
4 25 25 0
5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0
7 25 25 0
8 25 25 0
9
10
11

25
25
25

25
50
50

0
-25
-25

RT AT SYS Detail : 2, From: No Entry, To : 25
RT AT SYS Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To: 25)

Bill C .
Bill C.

12 25 50 -25 SALE Detail : 2, From: No Entry, To : 25) Bill C.
13 25 25 0
14 25 25 0
15
16

25
25

25
65

0
-40 sale Detail : 2, From: No Entry, To : 40)

17 25 50 -25 Detail : 2, From: No Entry, To: 25
18
19

25
25

25
65

0
-40 sale Detail : 2, From: No Entry, To : 40

20 25 25 0
21 25 25 0
22 25 25 0
23 25 25 0
24 25 25 0

600 -180

ToWWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
April 15 2000

HE Preached Realtime Dff Log Entry
1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0
3 25 25 0
4 25 25 0
5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0
7 25 25 0
8 25 25 0
9 25 25 0
10 25 25 0
11

12

25

25

25

49

0

-24
Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve w/WWP&EPMI for
A ril in July). WR Detail:2, From : No Entry, To: 24

13

14

15

16

25

25

25

25

49

49

49

49

-24

.24

-24

-24

Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve w/WWP&EPMI for
April (in July). WR (Detail:2, From : No Entry, To: 24)
Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve w/WWP&EPMI for
April in July) . WR Detail:2, From : No Entry, To: 24)
Entering "fake' memo to balance out sleeve w/WWP&EPMI for
April in July) . WR Detail :2, From: No Ent , To: 24
Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve w/WWP&EPMI for
April in July) . WR Detail :2, From : No Entry, To: 24)

17 25 49 -24
Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve w/WWP&EPMI for
April (in Jul ) . WR Detail :2, From : No En , To: 24)

18 25 49 -24
Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve w/WWP&EPMI
April (in July) . WR (Detail :2, From : No Entry, To: 24)

fort

III.B-017



Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve w/WWP&EPMI for
19 25 49 -24 TV-iril in July) . WR (Detail:2, From: No En[ , To: 24)

'
Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve w/WWP&EPMI for

20 25 49 -24 April in July) . WR (DeWil:2, From: No Entry, To: 24
Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve WIWWP&EPMI for

21 25 49 -24 April in July) . WR (Detail:2, From: No Entry, To : 24)
Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve WIWWP&EPMI for

22 25 49 -24 ril in July). WR Detail:2, From: No Entry, To: 24
Entering "rake" memo to balance out sleeve w/WWP&EPMI for

23 25 49 -24 April in July). WR Detail:2, From : No Entry, To: 24
Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve w/WWP&EPMI f

24 25 49 -24 April in July) . WR Detail:2, From: No Entry, To: 24)
600 637-312 I I

To WWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
April 16 2000

HE Preached Realtime Diff L En
1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0

Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve w/WWP&EPMI for
3 25 49 -24 April in July) . WR Detail:2, From : No Entry, To: 24)
4 25 25 0
5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0
7 25 25 0
8 25 25 0
9 25 25 0
10 25 251, 0
11 25 25 0
12 25 25 0

Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve wMWP&EPMI for
13 25 49 -24 April in July). WR Detail:2, From: No Entry, To: 24

Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve w/WWP&EPMI for
14 25 49 -24 April in July). WR Detail:2, From: No Entry, To : 24

Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve w/WWP&EPMI for
15 25 49 -24 ril in Jul 24. WR Detail:2, From : No Entry, To:

Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleevewMWP&EPMI for
16 25 49 -24 April in July) . WR Detail :2, From: No Entry, To: 24
17 25 25 0
18 25 25 0
19 25 25 0
20 25 25 0
21 25 25 0
22 25 25 0
23 25 25 0
24 25 25 0

600, 720 -120 I I

ToWWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER

Aril 23 2000
HE Preached Realtime Diff Log Entry

1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0
3 25 70 -45 Pricing sleeve w/EPMI . WR (Detail:2, From: 45, To : 45)

4 25 70 -45 Pricing sleeve WEPMI). WR (Detail:2, From: 45, To : 45)
5

25, 25,
01

IILB-018



6 25 25 0
7 25 25 0

. 8 25 25 0
9 25 25 0
10 25 25 0
11 25 25 0
12 25 25 0
13 25 25 0
14 25 25 0
15 25 25 0
16 25 25 0
17 25 25 0
18 25 25 0
19 25 25 0
20 25 25 0
21 25 25 0
22 25 25 0
23 25 25 0
24 25 25 0

600 690 -90

ToWWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
Aril 26 2000

HE Presched Reaitime Diff L Entry
1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0
3 25 25 0
4 25 25 0
5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0
7 25 25 0
8 25 . 25 0
9 25 25 0
10 25 25 0
11 25 54 -29
12 25 54 -29
13 25 54 -29
14 25 54 -29
15 25 54 -29
16 25 54 -29
17 25 54 -29
18 25 54 -29
19 25 54 -29
20 25 54 -29
21 25 54 -29
22 25 54 -29
23 25 25 0
24 25 25 0

600 9481-3481 1 ~

To WWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
May 12000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0
3 25 25 0~
4 25 25 0 III.B-019



5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0

75 75 0
8 75 75 0
9 75 75 0

10 75 75 0
11
12
13
14

75
75
75
75

75
100
100
100

0
-25
-25
-25

Fixing
Fixin
Fixing

pricing.
ricin .

pricing.

WR
WR
WR

Detail : 4,
Detail : 4,
Detail : 4,

From :
From :
From :

25, To:25)
25, To: 25)
25, To: 25

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

75
75
75
75
75
75
75

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

-25
-25
-25
-25
-25
-25
-25

Fixing
Fixing
Fixing
Fixing
Fixin
Fixing
Fixing

pricing.
pricing,
pricing.
pricing.
pricing.
ricin .

pricing.

WR
WR
WR
WR
WR
WR
WR

Detail : 4,
Detail : 4,
Detail : 4,
Detail : 4,
Detail : 4,
Detail : 4,
Detail : 4,

From :
From :
From :
From :
From:
From:
From:

25, To: 25)
25, To : 25
25, To: 25
25, To: 25
25, To: 25
25, To: 25
25, To: 25

22 75 100 -25 Fixing pricing. WR Detail : 4, From: 25, To: 25)
23 25 25 0
24 25 25 0

1400 1675 -275

ToWWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
May 22000

HE Preached Realtime Diff Lo En
1 50 50 0
2 50 50 0
3 50 50 0
4 50 50 0
5 50 50 0
6 50 50 0
7 50, 50 0
8 50 50 0
9 50 50 0

10 50 50 0
11 50 50 0
12 50 65 -15 Fixing pricing. WR Detail : 3, From : 15, To:15
13 50 65 -15 Fixin pricing. WR Detail : 3, From : 15, Tol5
14 50 65 -15 Fixing ricin . WR Detail : 3, From : 15, Tol5
15 50 65 -15 Fixing pricing. WR Detail : 3, From : 15, To : 15
16 50 65 -15 Fixing pricing. WR Detail : 3, From: 15, ToA5)
17 50 65 -15 Fixing pricing. WR Detail : 3, From: 15, ToA5
18 50 65 -15 Fixing pricing. WR Detail : 3, From: 15, To:15
19 50 65 -15 Fixing pricing. WR Detail : 3, From: 15 . To:15
20 50 53 -3 Fixing memos. WR Detail : 3, From: 15, To:3
21 50 65 -15 Fixing pricing. WR Detail : 3, From: 15, To:15)
22 50 65 -15 Fixing pricing. WR Detail : 3, From: 15, To:15
23 50 50 0
24 50 50 0

1200 1353 -153

To WWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
May 3 2000

HE Preached Realtime Diff Lo En"
1 25 25 0 III.B-020



2 25 25 0
3 25 25 0
4 25 25 0
5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0
7 50 50 0
8 50 50 0
9 50 50 0
10 50 63 -13 Fixing pricing . WR Detail : 3, From: 13, To : 13
11
12
13
14
15

16

50
50
50
50
50

50

63
70
70
70
70

50

-13
-20
-20
-20
-20

0

Fixing pricing . WR
Fixing pricing . WR
Fixing Pricing . WR
Fixing pricing. WR
Fixing pricing. WR
Removing memo,
From: 20, To:O

Detail: 3, From: 13, To : 13
Detail: 3, From: 20, To: 20
Detail : 3, From: 20, To: 20)
Detail : 3, From: 20, To: 20
Detail : 3, From: 20, To: 20

due to us sinking energy. WR (Detail:3,

17 50 50 0
Removing memo, due to us sinking energy. WR (Detail:3,
From : 20, To:O

18 50 50 0
19 50 50 0
20 50 50 0
21 50 50 0
22 50 50 0

25 25 0
?N41 25 25 0

1000 1106 -106

To WWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
May 4 2000

HE Presched Realtime Dtlf Log Entry
1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0
3 25 25 0
4 25 25 0
5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0
7 50 50 0
8 50 50 0
9 50 50 0
10 50 50 0
11 50 50 0
12 50 60 -10 Fixing pricing . WR Detail: 3, From : 10, To: 10
13 50 54 -4 Fixin pricing . WR Detail : 3, From : 4, To: 4
14 50 60 -10 Fixin pricing. WR Detail : 3, From : 10, To: 10
15 50 60 -10 Fixin pricing . WR (Detaii : 3, From: 10, To: 10)
16 50 60 -10 Fixing pricing . WR Detail : 3, From: 10, To: 10
17 50 60 -10 Fixing pricing . WR Detail : 3, From: 10, To: 10
18
19

50
50

60
60

-10
-10

Fixing pricing . WR
Fixing pricing . WR

(Detail : 3, From: 10, To: 10
Detail : 3, From: 10, To: 10)

20
21

50
50

50
60

0
-10 Fixing pricing . WR Detail: 3, From : 10, To: 10

22 50 60 -10 Fixing pricing . WR (Detail: 3, From : 10, To: 10)
23 25 25 0
24 25 25 0

1000 1094 -94

III.B-021



ToWWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
May 5 2000

HE Preached Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0
3 25 25 0
4 25 25 0
5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0
7 50 50 0
8 50 50 0
9 5o 50 0
10 50 50 0
11

12

50

50

50

95

0

-45145)
buy resell for enron with wwp (Detail : 3, From: No Entry, To :

Mitch H.

13 50 95 -4545)
buy resell for enron with wwp (Detail : 3, From: No Entry, To:

Mitch H.

14 50 95 -4545)
buy resell for enron with wwp (Detail : 3, From : No Entry, To:

Mitch H .

15 50 95 -45 rt wheel for enron with wwp (Detail : 3, From: No Entry, To : 45) Mitch H.

16 50 95 -45 rt wheel for enron with wwp (Detail : 3, From: No Entry, To : 45) Mitch H.

17 50 95 -45 rt wheel for enron and wyo Detail : 3, From: No Entry, To: 45 Mitch H.
18 50 50 0
19 50 50 0
20 50 50 0
21 50 50 0
22 50 50 0
23 25 28 0
24 25 25 0

1000 1270 -270

To WWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
May 9 2000

HE Preached Reaitime Diff
1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0
3 25 25 0
4 25 25 0
5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0
7 75 75 0
8 75 75 0
9 75 75 0
10

11

12

13

14

75

75

75

75

75

75

90

90

90

90

0

-15

-15

-15

-15

Adding missing sleeve (WWP/EPMI). WR (Detail:4, From: No
Entry, To: 15
Adding missing sleeve (WWP/EPMI). WR (Detail:4, From: No
Entry, To : 15)
Adding missing sleeve (WWP/EPMI). WR (Detail:4, From : No
Ent , To : 15
Adding missing sleeve (WWP/EPMI). WR (Detail:4, From : No
Entry, To:15)

111.B-022



15 75 90 -15
Adding missing sleeve (WWP/EPMI). WR (Detail:4, From : No
Entry, To : 15)

16

17

18

75

75

75

90
go

90

-15
_J,

-15

Adding missing sleeve (WWP/EPMI). WR (Detail:4, From : No
Entry, To:15)
Adding missing sleeve (WWP/EPMI). WR (Detail:4, From : No
Entry, To: 15)
Adding missing sleeve (WWP/EPMI). WR (DetailA, From: No
Entry, To: 15

19 75 90 -15
Adding missing sleeve (WWP/EPMI). WR (Detail:4, From: No
Entry, To: 15)

20 75 75 0
21 75 75 0
22 75 75 0
23 25 25 0
24 25 25 0

1400 1535 -135

To WWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
May 10 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Log Entry
1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0
3 25 25 0
4 25 25 0
5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0
7 50 50 0
8 50 50 0
9 50 50 0
10 50 50 0
11 50 50 0
12
13

50
50

50
65

0
-15 epmi deal (Detail : 3, From : No Entry, To : 15) Steve S.

14 50 65 -15 epmi deal (Detail : 3, From: No Entry, To : 15) Steve S.
15 50 65 -15 epmi deal (Detail : 3, From: No Entry, To : 15) Steve S.
16 50 65 -15 epmi deal (Detail : 3, From: No Entry, To : 15) Steve S.
17 50 65 -15 epmi deal (Detail : 3, From : No Entry, To : 15) Steve S.
18 50 65 -15 epmi deal Detail : 3, From: No Entry, To: 15) Steve S.
19 50 50 0
20 50 50 0
21 50 50 0
22 50 50 0
23 25 25 0
24 25 25 0

1000 1090 -90~ I I

ToWWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER

May 11 2000
HE Presched Realtime Diff IlLog Entry

1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0
3 25 25 0
4 25 25 0
5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0 .** n n2a



' 7 50 50 0
8 50 50 0

50 50 0
10 50 .50 0
11 50 60 -10 epmi deal (Detail : 3, From : No Entry, To: 10) Steve S.
12 50 60 -10 epmi deal (Detail : 3, From : No Entry, To : 10) Steve S.
13 50 60 -10 ep iu, To: 10 Steve S.
14 50 50 0
15 50 50 0
16 50 50 0
17 50 50 0
18 50 50 0
19 50 50 0
20 50 50 0
21 50 50 0
22 50 50 0
23 25 25 0
24 25 25 0

1000 1030 30

To WWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
May 12 2000

HE Preached Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0
3 25 25 0
4 25 25 0
5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0
7 50 50 0
8 50 50 0
9 50 50 0
10 50 50 0
11 50 50 0
12 50 95 -45 Detail : 3, From: No Entry, To: 45 Chris H
13 50 50 0
14 50 50 0
15 50 50 0
16 50 50 0
17 50 50 0
18 50 50 0
19 50 50 0
20 50 50 0
21 50 50 0
22 50 50 0
23 25 25 0
24 25 25 0

1000 1045 -45

To WWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
May 15 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff og Entry
1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0
3 25 25 0
4 25 25 0

IILB-024



5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0
7 50 50 0
8 50 50 0
9 50 50 0
10 50 50 0
11 50 50 0
12 50 50 0
13 50 50 0
14 50 50 0
15 50 60 -10 (Detail : 3, From : No Entry, To: 10) Mark B
18 50 60 -10 (Detail : 3, From : No Entry, To: 10) Mark B
17 50 60 -10 (Detail : 3, From : No Entry, To: 10) Mark B
18 50 60 -10 (Detail : 3, From : No Entry, To : 10) Mark B
19 50 60 -10 Detail : 3, From : No Entry, To: 10) Mark B
20 50 60 -10 Detail : 3, From : No Entry, To : 10 Mark B
21 50 60 -10 Detail : 3, From : No Entry, To: 10 Mark B
22 50 60 -10 Detail : 3, From : No Entry, To: 10) Mark B
23 25 25 0
24 25 25 0

1000 1080 -80

ToWWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
May 31 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff L Entry
1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0
3 25 25 0
4 25 25 0
5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0
7 50 50 0
8 50 50 0
9 50 50 0

10 50 50 0
11 50 50 0
12 50 50 0
13 50 50 0
14 50 50 0
15 50 50 0
16 50 50 0
17 50 50 0
18 50 50 0
19 50 50 0
20 50 50 0
21 50 50 0
22
23
24

50
25
25

50
80
91

0
-55
-66

Fixing pricing . WR (Detail :
Fixing pricing- WR (Detail :

3, From : No Ent , To : 55
3, From : No Entry, To : 66

1000 1121 -121

To WWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
June 6 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Log Entry
1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0 III.B-025



3 25 25 0
4 25 25 0
5 ' - 25 25 0
6 25 25 0
7 25 25 0
8 25 25 0
9 25 25 0
10 25 25 0
11 25 25 0
12 25 25 0
13 25 25 0

14 25 65 -40
Moving to "To WWP MC Memo" acct WR (Detail : 2, From: No
Entry, To: 40

15 25 65 -40
Moving to "To WWP MC Memo" acct . WR (Detail : 2, From: No
Entry, To: 40

16 25 25 0
17 25 25 0
18 25 25 0
19 25 25 0
20 25 25 0
21 25 25 0
22 25 25 0
23 25 25 0
24 25 25 0

600 680 -80

To WWPC Sale MC Memo TRADER
June 15 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0
3 25 25 0
4 25 25 0
5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0
7 50 50 0
8 50 50 0
9 50 50 0
10 50 50 0
11 50 50 0
12 50 50 0
13 50 50 0
14 50 50 0
15 50 50 0
16 50 50 0
17 50 50 0
18 50 50 0
19 50 50 0
20 50 50 0
21 50 50 0
22 50 50 0
23 25 25 0
24 25 25 0

1000 1000 0
I

I

III.B-026



Fr EPMI MC Memo
APRIL 6 2000

TRADER

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 -5 -5 0
2 -5 -5 0
3 -5 -5 0
4 -5 -5 0
5 -5 -5 0
6 -5 -5 0
7 -2 -2 0
8 -2 -2 0
9 -2 -2 0
10 -2 -27 25 RT AT SYS (Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:25) Bill C

11 -2 -27 25 RT AT SYS Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:-25 Bill C
12 -2 -27 25 RT AT SYS Detail: 2, From : No Entry, To:-25 Ter F

13 -2 -2 0
14 -2 -2 0
15
16
17

-2
-2
-2

-2
-42
-27

0
40
25

PORCH Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:-40
PORCH Detail : 2, From: No Entry, To:-25

Te F
Ter F

18
19

-2
-2

-2
-42

0
40 PORCH Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:-40 Ter F

20 -2 -2 0
21 -2 -2 0
22 -3 -3 0
23 -4 -4 0
24 -4 -4 0

-71~ -251 1801 1 1

Fr EPMI MC Memo TRADER

April 15,2000
HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo Entry

1 -5 -5 0
2 -5 -5 0
3 -5 -5 0
4 -4 -4 0
5 -4 -4 0
6 -4 -4 0
7 -4 -4 0
8 .4 -4 0
9 -4 -4 0
10 -4 -4 0
11
12

-3
-3

-3
-27

0
24 Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve

13
14
15

-3
-3
-3

-27
-27
-27

24
24
24

wl WWP &EPMI in Aril (in Jul WR
Above entry in Historical Changes for HE12-24 .

16 -31 -27 24
17 -3 -27 24
18 -3 -27 24
19 -3 -27 24
20 -3 -27 24
21 -3 -27-24
22 -3 -27 24
23 -5 -29 24
24 -5 24

-89 :011 312
IILB Oz7



Fr EPMI MC Memo TRADER
April 16,2000

HE Presched Mealtime Diff Lo Ent
1 -5 -5 0
2 -5 -5 0
3 -5 -29 24 Entering "fake" memo to balance out sleeve
4 -5 -5 0 w/WWP &EPMI in April in Jul WR
5 -5 -5 0 Above en in Historical Changes for HE3,13-16
6 -5 -5 0
7 -5 -5 0
8 -5 -5 0
9 -5 -5 0
10 -5 -5 0
11 -5 -5 0
12 -5 -5 0
13 -5 -29 24
14 -4 -28 24
15 -4 -28 24
16 -4 -28 24
17 -4 -4 0
18 -4 -4 0
19 -41 -4 0
20 -4 -4 0
21 -4 -4 0
22 -3 -3 0
23 -5 -5 0
24 -5 -5 0

-110 -230 120

Fr EPMI MC Memo TRADER
April 23,2000

HE Presched Mealtime Diff Lo Entry
1 -5 -5 0
2 -5 -5 0
3 -5 -50 45 Detail : 2, From No Entry, To:-45 Steve S
4 -5 -50 45 Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:-45 Steve S
5 -5 -5 0
6 -5 -5 0
7 -5 -5 0
8 -5 -5 0
9 .4 -4 0

10 -4 -4 0
11 -4 -4 0
12 4 -4 0
13 -4 -4 0
14 -4 -4 0
15 -4 -4 0
16 -4 -4 0
17 -5 -5 0
18 -5 -5 0
19 -5 -5 0
20 -5 -5 0
21 -5 -5 0
22 -5 -5 0
23 -5 -5 0
24 -5 -5 0

F- 1 -112 -202 90
IILB-028



Fr EPMI MC Memo TRADER
April 26,2000

HE Preached Realtime Diff Lo En
1 -5 -11 6 Adding deal that was just bookout-
2 -5 -11 6 Hel in EPMI WR entered in Jul LLH
3 -5 -11 6
4 -4 -10 6
5 -4 -10 6
6 -4 -10 6
7 -4 -4 0
8 -4 -4 0
9 -4 -4 0

10
11
12
13

-4
-4
-4
-4

-4
-33
-33
-33

0
29
29
29

Detail : 2, From : No
Detail : 2, From : No
Detail : 2, From : No

Entry,
Entry,
Entry,

To:-29
To:-29
To:-29)

HE
HE
HE

11-18
11-19
11-20

Mark
Mark
Mark

B
B
B

14
15

-4
-4

-33
-33

29
29

Detail : 2, From : No
Detail : 2, From : No

Entry,
Entry,

To:-29
To:-29

HE
HE

11-21
11-22

Mark
Mark

B
B

16 -4 -33 29 Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:-29 HE 11-23 Mark B
17
18
19
20

-4
-3
-3
-3

-33
-32
-32
-32

29
29
29
29

Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:-29 HE
Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:-29 HE

rt change late entry,
enron error From : 0, To:-29 MWHs

11-24
11-25

Mark
Mark
Mitch
Mitch

B
B
H
H

21
22
23

-4
-4
-4

-33
-33
-10

29
29
6

HE19-22 Mitch
Mitch

H
H

24 -41 -10 6
-961 -4921 396 I I

Fr EPMI MC Memo TRADER
May 12000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo En
1 -5 -5 0
2 -5 -5 0
3 -5 -5 0
4 -5 -5 0
5 -5 -5 0
6 -4 -4 0
7 -3 -3 0
8 -3 -3 0
9 -3 -3 0

10 -3 -3 0
11
12
13

-3
-3
-3

-3
-28
-28

0
25
25

wheel Detail : 2, From No Entry, To : 0
on 10-13-2000 ATF changed to -25 he12-22

Steve S
per acct

14 -3 -28 251history page
15 -3 -28N25
16 -3 -28 25
17 -3 -28 25
18 -3 -28 25
19 -3 -28 25
20 -2 -27 25
21 -2 -27 25
22 -2 -27 25
23 -5 -5 0
24 -5 -5 0

-W-359 275

III.B-029



Fr EPMI MC Memo TRADER
May 2 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo En
1 -5 -5 0
2 -5 -5 0
3 -5 -5 0
4 -4 -4 0
5 -4 -4 0
6 -4 -4 0
7 -3 -3 0
8 -3 -3 0
9 -3 -3 0
10 -3 -3 0
11 -3 -3 0
12 -3 -18 15 for enron Detail: 2, From: No Entry, To:-15 Steve S
13 -3 -18 15 HE12-22
14 -2 -17 15
15 -2 -17 15
16 -2 -17 15
17 -3 -18 15
18 -3 -18 15
19 -3 -18 15
20 -3 -6 3 fixing memo's WR ATF
21 -3 -18 15
22 -3 -18 15
23 -5 -5 0
24 -5 -5 0

-82 -235 153

Fr EPMI MC Memo TRADER

May 3 2000
HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo En

1 -5 -5 0
2 -5 -5 0
3 -5 -5 0
4 -5 -5 0
5 -5 -5 0
6 -5 -5 0
7 -4 -4 0
8 -4 -4 0
9 -4 -4 0 I
10 -4 -17 13 Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:-15 - jj
11 -3 -16 13
12 -3 -23 20
13 -3 -23 20
14 -3 -23 20
15 -3 -23 20
16 -3 -3 0 removing energy due to us sinking energy WR atf
17 -3 -3 0 removing energy due to us sinking energy WR atf
18 -3 -3 0
19 -3 -3 0
20 -3 -3 0
21 -3 -3 0
22 -3 -3 0
23 -4 -4 0
24 -4 -4 0

-90 -196-1061
III.B-030



Fr EPMIMC Memo TRADER
May 4 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 -3 -3 0
2 -3 -3 0
3 -3 -3 0
4 -3 -3 0
5 -2 -2 0
6 -2 -2 0
7 -4 -4 0
8 -4 -4 0
9 -4 -4 0
10 -3 -3 0
11 -3 -3 0
12 -3 -13 10 FOR ENRON Detail : 2, From No Entry, To:-10 Te F
13 -3 -7 4 Detail: 2, From:-10, To:-4 Te F
14 -4 -14 10 Detail : 2, From : No Entry, TOAD Te F
15 -4 -14 10 HE 14-22 Te F
16 -4 -14 10
17 -4 -14 10
18 -4 -14 10
19 -4 -14 10
20 -4 -4 0 cut b e mi From:-10, To : 0 MWHs) Terry F
21 -4 -14 10
22 4 -14 10
23 -3 -3 0
24 -3 -3 0

-82 -176 94

Fr EPMI MC Memo TRADER
May 5 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 -3 -3 0
2 -3 -3 0
3 -3 -3 0
4 -3 -3 0
5 -3 -3 0
6 -2 -2 0
7 -4 -4 0
8 -4 -4 0
9 -4 -4 0
10 -3 -3 0
11 -3 -3 0
12
13

-3
-4

-48
-49

45
45

buy resell for enron with ww Detail : 2, From:-10, To:-45)
HE12-14 Mitch H

14 -4 -49 45
15
16
17

-4
-4
-4

-49
-49
-49

45
45
45

rt wheel for enron with ww Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:-45
HE15-16 Mitch H
rt wheel for enron with ww Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:-45

18 -4 -4 0
19 -4 -4 0
20 -4 -4 0
21 -4 -4 0
22 -4 -4 0
23 -3 -3 0
24 -3 -3 0 III.B-031

-84 -354 270



Fr EPMI MC Memo TRADER
May 9 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo En
1 -5 -5 0
2 -5 -5 0
3 .4 -4 0
4 -4 -4 0
5 -4 -4 0
6 -4 -4 0
7 -1 -1 0
8 -1 -1 0
9 -1 -1 0
10
11
12

-1
-2
-2

-1
-17
-17

0

15
15 Adding Missing sleeve WWP/EPMI 6/6/2000

Adding Missing sleeve WWP/EPMI 6/6/2001
WRafff
WR aff

13
14

-2
-2

-17
-17 15

15 Adding Missing sleeve WWP/EPMI
Adding Missing sleeve WWP/EPMI

6/6/2002
6/6/2003

WRaff
WR aff

15
16
17

-2
-2
-2

-17
-17
-17

16 Adding Missing sleeve WWP/EPMI 6/6/2004
15 Adding Missing sleeve WWP/EPMI 6/6/2005
15 Adding Missing sleeve WWP/EPMI 6/6/2006

WRaff
WRaff
WRaff

18 -2 -17 15 Addin Missing sleeve WWP/EPMI 6/6/2007 WR atf
19 -2 -17 15Addin Missing sleeve WWP/EPMI 6/6/2008 WRaff
20 -2 -2 0
21 -2 -2 0
22 -2 -2 0
23 -5 -5 0
24 -5 -5 0

-64 -199 135

Fr EPMI MC Memo TRADER
May 10 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo En
1 -5 -5 0
2 -5 -5 0
3 -4 -4 0
4 -4 -4 0
5 -4 -4 0
6 -4 -4 0
7 -3 -3 0
8 -3 -3 0
9 -4 -4 0
10 -3 -3 0
11 -3 -3 0
12 -3 -3 0
13 -3 -18 15 Detail : 2, From: No Entry, To:-15) HE13-18 Steve S
14 -3 -18 15 (Detail : 2, From: No Entry, To:-15) HE13-19 Steve S
15 -4 -19 15 Detail : 2, From: No Entry, To:-15 HEl3-20 Steve S
16 -4 -19 15 Detail : 2, From: No Entry, To:-15 HE13-21 Steve S
17 -4 -19 15 (Detail : 2, From: No Entry, To:-15 HE13-22 Steve S
18 -4 -19 15 Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:-15) HE13-23 Steve S
19 -4 -4 0
20 -4 -4 0
21 -4 -4 0
22 -4 -4 0
23 -5 -5 0
24 -5 -5 0

-93 -183 90
iiin 032



Fr EPMI MC Memo TRADER
May 11 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo En
1 -5 -5 0
2 -5 -5 0
3 -4 -4 0
4 -4 -4 0
5 -4 -4 0
6 -4 -4 0
7 -1 -1 0
8 -2 -2 0
9 -2 -2 0
10 -2 -2 0
11 -2 -12 10 e mi deal Detail : 2 From : 0, To:-10 MWHs) Steve S
12 -2 -12 10 HE11-22
13
14

-2
-2

-12
-2

10
0 enron cut From:-10, To : 0 MWHs HE14-22 Steve S

15 -2 -2 0
16 -2 -2 0
17 -2 -2 0
18 -2 -2 0
19 -2 -2 0
20 -2 -2 0
21 -2 -2 0
22 -2 -2 0
23 -5 -5 0
24 -5 -5 0

1 -671 -971 301 I I

Fr EPMI MC Memo TRADER
May 12 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff L Entry
1 -5 -5 0
2 -5 -5 0
3 -5 -5 0
4 -5 -5 0
5 -4 -4 0
6 -4 -4 0
7 -4 -4 0
8 -4 -4 0
9 -3 -3 0

10 -3 -3 0
11
12

-3
-3

-3
-48

0
45 (Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:-45 Chris H

13 -3 -3 0
14 -3 -3 0
15 -3 -3 0
16 -3 -3 0
17 -3 -3 0
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-5
-5

-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-5
-540

-88 -133 45
III.B-033



Fr EPMI MC Memo TRADER
" , May 15 2000
` HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo En

1 -4 -4 0
2 -4 -4 0
3 -4 -4 0
4 4 -4 0
5 -5 -5 0
6 -5 -5 0
7 -5 -5 0
8 -5 -5 0
9 -5 -5 0
10 -5 -5 0
11 -5 -5 0
12 -5 -5 0
13 -5 -5 0
14
15

-5
-5

-5
-15

0
10 Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:-10 Marts B

16
17
18
19

-5
-5
-5
-5

-15
-15
-15
-15

10
10
10
10

HE15&16
Detail : 2, From: No Entry, To:-10)
Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:-10
Detail : 2, From : No Entry, To:-10

Mark B
Mark B
Mark B

20 -5 -15 10 HE19-22 Mark B
21
22

-5
-5

-15
-15

10
10

HE19-22
HE19-22

Mark B
Mark B

23 -5 -5 0
24 -5 -5 0

-116 -196 80~ I I

Fr EPMIMC Memo TRADER
Ma 312000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo En
1 -4 -4 0
2 -4 -4 0
3 -4 -4 0
4 -4 -4 0
5 -4 -4 0
6 -4 -4 0
7 -4 -4 0
8 4 4 0
9 -3 -3 0
10 -3 -3 0
11 -3 -3 0
12 -3 -3 0
13 -3 -3 0
14 -3 73-0
15 -3 -3 0
16 -3 -3 0
17 -3 -3 0
18 -3 -3 0
19 -3 .73-0
20 -3 -3 0
21 -3 -3 0
22
23
24

-3
-3
-4

-3
-58
-70

0
55
66

Fixin Price WR Detail:2 From No Entry to : -55
Fixing Price WR (Detail:2 From No Entry to : -66)

Judy M

-81 -202 1211 I
IILB-034



Fr EPMIMC Memo TRADER
June 6 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 -5 -5 0
2 -5 -5 0
3 -5 -5 0
4 -4 -4 0
5 -4 -4 0
6 -4 -4 0
7 -4 -4 0
8 -4 -4 0
9 -3 -3 0
10 -3 -3 0
11 -3 -3 0
12 -3 -3 0
13
14
15

-3
-3
-3

-3
-43
-43

0
40
40

Historical Change
"Fr EPMI MC Memo" acct WR Detail:2, From No
"Fr EPMI MC Memo" acct WR Detail:2, From No

Entry, To -40
Ent , To -40

16 -3 -3 0
17 -3 -3 0
18 -3 -3 0
19 -3 -3 0
20 -3 -3 0
21 -3 -3 0
22 -3 -3 0
23 -4 -4 0
24 -4

-85 -165
4F-01

80~ I I

Fr EPMI MC Memo TRADER
June 15 2000

HE Presched Mealtime Diff Lo Entry
1 -4 -4 0
2 -4 -4 0
3 -4 -4 0
4 -4 -4 0
5 -4 -4 0
6 -3 -3 0
7 -30 -30 0
8 -30 -30 0
9 -30 -30 0
10 -30 -30 0
11 -30 -30 0
12 -30 -30 0
13 -30 -30 0
14 -30 -30 0
15 -30 -30 0
16 -30 -13-0-0
17 -30 -30 0
18 -29 -29 0
19 -29 -29 0
20 -29 -29 0
21 -29 -29 0
22 -29 -29 0
23 -4 -4 0
24 -4 -4 0

-506 -506 0
III.B-035

NO ACTIVITY JUNE 15,2000



To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER
APRIL 6 2000

HE Preached Realtime Diff Lo En
1 5 5 0
2 5 5 0
3 5 5 0
4 5 5 0
5 5 5 0
6 5 5 0
7 68 68 0
8 68 68 0
9
10
11
12

68
68
68
68

68
93
93
93

0
-25
-25
-25

SALE Detail : 3, From: 25, To: 25
Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 25
SALE Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 25

Q7jrj~

13 68 68 0
14 68 68 0
15 68 68 0
16
17

68
68

108
93

-40
-25

SALE Detail : 3, From : 0, To: 40
SALE Detail : 3, From : 0, To: 25

MMMM
EMOM

18
19

68
68

68
108

0
-40 Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 40 Te F

20 68 68 0
21 68 68 0
22 69 69 0
23 4 4 0
24 4 4 0

1127 1307 -180

To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER
April 15,2000

HE Presched Realtime Dtff Lo En
1 8 8 0
2 8 8 0
3 8 8 0
4 7 7 0
5 7 7 0
6 7 7 0
7 83 83 0
8 83 83 0
9 83 83 0

10 83 83 0
11 82 82 0
12 82 106 -24
13 82 106 -24 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 24) Judy M.
14 82 106 -24 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 24) Judy M.
15 82 106 -24
16 82 106 -24 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 24) Judy M.
17 82 106 -24 (Detail: 3, From: 0, To : 24) Judy M.
18 82 106 -24 (Detail: 3, From: 0, To : 24) Judy M.
19 82 106 -24 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 24) Judy M.
20 82 106 -24 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 24) Judy M.
21 82 106 -24 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 24) Terry F .
22 82 106 -24 sale (Detail : 3, From : 0, To : 24) Terry F .
23 8 32 -24 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 24) Terry F .
24 8 32 -24 Detail : 3, From: 0. To : 24) Terry F.

1377 1689T--3-12F
III.B-036



To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER
April 16,2000

HE Preached Reaitime Diff
1 8 8 0
2
3

8
8

8
32

0
-24 Detail: 3, From: 0, To: 24 Terry F.

4 8 8 0
5 8 8 0
6 8 8 0
7 8 8 0
8 8 8 0
9 8 8 0
10 8 8 0
11 8 8 0
12 8 8 0 I I
13 8 32 -24 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 24) Judy M.
14 7 31 -24 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 24) Judy M.
15 7 31 -24 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 24) Judy M.
16 7 31 -24 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 24) Jud M.

17 7 7 0
18 7 7 0
19 7 7 0
20 7 7 0
21 7 7 0
22 6 6 0
23 8 8 0
24 8 8 0

182 302 -120 I I

To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER
April 23,2000

HE Preached Realtime Diff L Entry
1 7 7 0
2
3

7
7

7
52

0
-45 (Detail : 3, From: 0 . To: 45) Steve S.

4 7 52 -45 Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 45 Steve S.
5 7 7 0
6 7 7 0
7 7 7 0
8 7 7 0
9 8 6 0
10 6 6 0
11 6 6 0
12 6 6 0
13 6 6 0
14 6 6 0
15 6 6 0
16 6 6 0
17 7 7 0
18 7 7 0
19 7 7 0
20 7 7 0
21 7 7 0
22 7 7 0
23 7 7 0
24 7 7 0 iii B-037



J
1601 2501 -901

To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER
April 26,2000

HE Preached Realtime Diff
1 -5 -11 6 Adding deal that was just bookout-
2 -5 -11 6 Helping EPMI WR entered In Jul LLH
3 -5 -11 6
4 -4 -10 6
5 -4 -10 6
6 -4 -10 6
7 -4 -4 0
8 -4 -4 0
9 -4 -4 0
10 -4 -4 0
11 -4 -33 29 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 29) Mark B.
12 -4 -33 29 (Detail : 3, From: 29, To: 29) Mark B.
13 -4 -33 29
14 -4 -33 29
15 -4 -33 29
16 -4 -33 29
17 -4 -33 29
18 -3 -32 29
19 -3 -32 29
20 -3 -32 29
21 -4 -33 29 Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 29 Mitch H.
22 -4 -33 29
23 -4 -10 6
24 -4 -10 6

-96 -492 396
-

To BPA-EPMI PGE SYS TRADER
May 12000

HE Presched Realtime Diff L En
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 25 -25 wheel (From : 0, To: 25 MWHs) Steve S
13 0 25 -25 wheel (From: 0, To: 25 MWHs) Steve S
14 0 25 -25 wheel (From: 0, To: 25 MWHs) Steve S
15 0 25 -25 wheel (From: 0, To: 25 MWHs) Steve S
16 0 122 -122 wheel (From : 0, To: 25 MWHs) Steve S
17 0 122 -122 wheel (From: 0, To: 25 MWHs) Steve S
18 0 122 -122 wheel (From: 0, To: 25 MWHs) Steve S
19 0 122 -122 wheel (From : 0, To: 25 MWHs) Steve S
20 0 122 -122 wheel (From : 0, To: 25 MWHs) Steve S
21 0 122 -122 wheel (From : 0, To: 25 MWHs) Steve S
22 0 122 -122 wheel (From : 0, To : 25 MWHs) Steve S
23 0 97 -97 iii,°, 038



24 0 97 -97
0 11481-11481

To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER
May 2 2000

HE Preached Realtime Diff Lt,
1 23 23 0
2 23 23 0
3 23 23 0
4 22 22 0
5 22 22 0
6 22 22 0
7 97 97 0
8 97 97 0
9 97 97 0
10 97 97 0
11 97 97 0
12 97 112 -15 for enron (Detail : 3, From : 0, To : 15) Steve S .
13 97 112 -1 S for enron (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 15) Steve S .
14 96 111 -15 for enron (Detail : 3, From : 0, To: 15) Steve S.
15 96 111 -15 for enron (Detail: 3, From: 0, To: 15) Steve S.
16 96 111 -15 for enron (Detail : 3, From : 0, To: 15) Steve S .
17 97 112 -15 for enron (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 15) Steve S.
18 97 112 -15 for enron (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 15) Steve S.
19 97 112 -15 for enron (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 15) Steve S.
20 97 112 -15 for enron (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 15) Steve S.
21 97 112 -15 for enron (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 15) Steve S .
22 97 112 -15 for enron Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 15 Steve S.
23 23 23 0
24 23 23 0

1730 1895 -165

To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER
May 3 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff L En
1 23 23 0
2 23 23 0
3 23 23 0
4 23 23 0
5 23 23 0
6 23 23 0
7 23 23 0
8 23 23 0
9 23 23 0
10 23 36 -13 (Detail : 3, From : 0, To: 15)
11 22 35 -13 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 15)
12 22 42 -20 CHANGE (Detail : 3, From: 15, To: 20)
13 22 42 -20 CHANGE (Detail : 3, From: 15, To: 20)
14 22 42 -20 CHANGE (Detail : 3, From: 15, To: 20)
15 22 22 0 (Detail : 3, From : 0, To: 20)
16 22 10 12 (Detail : 3, From: 20, To: 0)
17 22 10 12 CUT (Detail : 3, From : 20, To: 0)
18 22 10 12 CUT (Detail : 3, From : 20, To: 0)
19 22 10 12 CUT (Detail : 3, From: 20, To: 0)
20 22 9 13 CUT (Detail : 3, From: 20, To: 0) III.8-039



21 22 T (Detail : 3, From: 20, To: 0)
22 22 T Detail : 3, From : 20, To: 0
23 22

M5391

-
24 22

538

To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER
May 42000

HE Preached Realtime Diff Lo En
1 22 22 0
2 22 22 0
3 22 22 0
4 22 22 0
5 21 21 0
6 21 21 0
7 99 99 0
8 99 99 0
9 99 99 0
10 98 98 0
11 98 98 0
12 98 108 -10 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 10) Terry F.
13
14

98
99

102
109

-4
-10

CUT (Detail: 3, From: 10, To: 4) Terry F.
FOR ENRON (Detail : 3, From : 0, To: 10) Terry F.

15 99 109 -10 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 10) Terry F.
16 99 109 -10 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 10) Terry F.
17 99 109 -10 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 10)
18 99 109 -10 (Detail : 3, From : 0, To: 10)
19 99 109 -10 (Detail : 3, From : 0, To: 10)
20 99 99 0 (Detail : 3, From : 10, To: 0)
21 99 109 -10 (Detail: 3, From : 0, To: 10)
22 99 109 -10 Detail: 3, From : 0, To: 10
23 22 22 0 Jud M.
24 22 22 0

1754 1848 -94

To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER

May 5 2000
HE Preached Realtlme Diff Lo En

1 21 21 0
2 21 21 0
3 21 21 0
4 21 21 0
5 21 21 0
6 20 20 0
7 23 23 0
8 23 23 0
9 23 23 0 III.B-040
10 22 22 0
11
12

22
22

22
67

0
-45 buy resell for enron withwwp (Detail : 3, From : 0, To: 45) Mitch H .

13 23 68 -45 buy resell for enron with wwp (Detail : 3, From : 0, To: 45) Mitch H.
14 23 68 -45 buy resell for enron with wwp (Detail : 3, From : 0, To: 45) Mitch H.
15 23 68 -45 rt wheel for enron with wwp (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 45) Mitch H.
16 23 68 -45 rt wheel for enron with wwp (Detail: 3, From: 0, To : 45) Mitch H.
17 23, 68 -45 rt wheel for enron and wwp (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 45) Mitch H.



18 23 23 ---OF-
19 23 23 0
20 23 23 0

21 23 23 0
22 23 23 0
23 21 21 0
24 21 21 0

532 802 -270

To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER

May 9 2000
HE Presched Realtime Diff

1 21 21 0
2 21 21 0
3 20 20 0

4 20 20 0
5 20 20 0

6 20 20 0
7 68 68 0
8 68 68 0
9 68 68 0

10
11

68
69

68
84

0
-15 BUY FROM WWP AT COB FOR RE-SALE TO EPMI AT Judy M.

12 69 84 -15 BUY FROM WWPAT COB FOR RE-SALE TO EPMI AT Judy M.

13 69 84 -15 BUY FROM WWPAT COB FOR RE-SALE TO EPMI AT Judy M.

14 69 84 -15 BUY FROM WWPAT COB FOR RE-SALE TO EPMI AT Judy M.

15 69 84 -15 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 15) Judy M.

16 69 84 -15 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 15) JudyM.
17 69 84 -15 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 15) Judy M.
18 69 84 -15 (Detail: 3, From: 0, To: 15) Judy M.
19 69 84 -15 Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 15 Judy M.
20 69 69 0
21 69 69 0

22 69 69 0

23 21 21 0
24 21 21 0

1264 -199 1463 I I

To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER

May 10 2000
HE Presched Realtime Dtff Lo En

1 21 21 0

2 21 21 0
3 20 20 0
4 20 20 0
5 20 20 0

6 20 20 0
7 20 20 0
8 20 20 0

9 21 21 0
10 20 20 0 III.B-041

11 20 20 0
12 20 20 0
13 20 35 -15 (Detail: 3, From: 0, To: 15) Steve S .

14 20 35 -15 (Detail: 3, From: 0, To: 15) Steve S .



15 21 36 -15 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 15) Steve S .
16 21 36 -15 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 15) Steve S .
17 21 36 -15 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 15) Steve S .
18 21 36 -15 Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 15 Steve S .
19 21 21 0
20 21 21 0
21 21 21 0
22 21 21 0
23 21 21 0
24 21 21 0

493 583 -90

To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER
May 11 2000

HE Preached Realtime Diff
1 51 51 0
2 51 51 0
3 50 50 0
4 50 50 0
5 50 50 0
6 50 50 0
7 23 23 0
8 24 24 0
9 24 24 0
10 24 24 0
11 24 34 -10 epmi deal (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 10) Steve S .
12 24 34 -10 epmi deal (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 10) Steve S.
13 24 34 -10 e p mi deal Detail : 3, From : 0, To: 10 Steve S.
14 24 24 0
15 24 24 0
16 24 24 0
17 24 24 0
18 24 24 0
19 24 24 0
20 24 24 0
21 24 24 0
22 24 24 0
23 51 51 0
24 51 51 0

787 817 -30

To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER
May 12 2000

HE Preached Realtime Diff
1 3 3 0
2 3 3 0
3 3 3 0
4 3 3 0
5 2 2 0
6 2 2 0
7 25 25 0
8 25 25 0
9 24 24 0 iELB-042

10 24 24 0
11 24 24 0
12 24 69 -45 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 45) Chris H .



13 24 24 0
14 24 24 0
1 24 24 0
16 24 24 0
17 24, 24 0
18 24 24 0
19 24 24 0
20 24 24 0
21 24 24 0
22 24 24 0
23 3 3 0
24 3 3 0

408 453-45~

To BPAPGE EPMIJO TRADER
May 15 2000

HE Preached Realtime Diff Lo En
1 7 7 0
2 7 7 0
3 7 7 0
4 7 7 0
5 8 8 0
6 8 8 0
7 30 30 0
8 30 30 0
9 30 30 0

10 30 30 0
11 30 30 0
12 30 30 0
13 30 30 0
14 30 30 0
15 30 40 -10 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 10) epmi said buy/resale price Mark B
16 30 40 -10 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 10) epmi said buy/resale price w Mark B
17 30 40 -10 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 10) Mark B
18 30 40 -10 (Detail : 3, From : 0, To: 10) Mark B
19 30 40 -10 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 10) Mark B
20 30 40 -10 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 10) Mark B
21 30 40 -10 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 10) Mark B
22 30 40 -10 sale, From: 0, To: 10 Mark B
23 8 8 0
24 8 8 0

540, 620 -80

To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER
May 31 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo En
1 25 25 0
2 25 25 0
3 25 25 0
4 25 25 0
5 25 25 0
6 25 25 0
7 25 25 0
8 25 25 0
9 24 24 0 III.B-043
10 24 24 0



11 24 24 0
12 24 24 0
13 24 24 0
14 24 24 0
15 24 24 0
16 24 24 0
17 24 24 0
18 24 24 0
19 24 24 0
20 24 24 0
21 24 24 0
22 24 24 0
23 24 713 -55- SELL TO ENRON ATJOHN DAY (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : Judy M
24 25 91 -66 SELLTO ENRON ATJOHN DAY (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : Judy M

585 706 -121

To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER
June 6 2000

HE Preached Realtime Diff Enky
1 59 59 0
2 59 59 0
3 59 59 0
4 58 58 0
5 58 58 0
6 58 58 0
7 28 28 0
8 28 28 0
9 27 27 0
10 27 27 0
11 27 27 0
12 27 27 0
13 27 27 0
14 27 67 -40 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 40) Judy M .
15 27 67 -40 Detail : 3, From: 0, To : 40 Judy M .
16 27 27 0
17 27 27 0
18 27 27 0
19 27 27 0
20 27 27 0
21 27 27 0
22 27 27 0
23 58 58 0
24 58 58 0

901 981 -80 1

To BPA-PGE EPMI JD TRADER
June 15 2000

HE Presched Realtime Diff Lo Entry
1 101 101 0

2 101 124 -23

SALE COST = DJ-MC +1 (Detail : 3, From: 0, To: 23)
USED THIS ACCOUNT, ENERGY GOING TO SCL
JD. (PER ENE Terry F .

3 101 101 0
4 101 101 0
5 101 101 0
6 100 1 0 - -
7 26 26 0 111-B-044



.8 26 26 0
9 26 26 0
1A 26 26 0
11 26 26 0
12 26 26 0
13 26 26 0
14 26 26 0
15 26 26 0
16 26 26 0
17 26 26 0
18 25 25 0
19 25 25 0
20 25 25 0
21 25 25 0
22 25 25 0
23 78 78 0
24 78 78 0

1172 1195 -23~ I I

NO ACTNITY JUNE 15,2000

III.B-045


